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THE T.49 CAPSTAN
Comprehensive Training Two-seater

The Capstan has been designed in conjunction
with the foremost authorities on gliding to be a
two-seater suitable for all stages of training. Its
high performance allows instruction in advanced
flying that was not possible with the older type

machines.
All the features of this aircraft are designed 10

allow intensive utilisation. The seats and controls
are adjustable to suit any size of pilot and a ballast
scheme for solo fIying is a standard installation.

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES
KIRBYMOORSIDE YORK

LIMITED
ENGLAND

TELEPHONE: KmnYMOORSIDE 312 CABLE: SAILPLANES

PIONEER!: OF BRITISH CUD/NC
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PENGUIN
ON SNOWDON

T
HI~ is the. tale of a short stubby

wmged glIder, a Swallow named
Penguin, which one day outflew several
long-winged pundit gliders to become
the first glider to land in APglesey.

The date was Sunday, 28th August, the
second day of the Dunstabk Regional
Competition. The task set was distance
along a line to the Long Mynd and
Holyhead.

I chose an early start time and was
airborne by 11.15 a.m. There were plenty
of thermals, but all rather weak above
3,000 ft. a.s.l. I cruised slowly between
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft., spending a lot of
time circling. It took two hQurs to reach
Stratford-an-Avon. The inversion had

risen appr~iably by now and was around
4,000 ft., cutting off all cloud formation.

Over Bromsgro'Ve I shared my first
thermal with the Fauvette. J litde real
ized that I would be seeing a lot of this
attractive sailplane. We flew together in
several thermals, which gave me a pain
in the neck, as he was always about 100
feet above me.

At the Clee Hills there seemed a lack
of thermal activity. Two gliders on the
ground did nothing to boost my waning
confidence. Then J observed the Ka-7
chasing its shadow around a cornfield. I
flew overhead into the welcome lift. The
climb was very slow until Peter Seott
joined in about 500 ft. above me. The
thermal immediately responded and we
shot up to 4,000 ft.

I enjoyed another fast climb near the
Long Mynd, this tim.e with Mike Riddell.
before he sped off into the haze towards
Wales. Conditions were now excellent.
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by
Stuart
WaIler

The Fauvette appeared again, this time
belcw me. Soon I was 4,000 ft. over

Welsbpool. But it was now 4.30 p.m.
Would the thermals last so that I could
reach Snowdon, I wondered!

After Welshpool I decided to veer
north off course so as to avoid the more
desolate part of the mountains. So I
headed for LIanfyllin where I hoped to
find my next thermal. Sure enough it
was <there, but very weak. The Fauvette
apJ'!:ared low from the south-west. He
tired of the weak lift first, leaving me to
sit it out. I gained a valuable 1,000 ft.,
and now at 3,500 ft. set off towards
LIangynog. The valley fell away below
me showing a cluster of sailplanes field
bound. Af least I would beat those
gliders, I thought, and headed up the
valley towards the Berwyns. But I was
now below the higher peaks. The hills
fell steeply to the valley bel~w, where
the road wound its way up t(1) the pass
1.700 ft. high. until it disappeared from
sight on its descent to Bala. I was low
enough to appreciate the grandeur of
the scenery. My deliberations concerning
a landing near the summit were forgotten
as I hit rough turbulent air. Soon I was
back to 4.000 ft. looking down at yachts

sailing on Lake Bala.
I approached tbeearlh embankment



The wind was too light to provide hill
soaring. But" the hot sun beating on to
the rock was providing anabatic wind
sufficient to lift Penguin. Gradually
Snowdon's peak slipped down to the
horizon, until at 6 p.m. r was at 4,500
ft. Snowd.on had been soared. All lift
had now subsided and I passed to the
west of Snowdon, on final glide. too
enthralled by the magnificence of the
scenery to notice Riddell and CosHn sit
ting by their gliders below.

The Menai Straits re1lected the red
glow of the evening sun. The flight was
nearly over. Penguin's penetration gave
out at Aberffraw. The flight of 305 kms.
had taken 1 hrs. 15 mins. Unfortunately
I was 8 kms. short of my declared goal.

I was much indebted to my determined
team mates, Valerie Stephenson and
Colin Pennycuick who' drove over 100
road miles, and worked all Sunday night
gathering tools from sleeping Welshmen
to repair the trailer after a road accident
had removed the undercarriage from the
box. They finally knocked me out of
bed at 1.30 a.m.

Penguin has gathered more gold dust,
Snowdon at last had been soared (is
this the first time?) and we were in the
lead in the contest.

being constructed in the Afon Tryweryn.
The Fauvette was there ahead of me,
circling. By the time I got below him
he had used up all the lift and I was
left scratching around. Again I had
serious doubts concerning the height I
would have over the pass to Blaenau
Ffcstiniog. The cars travelling along t;he
84391 looked rather close.

Once again I was rescued at the head
of the valley where I encountered a ther
mal which built up until cloud formed
overhead and lifted Pertguin over 5,000
ft. Snowdon was now in the bag. I
looked joyfully towards the sacred
mountain, scene of previous Penguin
pilgrimages.

It was now 5.30 p.m. and with 2.000
ft. showing I tucked a wing over the

jagged face of Yr. Aran. The rock escarp
ment fell away sharply to the lake be
low: forbidding landing country this!

't"~NQ!.!cS.-&:ndu:.:,. BI.... ,NGHA...
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Our Overcrowded Air !
a similar number of movements. The last
column shows how far each comparable
airport is down the list of U.S. airports
arranged in order of traffic density. As
A viasporl points out, U.S. airports deal
with all kinds of aircraft, from jets to
tourists. This is the list:

Order of
Aircraft Traffic Density
Movements in the U.S.A.
156,538 49th
8(},661 143rd
59,126 194th
45.620 288th

209;906 19th
149,433 57th

European Aircraft American
Airports Movements Airports
London, Heathrow 156,085 Fullerton. California
Paris, Orly 89.23.5 New Castle, Delaware
Paris, Le Bourget 59,700 Lynchburg, Virginia
London, Gatwick 44.891 Bingbampton. New York
Heathrow + Qatwick 200,982 Santa Monica, California
Orly + Le Bourget 148,935 Oklahoma City
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FIGURES for aircraft movements at
the world's leading airports during

1962 have been analysed by the French
magazine A viasport, which gives a table
compil-ring aircraft movements at th.e
leading airports of London and Pans
with airports in the U.s.A;' which report



A SKYLARK'S VIEW OF THE u.s. NATIONALS
by RICHARD H. JOHNSON

Write for descriptive '8l!I!f1et and Iddrell of ..
ag.,.t in yOur country to:

The Cobb-Slatel'
IlISInImelll Co. l..cL,

Darley Dale, Matlock,
Derbyshire. England

The first four places ill the /96/ National
ChampiolUhip. were taken by pilols who

used Cook. Variorne.lers.

Cook Variomelen. are not damaged by
h..'VY landings or vibrations and seven
years world-wide experience has proved
it 10 be themosl reliable instrument of

its kind.

Accuracy is not affected by temperatures
belween -lSoC and +450

(,

Di3phragm Type Total Energy units for all
variometers now available.

COOK VllRIOMETEB

my Skylark in the rain and heawy winds.
I turned tail, landed on Harris MiI! 20
minutes later, and put the machine safely
in the hangar before the storm's arrival.

JULY 3R:D.-Distance Along Fixed
Line, 47 miles N.E. to Courtland. 47
miles back to Harris Hill, then west Qn
271 0 course as far as possible.

The Canadian cool front had pushed
through Elmira during the previous even
ing, leaving the air cool and relatively
dry. The winds Were strong, being .30
knots from the N.W.

I was the first to take off, taking an
11.00 a.m. start. This was a bit early,
but since Hanis Hill faced the N.W.
wind it would be no problem staying up
until adequate ,thermals developed. I
soared the Skylark on combinations of
weak broken thermals and ridge lift until
I considered conditions good enough,
then went out on course. I cruised con
servatively at about 60- knots between
the broken thermals and maintained

M y new Skylark 4 arrived in Hous
. ton, Texas, via sea freight in May.

The next three weeks of my spare time
was spent installing instruments, oxygen,
and other gear in the Skylark, and at the
same time futing my Adastra trailer so
that it could carry the Skylark as an
alternate load.

Before leaving for Elmira, I found
time to make only one aerd-tow and five
auto-tow launches. This was not as much
practice as I had hoped to accumulate,
but the Skylark is easy to fly and I found
I was completely at home in it after the
first 10 hours of flying.

My wife, Alice, and I had a hard three
days' drive from Texas to Elmira. By not
stopI'ing to eat en Foute, we arrived just
in time to attertd the prerequisite pilots'
briefing the evening before the contest's
start.

JULY 2ND.-148-mile Triangle Speed
Race, 52 miles N.W. to Dansville, 38
miles S.W. by S. to WeIlsville, and return
to Harris Hill, Elmira.

Moist .gulf air was being carried north
on light southerly winds, a fairly heavy
haze restricted visibility to 3-5 miles, and
a Canadian cool front, some 150 miles
N..W., was approaching at a moderate
rate. I crossed the starting line about
noon. as did most of the other 48 entered
pilots. All appeared to be going wen
a(oFlg the first leg when I caught sight
through the haze" of a line of cumulo
nimbus moving rapidly towards the
.:lourse from a north-westerly direction.
It turned out to be a rapidly moving pre
frontal squall line that steamed over
competitors, crews, and all, in a violent
manner before anyone could exceed the
35·mile minimum contest day mark.

I was as far along- course as anyone
when I reached the fast-moving wall of
rain, but elected 'Dot to push on through
because I CQuld not maintain the two
mile minimum visibility required on the
heavily congested airways where we- were
flying. Instead, I counted sailplanes,
bot!J in the air and on the ground. and
deCIded that the reqUIred 10 would not
e~ceed .35 miles to make it a contest day.
Smce I had 6,000 feet of altitude and did
not relish the thought -of trying to secure
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Insurance

velocity eased somewhat-to about 22
knots.

AI.though I cO!Jld have made my start
consl~erably earher, I delayed until 12.40
p.m. m an effort to take advantage of
the best part of the day for the task. I
found conditions poorer than I expected.
About 3.5 miles out we struggled under
small thm cu and haQ difficulty staying
above 3,500 feet. Here I flew with Bill
!=-vans in his new Sisu lA, Adam Witek
10 a FQka 4, and Harry Higgins in the
Elfe PM-3.

Soon it became necessary to cross a
dead-looking area downwind of Cayuga
Lake. This lake is large and cold. and
generally plays havoc with convection
to its windward. Bill Ivans led out and
t~e rest of us followed a few miles be
hInd. Near the far side I could see Bill
run out of altitude and land just before
he could reach the small cumuli beyond.
Harry Higgins in the Elfe and I were
now together and down to 1.500 feet
several miles short of where Bill went
down. I~ was mainly Harry's excdlent
thermalhng and search manoeuvring that
got us both out of that hole and to the
safety of the cumuli beyond.

Harry and I flew together to the tum
polOt at Norwich. Although the Blfe
Circled m large turos, it climbed surpris
mgly well, but not quite as good as the
Sky!ark, of .course. !'os with my previous
day s expel'lence wl~h the RJ-5, Harry
had the edge on ghde ratio and speed
but the Skylark's. superb climbing per
formance enabled me to k;eep up with
the EIfe for the time being.

On the return leg Harry and I went
on s~mewhat different courses and I
saw him no more. He evidently did well
as he was one of the six who managed

respectable altitudes. Cumulus clouds
formed along the route with bases at
7,000 feet and tops near 11,000 feet It
would have been to some advantage to
cloud-fly here, but the entire course lay
on airways, and VFR flying only was
permitted for the sailplanes.

On the latter portion of the return
leg, I began flying with Bemie Carris in
the RJ·5. We apparently were in the lead
and the race was on. He had a bit better
glide ratio and more speed on the
straightaway, but I could outclimb him
somewhat in the thermals. We passed
back over Harris Hill together at about
5,000 feet altitude and started on our
final westward course. Although it was
only 4.00 p.m., conditions began to
weaken while the cold N.W. wind ap
peared to blow harder. Bernie could not
maintain more than a few thousand feet
of altitude now, and on no less than
three occasions I thought he was about
to land. I maintained altitudes of 5,000
to, 7,000 feet but made only slow pro
gress along the course.

By 4JOp.m. I, too, was losing altitude
but had left the RJ-S somewhere behind.
The strong quartering headwind made it
impractical to circle in weak lift. Since
I could find only weak lift now, I soon
fo.und myself slope-soaring on a ridge 38
miles out from Harris Hill. After some
10 minutes here waiting hopefully for a
thermal, who should -come along but
Bernie Carris in the RJ-5! We slope
soared together, then found one last
usable thermal to climb in. We both
drifted back badly in the wind, but I
managed to climb the Skylark 2,000 feet
and was able to glide to a landing six
miles beyond the ridge. Bernie did not
climb quite as well and landed 1.5 miles
behind me.

Leading Scores, First Day
Pilot Sailplane miles Pts.
Johnson Skylark 4 131.6 1000
Carris RJ·5 136.0 988
Zauner Ka-6 115.9 842
Bikle Prue Std. 115.9 842
Witek Foka 4 115.9 842

JULY 4TH.-151-mile Goal-and-Retum
Speed Race, 15.5 miles E.N.E. to Nor
wich and return.

The cool Canadian air continued to
flow down from the N.W. The wind

Sailplanes Sports Cars
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JULY .6m.-I72.5·mile Goal-and-Re
turn with Free Distance thereafter, 86
miles N.E. to Conastota and return.

The cool Canadian air was still pour
ing down from the N.W. but its velocity
had moderated to about 20 knots.

I took off at 10.50 a.l1). and started out
en course soon th~reafter in order to
attain as much mileage as pGssible. i5
miles out I was down below 2.000 feet
for a period and thermalled with a
Schweizer 1~23p for a time while slowly
extracting myself from this hole. The 1-23
appeared t,o thermal well, and I found
I was unable to outclimb it in this in
stallce. With my delay a number of sail
planes were now ahead of me along the
course. I soon joined A. J. Smith with
his Sisu and we worked thermals to
gether, but independently, each trying
to out-do the other. Thermals were 1 to
2 m/s which did not give A.J. much
chance to use his superior speed per
formance. Finally, by finding a lucky
3 rn's thermal. 1 was able to get ahead
of A.l., and managed somehow to stay
a bit ahead for the' rest of the day. ex
cept for a brief unhappy period which
I wiJI describe later.

Only a few thin cumuli along the
route, with bases at 5,000 fect. No cloud·
flying again-airways everywhere. Half
way back the therrnals slowly started to
weaken. Had a bit of a problem with
the cold air downwind Qf Seneca Lake
bUl made it successfully after a 1.900
foot IQW point. On the last 25 miles back
I saw a Schweizer 1·23H-15, flown by
WaIter Cannon, stay annoyingly ahead
of me about two miles. I knew the Sky
lark should easily overtake him, but it
just didn't happen! Finally. 1 ignored
better judgment and pushed on by Waiter
at the expense of considerable altitude so
that I could arrive at Harris Hill before
he did. Waller prudently stopped and
climbed in a not-too-good thermal and I
pressed on under him trusting to find
something better-a task which I failed
miserably.

1 came ·over Harris Hill at 2,000 feet.
then turned straight downwind looking
for a thermal on the lee side. Nothing
but down, and plenty strong! In 3 min
utes I was down to 500 feet and over
the heart of Elmira. One quick pass over
a smoke stack at a power station netted,
nothing. I made almost final plans to
land at the city's outskirts near a TV

Total
pts.
1138
1702
1677
1620
1516

m.p.h.
36.6
30.9
27.2
45.8
33.3

Two Days
m.p.h./

miles
27.7
29.4

142.2
132.7
141.5

Sailplanes
RJ-5
Skylark 4
Prue Std.
HP-8
Foka 4

Sailplane
Prue Std.
Elfe
Skylark 4
RH
Foka4

Leading Scores,

Leading Scores. Three Days
Total

pts.
2419
2367
2358
2317
2252
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Pilot
Bikle
Higgins
Johnson
Carris
Witek

Pilot
Carris
J('lhnson
Bikle
Moffat
Witek

JULY 5TH.-67-mile Goal-and-Retum
Race, 33.5 miles N.E. to Ithaca and
return.

The cool Canadian air was fortified by
a secondary outbreak during the early
morning hours which caused the air to
be very unslable and the' wind to blow
a fierce 35 knots from the N.W.

I crossed the starting line at about 12
noon. stayed high but had a devil of a
time trying to keep from being blown
off course. Lift was strong, generally
3 to 4 metres per second, but the wind
appeared to move the cloud shadows
faster than the automobiles travelling the
highways! I fl'ew alone and felt some
what lucky when I completed the course
in 2 hours and 10 mins. This was 8th
best for the ~lay, the speed merchants
winninR the top points with the heavier
ships. Dick Schreder in his HP-II did
best with an amazing 47.1 m.p.h ..

to complete tbe Gourse. .I flew with many
on the return leg but ended up radng
with A. 1. Smith ,in his new Sisu lA.
Same st.ory on glide ratio, speed and
thermallmg as with the RJ-5 and Elfe.
but apparently the Sisu had the .edge here
because after a 3D-minute c·ontest A.J.
managed to get some two or three miles
ahead of me.

lt was now 5.30 p.m. and conditions
weakened rapidly. My hope for com
pleting, the task dimmed. I knew if I was
to beat A. J. Smith I would simplY have
to outlast him in the weak final thermals
of tbe day. This I managed to do by
two miles, but my performance for the
day was 7th as I was forced to land nine'
miles short of Harris Hill.



antenna tower, but found I could just
squeeze in one pass over a railroad
round-house while approaching the field.
Now down to 340 feet, I was literally
pulling up on the Skylark control stick
trying to stay airborne. I found zero
sink over the round-house; so I circled
for all I was worth to stay up. A light
ID-knot wind drifted me southward to
ward a gooo ridge two miles away. I
knew that if I could maintain my weak
thermal until it drifted into the ridge,
most surely I would then be able to
climb. This is exactly what happened.
Meanwhile, Waiter Cannon passed over
me some 3,000 feet above. A. J. Smith
also passed over in his Sisu, but not so
high.

It was, really weak now and I treated
each thermal as jf it were the last. Soon
the Sisu was down, and I had managed
to get the Skylark up to 3,000 feet. It
took another 20 minutes for me to see
Waiter land his I -23H-15, but I was
determined now to make up for some of
my previous foolishness. By working
each bit of thermal and/or ridge lift
exhaustively, I managed to keep the Sky
lark airborne until 7,50 1'.0'1., landing
just before dusk 74 miles S.E. of Elmira.
This Was second best distance, l3ernie
Carcis went south from Harris Hill and
managed to go 20 miles farther.

the first two hours when the cloud bases
were not high. Near Hauisburg 100
miles south I joined Relle Comte in his
Skylark 4 and Adam Witek in his Foka.
After two thermals together we pa'l'ted,
my course going west to theirs. On ap
proaching Baltimore the haze became'
moderately heavy and both the thermal
strengths and wind velocity slackened. I
struggled for two hours mo~e and landed
275 miles out for 4th best distance.
George Moffat in his HP-8 and Gleb
Derujinsky in his Sisu lA practically
tied for first by going nine miles farther.
Although independently, both flew well
west of Baltimore until they. reached the
Blue Ridg~ Mountains which faced the
prevailing N.W. wind. They then ridge
soared until almost dark. Gleb Derujin
sky even encountered a small lenticular
cloud while on these ridges and made an
attempt to contact its lift. He failed to
do so and the attempt cost him ,a num
ber of miles that he might have added
otherwise.

,AUSTEB TUGMASTER
for sale

Hire would be considered

Total
pts.

4259
4232
4218
3772
3750

Five Days
Miles

7th
275.0
284.7
227.4
228.6
179.2

Sailplane
Skylark 4
HP·8
RH
Ka·6
Prue Std.

Fllrfh~r d~tajl. and enquiries:

Box No. 5.'0.157.
Cheiron Press Ltd••

3. Cork :St•• Lon~on. W.t.

Leadinl? Scores,

Pilot
Johnson
Mofiat
Carris
Zauner
Bikle

Total
pts.

3419
3293
3236
3121
2969

Sailplane
RJ-5
Skylark 4
HP-8
Prue Std.
Ka-6

Leading SCores, Four Days
Miles

6th
263.1
243.7
241.9
200.8
205.6

JULY 7TH.-Free Distance.
The cool Canadian air was again re

infort:ed by a secondary outbreak and
the wind blew at a fresh 20 knots from
the N.W.

A straight downwind tun would be
best for speed, but the Atlantic Ocean
would loom up before 200 miles had JULY IOTH,-80.5-mile Triangle Speed
passed. The choice was one of two: Race, 25 miles S.W. to Elkland. 30 miles
either go east in a crosswind toward N. to Hammondsport, 25 miles S.E. to
Cape Cod., Mass., or south in a cross- Harris HilL
wind toward Washington, D.e., and The cool air still flowed toward Elmira
Virginia. I elected to try the latter. from the N.W., but now only at 15

Again little cloud-flying because of the knots. and the air contained more' mois
innumerable airways, although it would ture than we had become accustomed to.
have been of considerable help during Alto-stratus kept most of the sun's heat
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Pilot
Carris
Johnson
MofIat
Bikle
Zauner



mins. a.nd earned top points for the day.

Total
pIS.
5010
4973
4693
4622
4418

Leading Scores, Six Days
m.p.h.

Sailplane 10th
Skylark 4 2:5.4
RJ-5 26.5
HP·1J 37.9
HP-8 47.6·
Foka4 28.3
• miles distance

Pilot
Johnson
Carris
Schreder
Moffat
WitekSpeed....ell Works, Bosden Hall Farm,

Hazel Grove, Cheshire
Tolephono, 51_;"g Hill 5742

---SmowEll •

~lPlANES .............

JULY IITH.-Free Distance.
The monotonous cool Canadian air

was still with us for the final contest day.
frornreaching the ground and thermals Wind W. at about to knots and increased
did not form well. It would be a tricky moisture in the air.
day, and I hoped I could see fit to do Which way to go was tne big qucstiQn.
the right things. I took off at 1l.50. At Some alto-stratus still remained. and
12.30 a number of small cumuli formed there were indications that the clouds
and the task appeared possible. I made would overbuilcf into thunderstorms
a pass through the starting gate and was early in the day. With only a 37-PQint
joined by about 15 otbers. After giliDg lead, I was quite intent OD finding the
a few miles, I decided against continu- best possible course. That day sailplanes
iog and turned bad. Of those who con- went in all directions from Harris Hill.
tinued few survived the course. The most successful group went S.S.W.

The longer I stayed around Harris Hill to the Pittsburg area; the second best
the worse conditions became. By 2.30 group went E. toward Connecticut, I
p.m. I was down to 500 feet above Harris being in the latter group.
Hill. Almost everyone else either landed At first I tried to maintain a N.E.
at Harris Hill or along the course. I now course and detoured to the west of each
wished I had Rone with my 12.30 start thunderstorm encountered. Finally, I
because I then would have at least a few came to one too big to circumvent to the
contest J)Oints should it turn out to be a west and had to press on where I could
contest day. find lift to the S.E. West of Albany I

As is happened, my luck held out. I was able to contact a squall line along
gradually climbed to 3,800 feet and made which I rode for some 40 miles until it
another start. Soon afterwards I was became lost in the Catskill Mountains
joined by Adam Witek in his Foka and west of the Hudson River.
Rudy Allemann in his Ka-6. It was diffi- Here I fOUDd a cloudless area 25 miles
cult going the first 15 miles but then wide that I would have to cross before
clouds built as we approached. tbe first I could reach the clouds on the far side.
turn. Witek and I climbed to the 6,000- I had 21 mts climb under a large cumu
foot cloud bases. Again those airways Ius, but as usual I was on an airway.
and no cloud-flying. There were several Determined to fly by the rules, I went
large tempting cumuli on the second leg a few miles south to see if I could find
towering to about 20,000 feet and a suitable lift there off the airway. No luck.
climb in one of them would hav.e made I found only zero sink at best. In frus
that 30-mile upwind leg easy. As it was, I tration I swung back north toward the
went along as best I could below the broken squall line but found only heavy
bases, almost being forced to land once overcast and no lift. It was now more
when down to 800 feet. impossible than ever to cross the wide~-

I finally made the second turn and ing cloudless area to the east; so I agaIn
headed back for a relatively easy last headed south along the eastern edge of
leg, completing the task in 3 hrs. 10 mins. the Catskill Mountain looking for any
In the meantime Dick Schreder made it kind of lift.
back just in time to make a second start This time I found it, marked by two
before the starting gate closed at 4 p.m. hawks in a sunlit area, and off the air-
This lime around he took only 2 hrs. 10 way for a change. I climbed at 2 mts,
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Bernie flew 217.5 miles and landed
near Pittsbu(g. The best flight this day
was 258 miles made by A. J. Sm.ith in
his Sisu. I felt quite happy to have the
contest close at this point.

Total
pts.

5824
5816
5344
5245
5170
5037
4536
4464
4450
4432

Scores
Miles

11th
210.0
211.5
238.9
14L3
141.5
204.0
228.4
148.0
164.9
258.0

Sailplane
Skylark 4
RJ-5
Foka4
HP-Il
HP-8
Prue Std.
Skylark 4
Ka-6
Schweizer 1-29
Sisu lA

Leadinf,l Fiool

Pilot
Johnson
Carris
Witek
Schreder
Moffat
Bilkle
Comte
Zauner
Schweizer
Smith

reached cloudbase at 5,000 feet, turned
on my gyros, and climbed on in. I
climbed at 3 to 4 mJs and soon reached
10,000 feet where the light rain began
to turn to ice. Since I was still close to
an airway to the east, I headed south
until clear, then east on course. I thought
[ had plenty of altitude but the cumulus
east of the Hudson River had receded
to almost the Massachusetts border by
the time I eaught up to them. I was
never able to climb to cloudbase there
after, but did manage to continue on in
weak lift for another 32 miles and landed
210 miles out. It was lucky for me that
I did make those last two miles because
as it turned out Bernie Carris had made
a good flight that day and narrowed the
37-point gap to a mere 8 points!

Airspeed Indicators

I F a glider is fittecl with an airspeed
indicator whose scale only extends to

a figure which is less than the never
exceed speed of the glider, then a danger
ous situation can occur in which the
never-exceed speed is in fact exceilded
without the pilot being aware of it. For
example, if a glider having a never
exceed speed of 108 knots IA.S. is fitted
with an AS.!. having a maximum IOdi
cation of 100 knots, then a pilot might
fiy at, say, 115 knots without being
aware that he was going faster than 100
knots.

This example assumes that the instru
ment has an internal stop which prevents
the needle moving beyond the end of the
scale. In some instruments, the needle
will go beyond the end of the calibrated
scale, and instances have been noted in
which a IOD-knot instrument has been
installed with the never-exceed speed
marked as a red. blob beyond the end of
the scale. Such an arrangement is un
satisfactory because the bellows are
being subjected to a greater deflection
than the makers intended.

To obviate this danger, the Technical
Committee has instituted the following
rules and procedure:-

J. After 1st January, 196-4, B.G.A.
Certificates of Airworthiness will
only be renewed if the' Inspector
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signifies that the glider is fitted with
an airspeed indicator whose maxi
mum scale reading exceeds the
never-exceed speed by at least 5 %,
that the needle will reach the end of
the scale before its travel is limited.
by a stop, and that he has calibra
ted it against a suitable standard.
The revised version of Form Insp/2
will incorporate suitable wording.

2. All C's of A of cloud-flying gliders
will be endorsed with the follow
ing:

This certificate is only valid if the
glider is fitted with an airspeed
indicator having a maximum
scale reading of at least . . .
knots/m.p.h.Jk..p.h.

This will not be affixed to non
cloud-flying C's of A. because some
training machines (e.g. Tutors) may
be flown without instruments.

3. When a new machine is obtained
from a manuJacturer without instru
ments being fitted, it will be the
owner's responsibility to ensure that
an appropriate instrument is fitted
so that the C. of A remains valid
up to the time of the first ~enewal.

F. G. IavING,

Chairman,
B.GA. Technical Committee.



Belgian Competitions

EDDY VAN BREE, one of two
visitors from Holland, won the

Belgian National Championships which
were held at Mons Aerodrome from
July 18th to 28th. H. Stouffs, of Belgium,
came second. There were twenty-two
entries; the sailplane types were ten
German, nine Polish, two Dutch and
one Czechoslovakian. Leading final
totals were:

CHALLENGE VICTOR BOIN
Another Belgian annual contest, the

Challenge Victor Boin, named after the
chairman of the Royal Belgian Acro
Club, was likewise won by a Dutch pilot,
with a Belgian in second place. It is a
one-<lay international event, and in 1959
it was won by David Ince (U.K.) flying
an Olympia 419. This time the contest
was flown from a Dutch aerodrome at
Woensdrecht, and the entries were four
from Belgium and 13 from Holland.
Four Dutch-owned Skylark 2'5 took part,
the best achieving fifth place.

The day, July 6th, dawned with an
overcast, but the weather improved
about noon. G. J. Ordelman in a Dutch
Sagitta won with a 219-kilometre (136
miles) into Germany, and H. van Treck,
of Belgium, in an L-Spatz. came second
with 149 kilometres (92;6 miles). Lead
ing pilots:

Km.
219
149
125
113
97
92

Pts.
4570
4232
2691
2371
2267
1869
1851
1766
1753
1671

Sailplane
Sagitta
L-Spatz
Ka-6
Sagitta
Skylark 2
Ka-6

Sailplane
Ka-6
Ka-6
Mucha
Foka
Jaskolka
Ka-6
Super Sagitta
Mucha
Ka-2
Blanik

Pilot
Van Bree
Stouffs
Lacroi"
Cartigny
Litt
De Dorlodot
Smet
Sander
DroTy
Dury

Pilot
G. J. Ordelman (Holl.)
H. van Treck (Belg.)
A. Breunissen (Holl.)
E. T. Reparon (HolL)
A. K. Szabo (HolI,)
E. F. van Bree (Holl.)
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Calibration 20-130 Knots
(as illustrated al>on)

or ~0-150 Knots
Dial diameter 3)-8 inches

conforms 10 A.R.B. requirements

Price £11 Os. Od.
PoclrillQ attcl Postage ertra

for the

"MUNRO"
Air Speecllndicator

Write all<> fOl leaflet Oil

"Winter" Barographs
U.K. Price £38 Os. OeL

Delivery apprOll. 6 weeks

STURDY AND REUASLI:

Height Ranges llvailable
0-6,000 metres
0-8,000 ..
0-10,000 ..
0-12.000 ..

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
33b EccIeston Squ_.

London. S-.W.t

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Sole Selling Agents



THIS IS NEW
AN All TRANSISTOR, BATTERY POWERED, llGKTWElGHT TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER

FOR LIGHT AIRC-ltA" AND GLIDERS

THE SHORROCK V.H.F. TRANsceiVER
(CONTAINING 19 SEMI-CONDUCTO~SI

* Receiver: 108·136 "",Is with whistle stop tuning* Tf8nsmitter: Crystal frequen(y controll.d-l~ c:hanneJ-one crystaj mounted ouhLd. the cabinet
for ea$Y chlng_ in flight-B.5.=10 Mc's

t ::::r,£~~c~7.'lt~s y~X;~~p~u~r7~p~tr~ri.s* Rang", SO n.m. al 3,500 11.-20 miles al 600 ". (lino of sighl)* Dimensions and Weight: 6 in. x JI in. front x 11 in. ~ approx. 31b.* Mic. ond Phone Sockel, Slondord NATO-----

Phone socket
2 pt. 8.r..1 5Ock.el
Tape socket
Atlr~cliv. leather grlin finish,
Tt.ndormerless outpuf st.g_
for top quaWy reproduclion
7~ in. X .c! illll. elJip. speeker
Circuit: ~11 modular co,.·
struction

• 8 in. fert'i~e .er~1

• Del.ch.bl.. handl..

PRICE: £36 (Plus 7'6 P'. & P.)

YOU ARE QNVITED TO'
SEND FOR FURTHER
DETAILS NOW OR
CONTACT YOUR REG
ULAR RADIO DEALER

SHORROCK DEVELOPMENTS LTD (AERO D1VISIO)/)

51 PRESTON NEW ROAD • BLACKBURN • LANCASHIRE ENGLAND
Ht &LACKWATER 86812

AND THIS IS NEW
THE SHORROCK V.H.F. AIRCRAFT BAND RECEIVER (MK. V).

* V.H.F. AIRCRAFT BAND 108-144 Mc's* LONGWAVE BAND* MEmUMWAVEBAND* Aeranlutic.1 N• ..;. Bind * Radar* Flighl Info,m.lion *' Tower* AirwaYs * Apron* Zone * Earlh 10 Space'Space 10 Earlh"* Airport Approod1 * Mobile..,d Fixed Slolions

18 NEW FEATURES
• 108-1H Mc" graduated di.1 •
• Gear driven slow molten runin9 •
• Vari.blo forter co.ntrol •
• Mute Swi'ch •
• Twin lortg la. I.tt.rift (up •

to 400 hours).
• Super high oulpul from 1" •

semj-codductou •
• High sensitjvity
• High g.i" ••Yil
• Pick-up socket
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The Elusive Polar
by PHILlP WILLS

THE potential buyer of a new sailplane
has to consider a large number of

questions. and decide what he will buy
after balancing the value to him of
various factors: for he cannot get every
thing.

Apart from price. considerations
include: stability and handling, man
oeuvrability, speed and ease of rigging,
repairabHity, cost of maintenance, ability
to land in small fields and to take off and
land on rough ground, cockpit comfort
and pilot's view, size, which to some
degree affects ease of handling on the
ground, size of trailer and tow-car-and.
of course, performance. This is generally
assessed on the Polar Curve, and the
choice here lies in general on deciding
how much importance is attached to the
left-hand sector-the climbing regime
and how much to· the right-hand one
the cruising regime.

Up to recently, the emphasis, per
formance-wise, in this country has been
on getting to the top of the thermal as
quickly as possible, with some sacrifice
of speed to the next one. This pre
sumably because of our temperate
conditions. Now fashion is swinging
towards wearing the polar more to' the
right.

Of course, designers attempt to get the
best of both worlds, but this all too
quickly leads to extremes in complication,
and hence price, and consequently to the
sacrifice of a good number of the other
requirements.

When looking at the above list, whereas
all but the last can fairly speedily be
assessed by the manufacturer and user,
it seems weIl-night impossible to obtain
real cast-iron polar curves for sailplanes.
The reason is not far to seek-the work
involved is expe.nsive, time-consuming
and even dull. Until someone thinks of
a better way, what is required is a large
number of aero-tows to considerable
heights with specially instrumented sail
planes in calm air-usually therefore at
unearthly hours in the early morning
followed by hours and days of dull
mathematical computations.
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We really must try and overcome this
problem, and not only in this country,
but in the meantime the-very second
best is to indulge in comparison f1y,iDg.
Since even this involves at the very least
one aero-tow to 5,000 ft. for each of the
two gliders concerned, it is not cheap,
but it is interesting enough to expect a
number of pilots to try it out, and even
a number of single reports coming from
several different pairs of pilots from
different parts of the world Will, taken
together, give some reasonable idea, not
of absolute, but of relative performances.
If these reports are sent to the manufac
turer concerned, it would enable him to
produce something at least likely to be
more reliable than the thir..d, least satis
factory, method of all--ealculated polars.

The following notes may help:
(I) The thing is enormously easier if

each glider concerned is equipped with

NOTHING BUT
THE BEST

••• IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU

* REPAIRS

* OVERHAULS
* 10 YEAR INSPECTIONS

* RE-SPRAYING, ETC.

Carried oul
at

Rea.sonllble Charges

Southdown Aero Services Ltd
Lasham Airfield. Alton. Honts.



1964 DIARY

CBBISTMAS CARDS

THE BRITISH GLIDING
ASSOCIATION

Artillery Mansions.,
7S Vidori.1 Street, London, S.W.1

Orders are now being accepted for the
1964 edition of the B.G.A. diary, and the

new Christmas Card.

THE DIARY is this year covered in dark red
leath!!r-cloth and is again 5/·, plus 3d.

postage.

THE CHRISTMAS CARD has a colour
photograph of a P-21 and Tug before tak!!
oil in snow. Th!! price is 9/- per dozen, plus

1/- postage.

Discount on hollo ilems is allowed 10 clubs

But the figure you get may be of .fome
direct use: you may get some idea of the
real performance you can expect in real
air from your actual glider when covered
in real dust and squashed flies. Come to
think of it, this may matter more than
anything else.

(8) If the original aero-tow is 5 miles
down-wind, thl? end of the first tes~ (up
wind) may !:mng one over the aufield
again with, say, 4,400 ft. to go, and still
2,000 ft. of stable air below. The pilot
slightly to the rear will have been "in
charge" (because he can see more of
what is going on), so it is useful then
to use airbrakes to level up the aircraft
again, go straight ahead and repeat the
test with the previous leading pjlot drop
ping slightly back and taking charge.

(9) If there is still useful height avail
a'ble; turn down-wind towards the air
field and do another test in the higher
speed range. Here the differences in
performance are likely to be larger, so
although height is lost more quickly, a
fuselage-length height-difference will be
achieved more quickly.

It is not much good going on after

radio, so that the pilots can talk to each
other and one of them can give data
(heights, speeds, etc.) to the ground.

(2) The test must be carried out above
any unstable layer of air.

(3) The two aircraft should fly ap
proximately level with each other, about
a span apart. If One is up to 3 yards
behind the other, it helps; but not too
far, otherwise the wake of the leading
one may advantage the one behind.

(4) There is a tendency for one or
both pilots unconsciously to apply a
little rudder, to keep away from the
partner. It is wise therefore to put a
wool-tuft on the perspex cockpit-cover
in front of your nose, as this very sensi
tive slip indicator will immediately show
this up.

(5) It is best to start in the low speed
range, for obvious reasons. A compari
son at this end takes longer than you
would think. Given a minimum sink
around 2 ft./sec., 5 minutes' flying wi1l
cost 600 ft., .and if by then one ail'craft
is 25 ft. higher than the other, this indi
cates a superiority of 4%. Quite a lot.

(6) The start of the test should be
signalled to the ground, with the speed
and height, who then press a stop
watch. The best measure of height
difference is the fuselage-length of the
glider-say 25 ft. When both parties
agree that one machine is around one
fuselage-length higher than the other,
teU the ground, giving altitude, which
then stops its watch. The speed and
time will give approximately the air
distance flown. Tap the altimeter before
giving starting and finishing heights.

From these data, the distance, time
and height-loss, an approximate com
parison will emerge, which should be
quoted as a percentage.

(7) Do not think this will give any
thing like a figure of true corrected sink
ing speeds. The two AS.I.'s may read
slightly differently, due either to different
Position Errors, or one being out of
calibration. The air is almost certainly
not truly stable, and is certainly not a
"standard atmosphere". The wings of
each aircraft may be co,vered with dust
or squashed flies, accreted since take-off.
Dozens of calculations are required, and
dozens of readings, before a true cor
rected point can be plotted on the polar.
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At Wombleton on August 2nd We car
ried out two comparison flights, one
betweell my Skylark 4 and AIf War
minger'~ 419, the other between the 4

this amount of height difference has been
established, because thereafter the two
pilots' estimates of the difference will
vary wildly.

(10) When sending in your ,results,
include a!:ly substantial differences in the
,configuratign of each glider-viz. differ
ences in pay-load (difference in pilot
weights. wejght of instrumentation such
as one machine having accumulators in
'stalled for ,electric services, the other not,
etc.), any non-stan(iard features on either
machine likely to affect the drag, one
machine being old and wrinkled and the
other spanking brand-new, etc.

Please will lots of people play. and
report their findings. Even if you can
only do a single test, from this. added to
lots of others, will emerge some sort of
a picture, and put an end to some of
tbe nonsenses bandied around. If we
have so far had to buy gliders based on
performances calculated in optimistic
designers' heads (for if a designer was
not an optimist he would commit
suicide), the remedy lies partially in our
hands.

• • •

and Tony Gaze's Austria.
The first tests, made at 47 kts., 60 kcts.,

and 70 kts., indicated that up to about
50 kts.,the 4 was superior; thereafter the
performance seemed indenticaJ. The 4
had skid and no fixed wheel. 'Lhe 419
Was flying with approximately 30 Ibs.
more pay-load.

Against the Austria, tests at 51 kts., 58
kts., and 70 kts., indicated that the curves
crossed. at around 54 kts.-up to that
speed the 4 was better. thereafter the
Austria. and substantially so at higher
speeds.

These were single flights. and so not
of course conclusive: I report them now
simply in the hope that others will check
and send their 'findings in.

Examples of what not to send:
J. The last thermal took me to 5,000

ft. after which I glided 40 mil'es.
Your glider is wonderful.

2. Ditto ditto ID miles. Ditto ...
ditto lousy.

3. At 70 knots its sinking speed is only
3 ft./sec. Marvellous!

4. Ditto ... ditte 20 ft./sec. You
should be shot.

Such information is not sufficiently full
to enable anyone to form any conclu
sions on it, except possibly some tenta
tive ones about the sender.

Bow 10 gel "SIUI.PI.A1VE AND GLIDING"
"Sailplane and Gliding" can, be obtained in the V.Ko at .11 Gliding Clubs. or send

20s. (po.t free) for an Annual Sub~cription to: The Britisl, Gliding Association. "
Victoria Street. London, S.W.1. SinKl" copies and mOSt back issues are a~o a.,.;Jabl••
price 3s. 4<1. (post free). Enquiries regarding, bulk orders of 12 or more copies, at whoJe,.
sale prices. should be mllQ. to The British ·Gliding Association.

Street. MeI
Australia.
Single copies

HOl.lAND:

NEW ZEALAND:

OVERSEAS ACENTS
AUSTRALIA: Stockists: Technic",l Book Co., 29S Swanston

bourne. C.1. Victoria. B. Rowe Waikerie. South
Please apply direct to Britisb Gliding " ..ocia.tion.
3s. 4<1. or 20s. anuually.
J. van Eck. Tijgerstraat 203 Nijrnellen, Postrekening 1007247.
Abonnementsprijs FI. IO.So..
Plea.., Ilpply direct to Britisb Gliding As",ciation. Single copies
3s. 4<1, or 20s. annually (SO cents or 53 : 00 annually).
Enterprise Bookshop. 13 Murandy Sq.. Highlands. Sa1isbu~y.
S. Rhodesia.

U.S."'. &
OTHER COUNTRIES:
S. RHODESIA:

Red Leather Clolh Bi"d lakiD, 12 i....el (2 yea..), 151. 6d. po.1 free from B.G.A.
Will al bind yeDr B.G.A. Penoaal Pilol Loabooks.
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C I B A glues for gliders,
used exclusively by Britain's leading
glider manufacturers
AEROLlTE", the only glue used by the RAF for wooden airframes
AERODUX (~ resorcinol glues to withstand conditions of extreme exposure
ARALDITE 00 epoxy resins and adhesives for bonding metals, providing protective

coatings and for the production of glass cloth laminates
REDUX 00 metal-to-metal bonding for aircraft structures

AEROWEB 00 metal honeycomb for ultra-lightwei£ht structures

CIBA (A.R.L.1 LIMITED DUXFORD CAMBRIDGE TELEPI-IONE: SAWSTON 2121

AP745
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Regionals at Dunstable
landed at Podililgtolil, Was knocked over
by a Grunau Baby which was comin~ in
to land, and had to' be taken to hosOltal,
where 'they found he had a broken neck
vertebra. His crew also met with an
accident on the way to Podington and
had to be taken to hospital for treatment,
so they had to r,etire from the conte<;t at
this early stage.

Humphry Dimock just failed to get
back to the siteaod had to land on the
other side of the road, damaging his
glider fairly extensivC'ly in doing so. This
put him out of the contest for the next
two days. While all this was going on,
Peter Scott went round the course for
the second time but found he had been
4 min. slower than the first time round.

Pts.
1000
826
805
777
762
743
71\
695
689
685

Fastest Speeds

Sailplane m.p.h.
Diy.. 419 39.9
SkI. 3F 34.6
Ka-6 31.4
SkI. 3F 33.9
SkI. 2 30.4
Fauv. 29.9
Sky 28.\
SkI. 3F 30.0
Oly.2 25_0
SkI. 4 29.6

Pilol
Scott
Searborough
Zeally
Riddell
!smail
Neaves
Redman
Richardson
James
Bentson

NOTE.-W,e are indebted to Mike Garrod
who g.ave the forecasts ai briefing~' and
for the accompanying notes on each
day's weather, which are primed in
italics.

THIS is the second time that the Lon
don Gliding Club organised these

Regiooals, which were held from thz
27th July to 5th August.

Out of the 37 pilots and 25 gliders
entered for this contest, quite a number
started to arrive 011 Friday afternooll,
and soon there w,as an expectant atmo
sphere building up amiclst the \ustle
and bustle of the final arrangements. At
16.10 Humphry Dimock flew in from
Lasham ~60 miles); it took him I hr. 40
mill. and he averaged approximately 39
m.p.h. The second to arrive in style was
Peter Scott. who had had the same idea
as Humphry, and had left Nyrnsfield (75
miles) at 15.45, to arrive at DUllstable at
18.25 with an average speed of 37 m.p.,h.
Peter had not flown since the Nationals
and wekomed this opportunity of a
practice flight.

Salurday, Z7lh July
After John Furlong had introduced

&he officials and helpers, Mike Fairman
set the task, a 115.7-km. triangle (71.9
miles) : Sleeple Morden, Podinglon,
Dunstable. First take-off at 13.30. X Sunday, 28th July
:;; 20. Task: Distance along a line through

An amicyclone was centred over the Long Mynd (108.5 miles) aod Holyhead.
soulhern North Sea, Ivilh a ridge ,extend- X = 15.
ing to the west. Over sout'h-easl Eng- The synoptic situation had change~
land the winds were light, len knots or liltle since the pl'n'ious day, but subs/-
less, mal'nly from Ihe north-east. There dence in the ridge of high pressure had
w,as a marked inversion at about 5,000 100vered the il1VersimT ~o around 3,500 or
feet above sea level, bUI up 10 this height 4,000 feet above sea level. There w,as
there were good therlrwls, marked by sli/l, however, inslability beneath Ihe 1n-
I-218 of shallow cl/mu Ius. Soaring was version once Ihe temperature gOI up.
possible well on illlo tll(: evening. Shallow cl/mulus formed quile early in

Competitors were eager to get air- Ihe morning, Ihe base f'ising above 3,500
borne, and the first pilot crossed the feel during Ihe afternoon 01 Dunslable.
starting line at J3.52. Eighteen out of Funher norllt.west the inversion was a
the 25 gliders finished the course, Peter iiltle higher, and dry Ihermals were
SCOll being the fastest with I hI. 47 min., rising 10 5,500 feei aho~'e sea level. 11
and Gordon Camp in a Sky the slowest was again possible 10 remain airborne
with 3 hrs. 41 min. Of the few who well on into tlte evening.
missed out on this day two were rather The conditions turned out to be a lot
unfortunate. Stuart Fursman, who had better than the forecast. Mike Garrod
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said afterwards that on the information
he had he did not think that pilots would
get much further than the Long Mynd,
and this may ha\<e been partly the reason
why the line was to' go through Holy
head, as it was thought unlikely that
pilots would get into Wales.

An outstanding flight by Stuart Wailer
in his Swallow won him the day. Once
he got into Wales he made for the sunny
sides of the hills, which gave him suffi
cient height On every occasion to cross
into the next valley. He arrived at
Snowdon at 18.00 hrs. with 2,000 ft.,
and he then fulfilled one of his ambi
tions by climbing to 4,500 ft. and flyil)g
over Snowdon to his landing place at
Aberffraw in Angelsey, 188 miles 3way.

Mike Riddell went on to Welshpool
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after he had. passed the Long Mynd and
got up to 4,500 ft. near L1anfair
Caereinion; from there he reached the
west side of Lake Vyrnwy where once
more he climbed to 4,600 ft. which took
him to Lake Bala. He then decided to
leave track, as in the distance small Cu
were forming in the Portmadoc area. He
arrived at the reservoir with 1,000 ft.
and his final thermal took him to 2,500
ft., which was enough to land him at
the foot of Snowdon at Bedgellert.

Chuck Bentson had more difficulty and
tried wind-shadow thermals. These,
however, did not go much higher than
2,000 ft. and he only had just enough
height to clear the various hills to give
him more breathing space in the next
valley.

REGIONAL GLIDING COMPETITIONSlIT
DUNSTABLE : Juu 27TH-AlIliUST 4TH 1963.
.9< ROUTES OF RECORD FLIGHTS, W([I{E'ND 17-2811
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Peter Scott and Hugh Mettarn found
themselves in a dead-end valley with not
enough height to clear the Q'lountain in
front of them. Although able to main
tain height for some time, they finally
had to land with rather a small choice
of fields. Peter landed in the field he
had picked as an overshoot, but Hugh
thought this rather small to contain two
gliders and landed in the next field up,
only to find that this was rather steeper
than anticipated and, after landing the
glider, he rolled backwards into a hedge,
damaging the rudder and elevator.

Dudley Hiscox also damaged his giider
when he landed at Fronheulog 136 miles
away and he retired from the competi
tion. He very kindly agreed to his "rud.
der and tailplane being used on Hugh
Mettam's glider and therefore only on::
day's flying was lost.

Very unfortunately Stuart Waller's
crew had an accident with the trailer
which damaged it badly enough to delay
their return to Dunstable fOf a whole
day, and although briefing had been
deferred to noon, they could not be back
to fly the next day.

The Cross/ell Audio
was used by the competitors

of several nations

in the 1963
World Championships

This audio presentation of the

fast indiclItions of the

Cross/ell Variometer
greatly facilitates soaring

esp::cially in weak and diHicIIlt
con ditions.

*CrossfeD Variomet.....
Vornmo....
10 Borrowda'. Road.
Malvern.
Worcestershire

Longest Distances

Pilot Sailplane mls. Landed at Pts.
Wailer Swl. 188 Abertrraw 1000
Costin Oly.2 174 Belws-Garmon 924
Wilkinson Fauv. 166 PonlcroesOf 778
Riddell SkI. 3F 172 Bedgellert 758
Jeffries St. Aus. 165 Fronfrancis 745
Redman Sky 156 Trawsfynydd 736
Zeally Ka-6 149 Llanuwchllyn 708
James Oly.2 137 L1angynog 703
Bentson SkI. 4 155 Glasfryn 646
Scott Oly.419 139 Rhydyfelin 599
Mettam SkI. 30 139 Rhydyfelin 599

Leading Totals, 2 Days
Wailer & WilkinsQn &

Pennycuick 1670 Neaves
Seott 1599 ZeaIly
Ridden 1563 Redman
Costin & James

Collinsplatt 1561

Monday, 29th July
Task: Out-and-Return to Glatton

miles), due south of Peterborough.
=:: 20.

1540
1514
1447
1392

(86
X

The ridge of high pressure was still
persisting from an anticyclone over
southern Norway, the axis of the ridge
beillg over Yorkshire. Winds were
light, mainly from the E.5.E. over south
east England. Some drying out of the
air had occurred during the night, and
although some shallow cumulus formed
for a time around midday, convective
motion brought about a drying-out of the
air at low levels and the cloud dis
appeared entirely by 2 p.m. Thetmals
were not easy to work, extending to
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about 5,000 feel above sea level, bur
there were some very powerful cores for
those fortunate enough to find tltem.

Again the conditions were different
from the forecast, but this time they
were more difficult, and most pilots had
to scrape somewhere along the route.
The only one to complete the task was
Gordon Camp in the Sky; it took him
3 hrs. 13 min. to do so. averaging 16
m.p.h., and only once was he down to
1.300 ft. on the way out. He got his last
thermal I t miles from base. which look
him to 2,000 ft., and he glided in trom
there with 50 ft. to spare. Eighteen
other pilots had been observed round the
turning-point, but they all sank to t'arth
on the way back.

Tuesday, 30th July
Task: Out-and-Return to Duxford

(65 miles) X = 20.
No m(/ferial change !rad taken place

from fhe previous day, the ridge of high
pressure still lying over Yorkshire to
South-wesf England. Dry thernwls were
again fhe feature of fhe day, being
moderafe in strength during the ;lfter
noon up to 4,500 ft. above sea level,
though if was possible to struggle a liltle
above this. Winds were veered from the
previous day to about south-east, 10-12
knots.

Thermals were rather late in starting
and quite a few pilots needed a second
launch to get aw,ay. After the slow start.
however, some of the thermals had good

Photo by M. Gormd

One glider flew happily around showing fhree sets of Comp Nos., all dilJerent.

2014
1994
1986

Pts.
1000
747
682
615
597
594
578

Daily Score
Pilot Sailplane
Camp Sky
Neave.s Fauv.
Zeally Ka-6
Daniell SkI. 4
Richardson SkI. 3F
James Oly. 2
Scarborough SkI. 3F

Leading Totals, 3 Days
Neaves & Camp

Witkinson 2281 Scott
Zeally 2196 James

cores, and soon pilots were on their way.
Gordon Camp was first across the starting
line, but a little later had a desp~rate

struggle at 600 ft. over Letch\vI'rth.
After he had recovered from this, he
says, the rest was straightforward, but
being rather over-cautious he took too
much height for his final glide, only to
find that he was the first to arrive back
at Dunstable. Onl,y five pilots completed
the task and twelve went round the
turning-point. In fact, the large gaps
between the thermals brought a lot of
pilots down so' low that they were unable
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PiLot Sailplane m.p.h. Pts.
Camp Sky 21.32 1000
Hands Ka-7 20.97 994
Tarnow Skylark 3 22.50 930
Barnett Skylark 4 22.10 922
Richardson Skylark 3F 19.80 885
Pcnnycuick Swallow 800
Scott Olympia 419 728

to recover enough height to go on.
Peter Scott ran into strong sink on

his final glide and missed getting in by
one field, thus losing him all the speed
marks. Another pilot who nearly got
home was Humphry Dimock, who was
flying for the first time after his glider
had been repaired in a hurry by Ken
Fripp.

Wednesday, 31st luly
Task: Race to Nympsfield (i5.5

miles). X = 20.
A line of cirrus to the west Juring the

day gave visual evidence of a slow
moving cold front (over ire/and) and
some reloxation of the high-pre~sure

ridge hlld ensued. However, South-east
England was still under an easterly
anticyclonic flow. Thermal activity was
evidell/ quite early in the morning, but
was not good ull/il after midday. Soon
afterwards the cumulus base was nearly
5,000 feet above sea level, IJllt was' very
,·hallow. Further to the west during
the a,/temoon the thermals. were much
reduced in strength owing to the cirrus
cO~'el', and it was not easy to exceed
4.000 feet ahove sea level. There was
aLso litrle or no cloud to mark the
thermals. Winds were east north-easterly
hetween 10 and 12 knots (almost parallel
to the course).

The first launches were taken by
Chuck Beotson and Peter Scott, but Tom
Zeally in his Ka-6 was first across the
starting line. The weather on the whole
proved to be better than forecast, and
SOon after 13.00 hrs. most pilots had
cro~sed the starting line and were on
theIr way. The band of cirrus which
could be seen from Dunstable did not

Pts.
1000
924
909
908
890

Fastest Speeds
SaiLplane m.p.h.
SkI. 4 35.4
SkI. 4 33.4
SkI. 38 33.0
Fauv. 30.6
Oly.419 32.3

- .=.:.=.--

Pilot
Dimock
Bentson
Mettam
Neaves
Scot!

Pholo b}' M. Garrod

This was the state of the Swallow trailer
when the glider arrived at Nympsjield.

Thursday, 1st August
Task: Out-and-Return to Leic~ster

~e~rs~6. Aerodrome) (124 miles).

Pressure fell considerabLy during the
night, and two thundery lows were
situated to the sOll/h-west and south·east
of the British isles. South-east England
was still under the influence of a very
light eastery flow, and still very dry aloft.
The inversion, however, had risen and
weakened considerably to a height of

Leading Totals, S Days
Neaves & Daniell &

Wilkinson 3618 Barnetl 3416
ScOlt 3612 Richardson 3414
Zeally 3588 Wailer &

Pennycuick 3249

in fact stop thermal activity. and 16 pilots
reached Nympsfield at speeds ranging
from 35.4 m.p.h. to 20 m.p.h. Ron Dodd
unfortunately mistook the common next
to Nympsfield as the goal, as he ~aw a
group of people sitting in one corner
which he thought was the finishing line.
Gordon Camp, who had landed only
about two thermals away from Duns
table, had the greatest trouble to get
hold of his crew quickly; they had over
shot him in their eagi:rness by qUIte a
biL and it was not until very late when
Gordon could set off on another
attempt, only to score a few points for
the day.

2710

2577

Faslest Speeds

Leac)ing Totals, 4 Days
3014 Neaves &
2739 Wilkinson
2722 Daniell &

Barnelt

Camp
Zeally
Scott
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STANDARD SAILPLANE M-100 S
ITALIAN DESIGN IN SERIfS
PRODUCTION IN ITALY AND
IN FRANCE, holder of the
Italian and French airworthiness
certificate, incorporates the
design experience on well
known high performance proto
types: CVT-2 "Vellro" M-lOO
-CVT-4-"Strale"

~ HIGH PER~ORMANCE-STRENGTH

~ SAFE STALLING AND SPINNING
~ AEROBATICS AND CLOUD FLYING PERMITTED

rigging ~nd de.rigging performed in 1 min. 32 sec. + 1 min. 10 sec.
befQre the O.S.T.r.V. Jury in Argentina

OELIVERY IN A FEW MONTHS

HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO-SEATER CVV-8' "Bonaventura"
Italian design - strength - safety - high penetration

For futltMr infO'Ntion 4!ld '-eh.icel brochvr•• writ. to J

PEGASO S.p.A., Via Colombo IS, Torinct (Italy)
Tel. '.97.020 - 744.055

around 6,500 feet above sea le.vel. Dimock and Chuck Bentson being the
Stratus during the morning took some only exceptions as they managed to stay
time to clear off, and a slolll burn· airborne locally for a considerable time
ing-off of the surfaGe ifJversion delayed waiting for thingS' to improve, wbich
the better conditions which subsequently it finally did around 13.00 hrs.
developed. By 3 p.m. the cumulus base Except for a little cloud over Duns
was about 5,500 feet, but was only a table which evaporated as soon as it
few hundred feet thick. In places the started, most of the flying was done in
thermals were dry. Some thermals were blue thermals and the late starters never
very powerful, and a dust devil 500 feet saw any cloud at all. Unfortunately this
tall was observed over a chalk pit near was the day when we had some tug
Dunstable during the afternoon. Thermal trouble, and the pilots who had selected
activity continued until well after 6 p.m. later times now found that launching
On the northern end of the route, ther- was running behind schedule and were
mals were mosJly dry, a.nd it was difficult about 20 minutes out. HUUlphry
10 get above 4,500 feet, but some were Dimock was first round the turning
very strong. Winds were light and point soon after 16.00 hrs.. followed by
variable in direction but north-easterly Chuck Bentson and Mike Riddell.
at gr.ound level. Altogether thirteen pilots got round the

According to the forecast most pilots turning-point and three landed at
were fitting their batteries into the Rearsby. Although thermals went on to
gliders for the first time during the quite late nobody managed to get back
contest. However, it was soon apparent to base. Humphry Dimock was the
that things were going to be different, nearest, landing about eight miles short.
and the early starters were soon back on Gordon Camp climbed to 3,300 ft. near
the ground. The remainder of the Market Harbor9ugh and landed just
pilots hurried to the ·starting board to north of Northampton at 19.00 hrs.;
delay their take-off times, Hwnphry nobody else landed later than that.
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R. H.

Commercial&

isers: and members of the London Gliding
Club on behalf of all visiting pilots for
all the work they had put in to make
this a most successful week.

The London Gliding Club has asked
us to acknowledge the following firms
and persons for their kind donations and
prizes.

The Aeroplane
Aviation News.
Ellious of Newbury Limited.
Flight International.
Gilbey Twiss Limited.
Arthur Guinness, Son & Co. Ltd.
D. G. O. Hiscox.
National Benzole Co. Ltd.
O.S.T.J.V.
Redex Limited.
Ronson Products Limited.
G. and B. Stephenson.
Thermos Limited,
W. D. & H. O. Wills Ltd.
Rover Co. Ltd.

790
ns

Friday, 2nd August
Rain and drizzle.

Daily Scores
Dimock lOOOScott
Camp 887 Riddell
Jeffries 836

As this was the last day when flying
took place, the final scores will be found
in the table of results.

Sunday. 4th August
RAIN, RAIN and RAIN. The out

look for better conditions was so slim
that the organisers decided to declare the
contest closed, and prizegiving was
arranged for 11 o·clock. Beryl Stephen
son was called upon at short notice
and kindly presented the prizes to the
winners. Peter SCott thanked the organ-

FINAL RESULTS, DUNSTABLE

Saturday, 3rd August
MORE RAIN AND DRIZZLE.

No. DJ COlflest bOv Qnd Dale
Fi"tIl Pilot or Pjwts I 2 3 4 5 6 Final Camp. Spllpl(Jltr
Placr 27th 28th 29th 30th 315t ht Poinl$ No.

I P. M. SCOll 1000 599 395 728 890 790 .w02 10 OlYmpia 419
2 R. A. Neaves &: 762 747 908 4290 197 Fallvclle

K. G. Wilkinson 778 423 672
3 J. G. B. Daniell &: 584 518 839 4126 81 Skylark 4

R. C. Bamett 456 922 710
4

t:~~lSQn
806 708 682 543 849 420 4008 22 Ka-6

5 695 388 597 885 849' S76 3990 161 Skylark 3f
6 G. Camp 513 SOl 1000 1000 3 887 3904 64 Sky
1 C. J. PennycuiA:k .t 670 - 800 620 3869 125 Swallow

R. S. Wailer 1000 - 779
8 C. W. Bcntson 685 646 254 0402 924 7S3 3664 361 Skylark 4
9 D. M. R. RiddeU 80S 7S8 381 - 884 175 3603 173 Skylark 3f

10 P. James 689 703 S94 0 829 747 3S62 127 Olympia 2
11 S. R. Dodd.t 608 303 331 3315 219 Ka·7

J. M. Hands S92 994 497
12 J. Argent &: 826 456 202 4S2 3283 91 Skylark 3.

G. Scarboroui\t S78 769
13 A. Tamow 647 461 406 930 7S9 6S 3268 9 Skylark 3
14 P. Pozerskis S68 44S 318 696 8S3 282 3162 260 Skylark"
IS S. J. Redman 711 736 361 ;'77 238 SS6 3099 206 Sky
16 T. W. Sbcppard &: 600 0 272 307;' 272 Std. Allstria

J. R. Jeffries 74S 614 836
17 G. Collinsplall '" 637 0 138 3OSO 92 Olympia 2

J. Costin 924 809 542
18 H. R. Dimock 300 - - 696 1000 1000 2996 228 Skylark 4
19 Rika Harwood & 47 - 494 6S4 2703 6S Skylark 3"

Ho S. Meitam S99 - 909
20 A. R. Ismait &: 776 169 31S 1831 56 S~lark2

J. B. Br\:nner Sl1 0 0
21 A. MaeDonald & 507 4SS 330 IS10 13S Olympia 2

A. Pelri~ 218 0 0
22 W. May'" 271 0 S26 1153 176 Skyluk 3"

A. Cunningham 228 0 228
23 S. Tomlin &: 263 330 252 1238

I
109 Olympia 2

L Scymour 200 189 4
24 D. G. O. Hiscox 219 580 Retired 799 ;'2 Skylark 3"
2S S. Fursman 173 Retired 173 262 Ka-7

Non.- A dash indicates that the sailplane was not flown; a. z<so that the pilot fiew but did not!<:<l«.
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SCHWEIZER SAILPLANES for
PERFORMANCE, DURABILITY
Featuring Unique AII
Metal Construction

Schwoizer 1-26 Kit or Complete
Best flights: Altitude - 36,000
Distance - 373 miles

1
_ ..~

Schwei:er 2-22C
Best Flights: Altitudlt - 17,000

Distance-196 miles

Wriw fOt fr.. literature. prieltS, and deli...ry scMdules.

EXCLUSIVE EXPORT REPRESENTATIVES •••

AVIQUIPO, INC.

Schwei:f\!r 2-32
New 2-Place
laminar Airfoil
Astrodome Canopy

The time tested, all weather-metal construction
of Schweizer sailplanes is unique - guarantees years
of maintenance free, safe flying - excellent performance with"
minimum depreciation.

The availability of the 2-22C two-place trainer and t-26 one
design sailplanes in kif form offers clubs and individuals, ATC'd
sailplanes at substantial savings.

BACKED BY 2S YEARS OF AIRCRAFT EXPERIENCE

90 Broad Street New York 4, New York
Telephonlt WHitlthall 3-6580 - Telotype: NY 1·2684

Amst...dam
Caracas
Luanda
Paris

Bangkok
Frankfurt Lima

Madrid Milan
Rio d. Janeiro

&tussels
Lisbon

Montreal
Sc!ntiago

Buenos Aires Colcu"o
London I.os Angeles

Mozamblq\le New York
Tokyo Washington, D.C.
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The Polish Gliding Championships
by E. JERZYCKI

THE 1963 Polish Gliding Champion
ships. held at Leszno between 2nd

and 13th June, were considered to be
the most interesting so far held in
Poland. The weather was. on the whole.
good, but by no means excellent. and at
times quite tricky-a combination of
strong lift and large areas of clamp.
Anticyclcnjc conditions predominated
throughout most of the Championships.
The task·setting was very ambitious and
stretching the pilots' capabilities to the
limits. As in last year, a 500-km. triangle
was set; alas, no cne got round, as con
ditions on the last leg had deteriorated
rather quickly and unexpectedly.

Ten tasks were flown (all closed cir
cuits) in the available I3 days, and the
total distance flown was 76.394 km.
(47.470 miles). There were 40 entries:
28 "Fokas and 12 Jaskolkas (10 per cent
bonus). Clerk of the Course was Mrs.
/. Zabiello; task-setter: M r. J. Dan
kowski.

The winner was a 23-year-old pilot, J.
Wroblewski, an.d tbe "Argentin.ian"
champions, Makula and Popiel, came
4th and 3rd respectively. As all tbe tasks
were races, the vogue during the Comps.
among the pundits was the delaying of
the crossing of the starting line, and line
recrossing, and it seems that both
Makula and Popiel possibly overdid the
trick on one occasion.

The first Jaskolka finished in 20th
place-a very good effort by L. Merlo,
with the rest of the Jaskolkas filling the
bottom places. It was significant tha1
even on the poor weather days, and ac
cepting a very high and even standard
represented by all pilots, the Jaskolkas
were no match for the Fokas. In all cases
it was the penetration and not the cir
cling capability that determined the re
sults. This has firmly confirmed the
opinions already held in Poland on this
subject.

Final Results
I. J. Wroblewski
2. M. Gorzelak .
3. J. Popiel ..
4. E. Makula .
5. F. Kempka ..
6. J. Adamek .

8166 points
7986
7736
7668
7523
7229
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Tasks
1st Task: 206-kms. Out-and-Return. 13

pilots completed the task.
2nd Task. 507-km. Triangle. Task not

completed and declared as Distance
along a Line. Best distance 495 km. 12
pilots covered over 400 km. and a further
13 over 300 km.

3rd Task: I 88-km. Out-and-Return.
All pilots completed the task. Best speed
85 km/h. 25 pilots exceeded 70 km/h.

4th Task: 305·km. Triangle. Task not
completed and declared as Distance
along a Line. Best distance 268 km.

5th Task: 218-km. Triangle. 13 pilots
completed it. Best speed 70 km/h.

6th Task: 2 x I05-km. Triangle. 32
pilots completed it. Best speed 81.5
km/h.

7th Task: 308-km. Triangle. 19 pilots
completed it. Best speed 73.7 km/h.

8th Task: 334-km. Triangle. 5 pilots
completed it.

9th Task: 2 x l44-km. Triangle. 8
pilots completed it.

lOth Task: 266-km. Triangle. 17 pil01s
ccmpleted it.

THE

British Aviation
Insurance

COMPANYUMlTED

•
Th. old.st and

taro"" office ~ciGJjling in
Civil Aviation

•
HEAD OffiCE

3.4 LIME STREET.
LONDON. E.C.2



Swinging
the E2 Compass

R. BRETI-KNOWLES

THE E,2 Compass is often blamed for
no fault of its own-excessive devia

tion (or difference between compass
north and magnetic north). To allow for
the proximity of magnetic materials it is
pwvided with two or three (according to
model) corrector magnets, and indisc.rimi
nate tampering with these will produce
large errors.

Coefficients A, D, C and Component R
The effects of aircraft permanent mag

netism are resolved into three com
ponents, P (fore-and-aft), Q (athwart
ships) and R (vertical). P and Q cause
errors which have a maximum on E. or
W. and N. or S. respectively, whereas in
level flight R has no effect. The maxi
mum error due to P is called Coefficient
B; the maximum error due to Q. Co-

efficient C; and a constant error due to
faulty align~nt of the compass with the
aircraft axis, Coefficient A. The E2 corn·
pass provides for neutralisation of these
three coefficients as well as Component
R, but not for the effects of soft iron.

Adjustment of the Corrector Magnets
The glider should be chocked up into

its approximate flying attitude, but in
such a way that its heading can be
altered without too much fuss and
bother.. This must be done outside and
in an area free from lumps of iron and
other magnetic disturbers. You need an
assistant with an accurate hand bearing
compass, and his job will be to find the
aircraft's magnetic heading, by sighting
on the fin and centre of the wing mid
section, while he is far enough away
from the aircraft's own field.

Since the compass cannot be read to
better than 2". it is not worth going
through the formal measurements and
preparing a deviation card, if a rough
method will reduce residual deviation
helow ZO. However, a simple means of

A c

o

A. Both Band C corn~cro,.s an aligned to give zero correction. B. Heeling error corrtclor (/or
compoltenl R) visible on the underside. C. Key.holes for Band C correclor$ a"e under ,Ire fellers
Band C. The al.llre mark.ings Ilre fo, coefficient A correction. D. Th~ compass ;s on the sam~

heading as above but sho1\JS '.';e ~nect of Qn exposure meter pltu:ed close.
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Write to: Dept. SG.. Irving Air Chute of G.B. Ltd.. Letchworth. Marts.

preparing a deviation table will be des
cribed to cover the unfortunate case of a
badly sited compass with large deviation.

Coefficient A should be minimised as
a first step by carefully aligning the com
pass with the instrument panel or fore·
and-aft a1tis if the mounting position
permits.

Now, with the assistant's aid, line the
glider up accurately on East-West by
use of the hand bearing compass (of
Course it is the hand bearing compass
which reads E. or W., not the E2, which
may have error). Set the R corrector,
which is unmarked and underneath, so
that the three lines visible in the window
on the port lower side of the case, all
line up to form one line. Some models
do not have an R corrector, and so there
is nothing to do at this stage.

Next insert the key (don't use pliers or
any botched-up tool, keys are available
from the ma~ers) into the starboard
upper hole, marked C, and adjust by
tl;irning until the C marks in the little
CIrcular well on top line up. Transfer
the key to the B hole on the upper face
and turn it till the E2 compass reads

East or West, as appropriate, i.e. no
deviation on this beading. If it is pos
sible to tip the glider nose-up and nose
down without altering the E.-W. head
ing, the R <lorrector on the underside
can be adjusted to keep the compass
reading East or West despite the change
of attitude. If the compass is not
mounted so its vertical axis is parallel to
the aircraft's, there will be a small
amount of interaction between Rand B
and some inter-adjustment is needed.

Then turn the glider so that it heads
North or South accurately, and adjust
with the key irt the C hole till the E2
reads North or South, i.e. no deviation
on this heading. If there were no soft
iron effects then there would be no resi
dual deviation, but this must be checked
by noting the deviation (actual magnetic
heading minus heading indicated by E2)
on headings of R, N.E., E., S.E., S.,
S.W., W., and N.W. If Cl!1 any of these
headings the deviation exceeds ZO, a
check on Coefficient A should be made.
The eight deviations are ,added up and
their sum divided by eight. This ought
not to eltceed 2"; If it does, move the
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First plot the eight deviations against
magnetic heAding on a graph, and join
the eight points by a smooth curve.
From the odd, unmarked, deviation lines
(corresponding to 1', 3·, S· of deviation
which you cannot measure, since the
compass only reads to 2·) drop perpen
diculars and read the magnetic headings
corresponding. Figure I shows this
rather more clearly than my description.

Now make a compass rose with an
outer ring which for the moment is left
blank. Mark in radii on the bearings
where the deviation curve of Figure 1
cuts the bearing axis, as shown in
Figure 2.

These lines mark where the deviation
changes sign and the sectors where the
deviation is + are marked SUBTRACT,
and where the deviation is -, ADD.
(Not just to be difficult, but deviation is
defined as Magnetic minus Compass and
we want Compass from Magnetjc.)

To finish off, draw lines in the outer
ring on bearings corresponding to the-
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whole compass clockwise if A is plus or
anti-clockwise if A is minus, by the
amount of Coefficient A. Then, if the
residual deviation is still greater than 2",
return to the E.-W. position, adjusting B
for correct indication (don't touch C on
this heading), and if required, R under
neath, for attitude. Change heading to
N.-S. and adjust C for correct reading. If
more than 2" of deviation exists on any
of the eight headings, you are in a bad
way. Either you re-site the compass
away from disturbances or you read
further, prepare a deviation table and
use it.

FIG.1

Preparation of Deviation Table
This section need only be read if,

after having performed the above ritual,
the residual deviation is excessive and
you are not able to move the compass
to happier surroundings. The method is
based on an acceptable error of ± 1',
but is essentially the same jf greater or
less accuracy is required.
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perpendiculars of Figure I, and label the
sectors in the outer ring 0, 2, 4, etc., as
appropriate, and you should have a card
like Figure 3.

This card wil! enable you to convert
magnetic courses into c'ompass courses,
but don't forget that map, courses have
to be converted into magnetic courses by
applying Variation. If you prefer, you
can apply the variation to the deviation
before plotting Figure 1 and work
through with the comoined figure. Then
you will have a chart to convert True to
Compass (should always be ADD in this
country). Westerly Variation is Minus
for the purpose of combination with
deviation.

Finally
Before rejoicing in the fact that your

compass does not have any deviation,
don't forget that the turn-and-slip gyro
has a permanent magnet, as do electric
variometer indicators and r,adio head
sets. Gyro ho,izons of nearly all makes
in current use all have soft iron, and one
or two may have permanent magnets
(Some mark VI). Ah yes, you may say,
all these were in position when I ch~cked

the compass-but did switching on make
any difference? AnCI has your camera a
built-in exposme meter witb its powerful
permanent magnet? (National Health
hearing aids only have magnets in the
earphone!)

submitted.
It was recommended that the 1962

LiJienthaJ Award should be made to
P. F. Bikle of the V.S.A.

It was decided that the O.S.T.I.V.
Standard Class flight tests should no
longer be carried o.ut dur~ng th~ World
Championships as insuffiCient time was
available, but that O;S.T.LV. could use
this period as they Wished to carry' ,?ut
an engineering assessment of qualifYing
aircraft making its own subsequent
arrange'ment .for flight t~stin~ on those
aireraft paSSing the engmeenng assess
ment.

Meeting of Commission du Vol Sans Moteur
PARIS, SEPTEMBER, 1963

GREAT BRITAIN is to hold the next
World Gliding Championships at

South Cerney, near Cirencester, Glos.,
between May and June, 1965.

The Distance qualification for Silver
C remains at 50 km. but the flight must
be done in a straight line.

Goal and Diamond requirements have
c~anged slightly, but GQal and Return
flights will be permitted. The new regu
lations will be enforced as from the 1st
January, 1964.

The proposal for permitting the over
f1YI.ng of Goals was dropped, as no
satisfactory method of con'trol had been
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IT'S ALL YOURS

D URING the last six months I have it finds that it has grown ou1 of its shoes,
met three people who would not go and must do some very hard thinking

up in a glider again even if paid to do quickly to avoid being overwhelmed with
so. They gave the same reason. They too much work for voluntary spare time.
had all been subjected to aerobatics on Having thought, it rapidly discovers that
their first flights by thoughtless and to get itself on to an adequate basis for
thoroughly selfish instructors. In one its increased size demands more money
case the passenger had even asked, than it can lay its hands on, or be able
before take-off, that there should be no to repay. This problem sometimes seems
aerobatics. These three, and there must insuperable. If it gets a professional in
be others, bave been prevented from en- structor he cannot be expected to work
joying gliding by the very people whose in a place with no dry or warm aecom
job it is to encourage and teach it. Pas- modation and nowhere to wash; on the
sengers and pupils should never be other hand, it is barely worth while
thrown about in the air when they first spending money 00 club buildings which
begin flying, and even if they ask for are going to remain unused e)(ccpt at
aerobatics, the instructor should try to weekends. So when should a du~

stall them off until he fecls quite sure seriously try to expand to full-time
that they will not be frightened or upset. operation, and when should it restrict its
The non-flier's idea of a loop is a grace- activities and continue longer on the
ful and gentle manoeuvre, because this small-time basis?
is how be sees it from the ground. He Broadly, I feel that the changeover
can have no idea of tbe noise. the bat- time arises when the club has five air
tering airflow in an open aircraft, or even craft and/or does 5,000 launches a year.
the g,that is. the real-life counterpart. With less than this it is just still manage.
Aerobatics are fun to do, but not nearly able on a voluntary basis, but beyond it
so often to be done to. the amount of work becomes quite un-

• •• reasonable for any period over a few

W HEN should a club transfer from months for a voluntary C.F.L The
weekend to full-time operation, and problem then lies in whether to develol'

to what size should it be allowed to by small steps over a longish period (less
grow before employing a professional satisfactory) or whether to make an ex
instructor? pensive all-out club effort, and do several

These two questions have, of course, things at the same time (more difficult).
a close link. and are also dependent on In either case, what are the priorities?
what accommodation and security on its Since the object of the club is to fly,
site the club possesses. The difficulty is the acquisition of a resident instructor
that not only do these problems tend to has the strongest claim. He can take all
come at the same time, but that they the day-to-day operations. off the C.F.I.'s
seem to arrive almost without warning. shoulders, run courses, keep flying
A small club is operating quite happily records, and provide valuable continuity
on a limited scale when quite suddenly of instructing. This leaves the C.F.I. in
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ANN WELOI.

SHORTLY after this issue appears, the
1964 programme for the Coach and

Capstan will be considered. Any sugges
tions for different sorts of courses or
ways of using the aircraft to the widest
advantage should be sent to me. clo
B.G.A. As soon as a schedule of courses
has been drafted, all clubs will be cir
culated so that they can make their
claims for the Capstan well before the
end of the year.

and "we want winches". To someone
who has just spent his whole weekend
trying to make some heap of iron
mongery work, this is understandable.
Nevertheless, those clubs which have
comfortable buildings, however ~mall,

with regular meals provided, a welcom
ing cook-housekeeper with a husband
who can drive the winch as well as run
the bar, and a qualified and contented
resident instructor, will find that they
keep members, attract their families,
improve their local standing, surprisingly
are financially better off, and above all
get more flying.

charge of over-all responsibility and
supervision, detailed attention to difficult
pupils, training of new instructors, and
with even time to think about the future
growth of the club. But to get the best
from him there must be reasonable club
premises. Apart from being necessary
for him to work in during poor weather
and the winter, and for the club and
course members for the same reason,
when members are on the spot flying can
be started quicker and carried on more
effectively.

With nearly equal priority, therefore,
comes a clubhouse. This should be a
properly insulated permanent building.
It may be designed SQ that it can be
built in stages as money becomes avail
able, but the first stage should consist of
full light, heat and water services with a
club room and office attached, and not
the other way round.

The next link in the chain is a feed
ing and residential addition to the club
house, and if the place is to make money,
it must be staffed and they must have
accommodation also. It is at this point
that club members become vociferous
and shout about unnecessary gin palaces,

• • •

• *
flying and the pilot must be competent
and experienced enough to be able to
regain control from any attitude without
the necessity of opening the air brakes.
One or two short climbs during which
no difficulties are experienced are not
enough to prove the ability of the pilot
to cope with the longer periods of con
centration and more varied conditions in
larger clouds.

However. there are a number of risks
to be considered by even the most com
petent pilot, and which are outside tbe
pilot's control once the flight has started.

Just Another Case of Fools Rush In

I T is alarming to hear how many rela
tively experienced pilots seem com

pletely unaware of the risks they take.
They often think that if their flying is
good enough, it is safe for them to press
on in any weather conditions. The result
is a noticeable increase in the number
of pilots who suddenly find themselves
faced with a situation far beyond their
control, usually a situation which they
had not even considered at the start of
the flight. The performance of modern
gliders makes it much easier and more
likely for a pilot to fly himself into a
potential death-trap unless he has learnt
to have a healthy respect for the ele- Gettin& Lost
ments. It is impossible for any glider pilot to

Cu·nim flying. in particular, can be a make a high cloud climb and know ex
very dangerous pastime and on many actly his position. and for this reaS\?n it
day~ it would be downright irresponsible is not acceptable to make cloud chmbs
to fiSk losing a club glider by attempting where the glider could drift into control
a cloud climb.. led airspace. Unless frequent pinpoints

The first essential is that the glider can be obtained during the descent,
must be properly equipped for serious errors in position of ten or twenty miles
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can easily occur, and this factor alone
limits cloud flying to <lays on which any
storms are isolated and there are clear
areas between them.

Icing
Even slight icing may result in frozen

air brakes and this makes it vital for the
pilot to be able to manage any loss of
control due to stalling ,or spiralling with
out using the brakes. Severe icing seeJTlS
rare, but, any jamming of the controls
should be treated as a serious warning
that the pilot s.hould leave the cloud at
once before all control is 10s.t.

Hail
Damage from bail is common and is

usually expensive to repair. Often it is
too small to cause serious structural
damage, but to ft.y into hail or very
heavy rain deliberately in search of lift
could never be justified. In most clubs
the pilot is liable to pay the first £10 or
so towards repairing any damage caused.
and some pilots seem to take the irre
sponsible attitude that by accepting this
liability they are entitled to take any
risk they wish.

Lightning
In the p,ast it has been considered

that the chance of a glider being struck
by lightning iD cloud was negligible.
There is now ample evidence to show
that this was an over-optimistic view,
and .at Lasham, alone, there seems to
have been at least one serious strike
causing damage fOT every ten flights in
storms to over 15,000 it. Together with
hail, lightning strikes must have resulted
in sever·al hundreds of pounds' worth of
damage to Lasham gliders. and it has
obvious.ly been a matter of chance that
no more serious accidents have occurred.

Clearly we should take heed of these
warnings and never enter clouds which
are alread y actively electric.

Winch or car launching in the vicinity
of storms is suicidal and should never be
allowed. .

Anoxia, etc.
. Probably the only really safe policy
IS to have portable oxygen equipment
available and to insist on its use for any
attempts at Gold 01' Diamond heights.
At 15,000 feet no inexperienced and CJI
th usiastic pilot is able to make the sens-

ible decision to leave strong lift, particu
larly if hc is already suffering fmm
anoxia.

There is always a very real risk that
the pilot may become unconscious. or at
least incapable. from the combination
of severe shocks, fright, hyperventilation
together with the cold and lack of oxy·
gen.

Until recently we knew of no pilot
really upset by a storm flight. However.
a few weeks ago a Lasham pilot landed
in a very shocked state and it was clear
to all that he had been through a har
£oWing experience which he would not
willingly go through again. A djfficult
field landing in this state of health could
have been disastrous.

Landing
In ideal conditions a field landing

should present no difficulties; perhaps in
poor visibility with a known wind direc
tion the risks would be acceptable; but
landing in poor Visibility and perhaps
torrential rain with a squally and unpre
dictable wind can only be a matter of
luck for the most skilled pilot. 1f the
cloud base is low, there is bound to be
a risk of coming out under the cloud and
being unable to reach an area where it
is not raining. For a good chance ,of a
safe landing, the ground must be seen
from at least 1,000 feet so that there is
time to s.elect a field and assess the wind.
In sinking air, even this would not be
enough to allow for much choke and,
of course. it assumes that the descent
has been made over open countryside
and not amongst hills or moorland.

There is always a grave risk of the
cloud base lowering to only a few hun
dred feet in rain. and ,this can happen'
within a few minutes of the rain startmg.

Suggested Roles
1. The clouds must be sufficiently iSQ

lated to ensure that clear air can be
found by fiying out of the lift.

2 The main cloud base must be at
lea;t 2,000 feet above the highest ,ground
within 15 mites.

3. The visibility away from c1ou~
mus.t be 2·3 miles from 1,000 feet, or, If
worse the minimum .cloud base must be
greate'r than 3,000 feet. The visibility
must be good and the base high if the
flight is made over hilly or bad field
landing country.
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4. The cloud should not be entered if
heavy rain or hail is already faIling from
it or if lightning or thunder has already
occurred in the cloud.

S. The prevailing wind (allowing for
the possibility of much stronger upper
winds) should not be sufficient to drift
the glider near Controlled Airspace in
a climb of up to 40 minutes.

6. Unless the day is one with clouds
limited in height to 10,000 or 12,000 feet,
no attempts at Gold or Diamond C
heights should be made without oxygen
equipment.

7. Clubs should enSure that individual

pilots realise their responsibilities in risk
ing serious damage or loss of club gliders
during storm flights.

This all adds up to the one fact: t~
pilot attempting Cu-nim flights must
know the risks involved and must make
a reasoned decision as to whether they
are acceptable on each particular occa
sion.

Every stormy day is not a day for
cloud flying; a selection has to be made
and the penalty for chancing to luck
can be the destructinn of both glider
and pilot.

Lightning Damage
SINCE there have now been several

cases of gliders being struck by
lightning when cloud flying, with conse
quential damage, the Technical Commit
tee wishes to bring the following con
siderations to the attel\tion of Senior
Inspectors, Inspectors, club members
qualified to carry out daily inspections,
and owners.

I. When it is known that a ~lider has
b~en struck by lightning, all control
cables must be inspected for damage
throughout their full lengths. In many
cases it will be necessary to withdraw
cables in order to do so.

The reason for this procedure is that
damage may occur at points remote from
the actual place at which the strike took
place. For example, a Skylark 3 recently
suffered a lightning strike on to the tubes
which brace the rib at the outboard end
of the centre-section. The elevator cable
was severely damaged at the rear of the
fuselage, leaving only about 1t strands
to carry the load.

For similar reasons, all plain and ball
bearings must be inspected throughout
the control circuits to ensure that they
have not been welded-up. Damage may
also occur to the bolts which convey the
motion across the aileron rocking levers
at the centre-section/outer wing joints of
Skylark 3's and 4's.

2. Lightning usual1y strikes at a metal
component, but may pierce surrounding
wooden structure in order to cl€> so. The
apparent damage to the timber may be
very slight.: there is commonly a hole
through plywood skin about 1/16 in. in

diameter, slightly singed at the cages,
with fabric damall;e over an appreciab.ly
larger area. It often looks as if a small
explosion had occurred beneath the
fabric, blowing it away from the surface
in a "petal" formation a few inches
across.

It is important to e"'amine the ply
wood and timber very carefully for a
distance of several inches in all directions
from the point of striking. It appears
that the temperature of the flash is very
high indeed, causing extremely rapid
vapourisation of moisture in the sur
rounding timber and consequential weak
ening. In the case of the Skylark :3
mentioned above, the only obvious spar
boom damage was a very slight singe
mark near the point of striking. But an
appreciable length of boom had been
reduced to the consistency of balsa and
had to be replaced.

3. Apart from obvious possible dam
age to magnetic compasses, it should be
remembered that other instruments may
be damaged by discharges across fine
bearings. Electrical instruments, radio
and wiring may also suffer.

4. Whilst the Technical Committee
does not wish to discourage legitimately
enterprising flights, it is dear from the
above that flight in electrical storms in
volves significant risk of e",pensive dam
age to the glider and. in view of possible
damage to control circuits, some risk of
loss of control.

F. G. IRVING,
Chairman.

B.G.A. Technical Commiflu.
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Austria
1-230
MG·23

1-26

1-236

Fauvette
1·236
Skylark 3

Austria
Skylark 2

L-Spatz

1-26
1-26
Skylark 2
Olympia

Ka-6
1-23
Skylark 3

Pts.
3524
3471
2972

Pz10ts Sailplane
1. W~bb Skylark 4
2. Wltek (Poland) Foka 4
3. Schreder HP- I I

(V.SA)

The Canadian National Championships
by T. R. BEASLEY, President, Soaring Association of Canada

T
H~ 15t~ Canadian National Cham· 4. Jurgeit Ka-6

plOnshlps were organized by the Kelley
Montreal Soaring Council, at Hawkes- 5. Yeates
bury, Ont~ril!); the writer acting as Con- 6. Henderson
test Director. Stoten

The weather was not good for soar- 7. Schieb
ing, ~hough fortunately not. rainy. Due Chabot
to this, there were only fOUf scoring days 8. Parsey
out of a possible ten, from 16th to 25th L,!ckhard
July inclusive. 9. Hicks

The contest was noted for the 'high ID. Au~ett,e
standard of sailplanes.. and we cert~inJy 11. ~ml~
had t~e best entry list yet seen In a . uc er
Canadian contest both in quality and 12. Chesbrough
Quantity. We we~e particularly pleased 13. ~ar~nterl
to welcome Adam Witek from Poland 14. B~U reau t
who, with his crew, brought a Foka 4: lenada
They came up from Elmira, having just 15. ~c::leurant
competed in the American Nationals 16. nce
Dick Schreder, too, came up from Elmira 17. ~hlSbY
whDere hewhabOb cofmpeted. 18. Ma~kell

. ave e ,0 the host club, won a 19 Kin
:ell-deservhed v,ichtory.hTlhe scoring table 20: Jon!h

DeS not s. ow t e woe story. On the 21. lul!
first contest day l?ave was the only one MacMillan
to c~mplete the .tnangle, a.nd as our rules 21. Mosher
reqmred two fiOlshers for It to be a speed (V SA)
task. he scored no speed points. On yet 21. Pe~u~ci
another day .he was the ~>nly pilot to (V.S.A.)
complete a tnangle, and thIS. tune It was .
not even a scoring day. Dick Schreder Daily Tasks- and Leading Results
too, had this experience OD the last day' JULY 17TH.-200-km. Triangle, scored
being the only pilot to complete a tri: as Distance along a Line: won by Webb
angle on a day that was so poor that (Skylark 4), 115 miles. The Foka flown
~ome pilots did not even get away; again by Parseyand Lockhard went Sn miles.
It was a no-contest day. JULY 19TH.-Free Distance; won by

Dick was not the only competitor from Witek of Poland (Foka 4) w,ith 196miles.
the V.S.A., but he was the only Ameri. The Ka-6 entc::red by Jurgelt and Kepey
can to fly for the whole contest period went 1481- mJles, Schreder 147t nules,
We all hope that we shall weleotne more and Webb 147 miles. .
American pilots in future years. Jl,1I:Y. 21sT.-l00-km: Trianl;le. scored

Before closing, I must mention that as. Dlstaryce along. a LlOe; agam wop by
we were very grateful to our Polish visi- Wltek. With 61 miles. The two Standard
t~rs for allowing a large number of our Austnas flown by' Yeates and Delcurant
pIlots to fly the new version of the Foka each went :52 miles.
after the contest I for Qne was very JULY 23RD.-Race to a lOO-km. Goal;
agreeably impresSed' " . won by Webb. (Skylark 4) at 39.9 m.p.ll.

Others to fiOlSh tne course: Scnreder
(HP-ll), 35.5 m.p.h.; Witek (Foka 4),
33.3; Skylark 3 entered by Smith and
Tucker, 28.9; Yeates (Standard Austria),
22.6; Ka-6 entered by Jurgeit and Kelley,
20.3; Skylark 2 entered by Henderson
and Stoten, 19.. 6.
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the met. man, Peter Wickham. It 'Was
dry and warm, with a light S.E. drift,
produced by an anticyclone which im
per~ptibly weakened until on the final
weekend it reverted to Standard English
Summer, and we all disappeared home
in a thick wet fog. The weather was
interesting since it showed that a great
deal of gogd flying can be had from
Sutton Bank even when the wind does
not blow on the hill, and also that in a
combination of light airs and weak ther.
mals hours and hours of soaring can be
had without anyone going practically any
distance at all. The longest task other
than Free Distance was 100 .kms.. and
this took between two and four hours.
while other times even the pundits took
three or more hours to do 30 miles.
Considerable skill and determination
were needed to succeed in these condi
tions, because the thermal distribution
was microcosmically (if that is the right
word) affected by towns, hills, damp
valleys, sea, haze streams, etc., in a re
markablycomplex way, requiring much
thought to sort out. Such flying <:ontra
dicts the C.Y.S.M. idea that in this day
and age no flight of less than 100 kms.
can ever produce a result which means
anything. The Northerns results con
tained practically nothing in the way of
luck, but a great deal in tenns of skill.

Task-setting at Sutton Bank could be
as difficult as it would be at Lasham in
a roaring westerly, and there would also
be problems in a howling easterly with
the Pennines looming on the planning
horizon; but in the weather we had,
turning points were easily found where
needed owing to the wealth of castles
and prominent edifices in Yorkshire. My
aged book of aerial photographs, pub
lished by the Yorkshire Post before the
war, was invaluable. Mike Hoare, the
observer, found himself involved in cul
turally exciting experiences such as
climbing the roof of the Bowes Museum
because the curator wanted to show him
what the markers looked like from the
air. In the event this proved unncces-

The Northerns - SuttQu Bank
July 27 - August 5, 1963

THE Northerns are Regional Compe
titions in the best sense. Put on the

map by Derby and Lanes., they moved
this year to the Yorkshire Club. Next
year they will go back to Camphill, and
in the future, as more clubs at the top
of England reach the stature of these
two, they will probably travel around
still more. The Northerns are now
established as fully organised 9-day com
petitions, and at both sites made civilised
by pennanent and attractive dub prem
ises. This year they were noted for 30
entrants, an anticyclone, five tugs, quan
tities of radio, and Toon's dhoti.

Launching was by aero-tow. On the
practice day this took place from the
long winch run, the dust from which
produced some invisibly spectacular take·
offs, and for the next two days from
the new 6QO-yd. E./W. grass run. This
would have been fine if there had been
somewhere else to land the tugs, but the
rate of launching was slowed down both
by the restricted strip and the roughness
of the surrounding ground. Neverthe
less, grass has now been grown on the
Bank for the first time for more than 100
years, and when this runway has been
increased in width and the long runway
imprOVed, aero-towing competitions from
the top of the Bank will be entirely prac
tical in all wind directions. Unfortun
ately on cost grounds the club is forced
to move slowly. Grass does not grow
easily on the top, and three tons of lime
to the acre is only part of the persuasive
process.

On the fourth day launching was done
from the runways on Wombleton air
field, which had been arranged as an
alternative before the competitions
started. The increase<l marshalling space
allowed start times to be selected by the
pilot, and the tall standing barley cover
ing all but the runway surfaces removed
tbe bleakness which is a dominant fea
ture of most deserted airfields.

The weather during the week was
remarkably consistent in both the apilear
.ance of the chart, and the comments of
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sary, since the only gliders that rounded
the point did so at about third-floor
level!

When flying from WombletoFl, the
start line was over the airfield. with the
finish line back on top of the Bank.. This
produced some interesting moments such
as when we suddenly saw a rude sign
level with the cliff face. It turned out
to be just the tail of the Austria, as
Dennis Corrick made a hopeful stab at
the top before going, like many others,
to the bottom.

It was the first time that most of us
had seen the circular Y.G.C. dubhouse
in a finished state, and it is a great suc
cess. Built strongly of permanent
materials, it looks good. The curved
shape of the main room produces slight
problems in audience arrangement for
film shows, etc., but these are, after all,
not a regular feature of clubhouse activi
ties, and can anyway be done down
stairs. From the point of view of eating,
drinking, talking, or just sitting in the
sun, the room is excellent. A most
remarkable feature of the temporary
overloading of facilities due to the com
petitions was that it was sometimes
impossible to have a shower because the
water was too hot!

No competitions are successful without
preparation, work, and willing helpers,
and the Y.G.c. needed all of these to
run the equivalent of a Nationals ten
years ago as their first big aero-towing
event. It is always difficult to create
spontaneously a slick launch point when
neither the helpers nor some of the com
petitors have done it before, but inex-

* *

NORTHERN
GLIDING COMPETITIONS
JULY 21T11- AUG.5TH 1963

0'~So40

perience Was soon overcome and the
meeting flowed on to seven consecutive
and enjoyable soaring days. The helpers
would be the last to want this article to
end with thanks to a list of names,
because it was a Qub effort. Enough to
say that they have firmly established
Sutton Bank as a cross-country sO:lring
site, with those other essentials to a suc
cessful club-a welcome to visitors and
civilised accommodation.

ANN WELCH.

*

THE Northern Gliding Competitions
presented a new challenge to us at

Sutton Bank. This was the first time we
had attempted to run a large meeting
of this type in North Yorkshire. There
was considerable enthusiasm for the
meeting among the members, and five

Flying at the Northerns
by J. C. RIDDELL

club-based aircraft and 12 club pilots
took part, out of a total entry of 30 air
craft and 47 pilots.

Good communications are essential for
administration, and Pye Telecommunica
tions supplied an excellent VHF system.
A master unit was placed in the Club-
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Pilots selecting their lake-off times. Pholo b)' A. E. StaIr>'

than it turned out" and a task was set of
an Out-and-Return to Barnard Castle
the Bowes Museum, 87 miles. Fi"e air
craft reached the turning-point and the
day was won by R. A. Sandford in his
Olympia 2.

Three pilots. Alf Warminger, Ron
Hemwell and Alwyn Findon, all ended
up in the same field and signed ea~h

other's landing certificates!
Total distance flown, 954 miles: total

hours 73.
WEDNESDAY, 31 ST Jl.ILY gave similar

anti-cyclonic conditions. The task de
clared was Free Distance, There was a
large sheet of cirrus over the west of the
c()untry. Philip Wills flew to Tenbury
Wells along the edge of this sheet w,here
he found adequate thermals. Don Snod
grass went. south to Gamston Airfield.
Notts. Many pilots took advantage of
the very light S.E. wind, but none went
further: north than John Goddard, who
landed at Riding Mill, near Corbri<lge,
65 miles.

Total distance flown was 1,069 miles,
and tota1 time 68 hrs. 53 mins.

THURSQAY, '1ST AUGUST.-Althcough
the weather conditions were' still a,nti
cyclonic, convection was better. The' task
was an open-ended Triangle: Womble
ton, Ripley Castle, Clifton Airfield, Sut
ton Bank. Distance 65 miles. 13 ,com
petitors crossed the finish line, but not
all landed on the site. Three. Corrick.
Hill and Griffiths, landed in the bottom
landing field.

The best time was by Philip Wills in

house Control and two mobile units
were fitted to two Landrovers. One Land
rover was stationed at. the launch point
aDd the second was placed at the second
turning-point. This made it possible for
Control to have a c1ear~r picture of the
,progress of the task than would other
wise be possible. We are indebted to
A. G. Wilson Ltd. for the loan of the
Landrovers.

Launching operations at Wombleton
went smoothly, and we maintained a
launch fJICquency of one every '2~ min
utes. As we worked on a freq uency of
one launch eyery 3 minutes, we were
often ahead of time. At Sutton Bank, the
more confined area slowed up operations
slightly, and our frequency was ooe
every three minutes.

Competition RecOI'd
SUNDAY, 28TH JULY.-Weather was

fine, anti-cyclonic, and we had a Ii~ht
easterly wind. The task was an Out
and-Return to Sherburn-in-Elmet airfield
-64 miles. Only Philip Wins did the
task twice. His best time was just under
two hours. He and Alfred Warminger
were the first back and crossed the line
within seconds of each other.

The total mlleage £Iown was 1,196
miles and the total fiying time was 65~

hours; J3 aircraft completed the course.
A very satisfactory first day.

MONDAY, 29m JULY was a non-com
petition day, but some pilots went up
for exercise.

TUESDAY, 30TH JULY promised better
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2 hrs. 20 mins.
The new Clubhouse provided an ex

cellent grandstand as aircraft approached
the site from the south to cross the E/W
runway which was the finishing tine.
several gallant failures were noted, in
cluding R. Wilkin in the Eagle and Don
Snodgrass in his Skylark 4, who ther
malIed down the south slope to the same
field. The radio link with Clifton p~oved
useful, and K. Brown's crew were told
within five minutes of his landing at the
turning·poin,t.

Total distance flown, 1,288 miles; total
hours 87.

FRIDAY, 2ND AUGUST was a contest
day, hut only just, due to the very limited.

convection. Task was a 5J-mile race:
Wombleton, Castle Howard, Leeming,
Sutton Bank. Nobody got round. Only
16 of the 25 starters scored. The best
p.erformance was by J. A. Findon in his
Oly 463 who landed only a mile short.
Bill Shepard, R. Sandferd, Anthony
Edwards and Ralph Stothard all passed
the second turning-point.

Total time was 46 hrs. 40 mins. and
585 miles were flown. Quite a surprising
result in view of the weather.

BANK HOLIDAY arrived with very 1'00-1'
weather and no more competition flying
was possible. The meeting was felt to
be successful. We carried out 243 tows
flew 5,092 miles in 360 hours, and saw ~
good. deal of Yorkshire.

NORTHERN REGIONAL COMPETITIONS: FINAL RESULTS
Dote in July OT August

30th 310t l.t
742 1000 1000

1000 148 818
548 354

Olympia 2 143
Olympia 419 205
Olympia 2 156
SIIylark 31' 45

Skylark 3_ 37
~llle 159

Skylark 2 33

Ka-6 118
Skylark 2 15

Skylark 4 255

Final PUot
Place OT Pilot.
I. P. A. Will.
2. R. A. Sandford
3. J. J. Goddard '"

F. W. L. Shepard
4. J. A. Findon '"

R. 1. TarYff
5. J. P. Griftiths '"

A. W. F. Edwards
6. A. H. Warmin&er
7. H. Bro_ing
8. D. J. Coniek
9. ~.. C. Snodgrass

10. M. T. Caiger
11. M. J. C. Wilson '"

J. J. ketOh
12. J. Provin. '"

R. W. Peanon
13. F. A. O. Gaze
14. A. D. Hill'"

R.e. Pick
15. ·P. V. Grime

16. ~: A'u~~~:ell ~
17. J. H. Blac:kmore
18. J. Eccles &

0. Johnson
18.+J. Everitt.'" P.2·
19. R. E. Slothard '"

T. Smallwood
20. D. J. Crabb.

L. G. Crabb '"
R. Cousins

21. L. A. Boycr
22. S. B. Mead
23. C. D. Dmhy.James
24..J. Tarr '"

J. Bo....er

~: ~.. ll~alnes
R. Wilkin

27. K. R. Brown
28. L. A. Boyer &;

G. Kemp
29. K. N. Owen 8<

M. BagnaU
30. Miss P. Buckley 8<

A. G. Burne

28th
937
870
885

775
59&

906
654

1000
749

o
184
699

981
689

705
396

467
406

485
96

o

o
o

369
o
o
o
o

t52

~96

736

542
151
718
S08
790
731

752

443
o

6~1
596

766

352
870

268

352

835
752
485

o
o
o

596

o
403

122

21'
16.0
220

26
385
350

76

136
310

9

264
254

H
80

76
68

58

Jl
o

36
56

264

o
107

o

825
825,

545

901
772
599
538
510
924

o
o

820

o
331

275

388
70

373
158

938
137

o

737

592
394

20S
o

2nd
23
7~0

720
870

665
o

1'2
84
'0

.284

27

300
o

177
o
o
o

328

o
689

255
257

o
211

o
o
o

o

o

Totol
Poln,.
3702
35&6
3319

3188

.275.&

2500
2459
2427
2180
1954
1942

1854

1734
1695

1620
1577

lM~
1554

1504

1494

1418

Jl95
983
963
854

773
684

658

596
464

403

Soilplt;q
Skylark 4
Olympia 2
Skylark 31'

Olympia 463

Skylark 4

Olympia 419
Skylark 4
Std. Au.tria
Skylark 4
Olympia 2
Olympia 2

Skylark 31'

Std. Austria
Skylark 4

Skylark I
Olympia 463

Olympia 2
Sky

Il':apstan

'Skylark 2

Skylark 4·

Comp.
No.

1
242
190

48

269

44
266

57
189
201
69

213

210
98

234
24

212
<C6

6

202

239

-John Everitt flow Itors ,concours with Yarioll~ second pilots.
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AN OUTSTANDING LOtUCo~f GLIDER-TUG

BEAGLE

•proven rellablll"--

High
performance

Average two-seat gliders of about 600-700 lb.
(2-up) are towed to 2,000 feet in about
6~ minutes by comparison with the 14
minutes taken by the more common tug
aircraft in use today.

Low cost
Price £1500
a limited number available

Glider towing Hook £72
Ex Works

BEAGLE
REARSBY LEICESTER
Telephone Rearsby 321

AIRCRAFT
~.>.
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Distance

Record

*

World

* *

OTTO SCHAUBLE KARL BETZLER
especially were on their legs early and
making preparations for cross-country
flights at the flying fields of Teck, Horn
berg, Hahnweide, Klippeneck, Schwabisch
Hall, Boblingefi, Malmsheim and Karls
ruhe.

It was with special interest that the
soaring weather briefing was awaited;
the met. station at Stuttgart, which kindly
supplied it, said :

"Unstable layer with a weak inversion
at around 10,000 ft., 3/8 to 5{8 convec
tion cloud with base around 6,000 ft.
a.s.l.; tops 10,000 ft. at first; in the after
noon local build-ups producing isolated
thunderstorms, especially over moun
tainous country. Temperature for onset
of thermals over the plain, 21°C. Sur
face wind easterly, 10 knots; upper wind
between 3.000 and 5,000 ft. E., 20-30
knots' above that level fall-ing off again
to 10' knots. Freezing level about 8,000
ft. Similar soaring conditions over
Eastern France; in the afternoon wide
spread thunderstorms over Central and
Western France."

The accompanying weather chart of

On June 2nd three German pilots each flew 875 km. (543.7 miles) from Srul/gart to
the French coast at Saint Nazaire, beating the ret;:ord of 861.2 km. (535.2 miles) set
up by Dick Johnson in the United States on August 8th, 1951. We are indebred to
Herr H. Kellner, of Ihe Baden-Wiirl/emberg Luflfahrl Verband, for sending this
combined accounl of the flights of the three pilots, who wae:-

RUDI L1NDNER

THE forecast weather chart on the
evening of Iune 1st showed a be~uti

ful, impressive easterly weather situation.
So it was no wonder that on Whit-Sun
day the glider pilots of the B.W.I..V.

I ~- \G
l(~ l,~0-:,
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Iune 2nd for the I,SOO-m. level (5,000 ft.)
shows the expected easterly situation.
The centre of the High is over the North
Sea, and a Low over Biscay. The east
erly airstream prevailed from Southern
Germany to Western France; stronger
thundery activity was expected in South
ern France. The temperature ascents
from Stuttgart showed a weak inversion
at 10,000 ft.; those from Paris and
Chateauroux-Deels showed likewise a
weak. inversion at 6,000 ft.

WESIWARD HO!
The last doubts were removed. The

high wind-speed would allow no triangu
lar or goal-artd-return flights. So the
pilots picked up their maps showing
points west, and courses of great length
were optimistically ruled on them; some
even led across ~-million or I-million
maps as far as the Atlantic.

On the Teck flying ground Karl Betz
ler was preparing for an early start on a
goal flight of 520 km. to Bc<ynes, about
20 km. west of Paris. He w~s launched
by winch at 9.30.

Thirty minutes later Rudi Lindner
took off by aero·tow in his home-built
Phoenix, and at almost the same time
Olto Schliuble became airborne in his
Ka-6 by winch launch. Rudi Lindner
had cautiously declared for Bordeaux;
Schauble was rather more modest and

N

T

o
o

47),- __ . ~

------
SW

announced a goal flight to Tours (about
680 krn.).

On this da~ there was a preponderance
of declarations for goals more than 500
km. away. From the Hahnweide, Bjorn
Stender with his new BS-I, Alfred Rohm
with the Ka-6 and Hennann Nagele with
his Phoenix were also away. .

ON THE SLOPE
As is shown by the accompanying

barogram, which is also characteristic of
the flights by Karl Betzler and Rudi
Lindner, in spite of all the optimism this
was no "any idiot's" weather for sail
plane pilots. For instance, Schauble was
only about 300 m. (1,000 ft.) above the
ground at Boblingen. He reached the
Vosges below the lop of the slope at
about 150 m. (500 ft.) above ground and
had to recover height laboriously in the
slope-wind. Again after crossing the
Vosges he contacted a weak thermal and
had to hang on to bits of 0-1 m/sec. lift

Rudi Lindner had rather better success
with his excellent Phoenix; he had half
an-hour's start to the Vosges.

Karl Betzler crossed the Black Forest
in the neighbourhood of Freudenstadt
and made for Strasbourg across the
Homisgrinde. At 10.40 a.m. he was
already circling over Strasbourg Cathe
dral. He had also met difficulties in the
Vosges, and for a long time was fighting
for every metre in slope lift.
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It was not encouraging to hear of
landing reports from friends and
acquaintances over the radio even at this
early hour. Even the Freiburg pilots.
Dr. Frowein and "Pit", decided to break
off their flights and try to return, as
vigorous thunderstorms had built up.

HARD ~BOUR

After the crossing of the Vosges there
began a four-hour period of laborious
progress without any strong lift and at
times under blue sky. Nevertheless the
east wind produced a considerable ground
speed, and tbe flights proceeded over
Epinal, Chaumont, St. Florentin, Joigny
and Montargis to the region of Orleatls.

At this stage, what with the poor ther-

mals, more and more landing reports
came in over the radio. At around 17.00
hrs. radio contact was only being kept
up between Lindner, Schliuble, Betzler
and Rohm. Because of the clear recep
tion, each had the impression that the
others could not be far away. Betzler
and Schliuble were the first to find them
selves together through radio at about
17 hIs. Alfred Rohm announced a fan
tastic height, and then contact with him
was lost. A short time later, Rudi
Lindner also reported from a height of
3,000 m, (10,000 ft.); flying towards the
north, he got a good view of a thunder
storm front running parallel to latitude
47' N. After exchanging news of posi
tions, he' then encountered Schliuble and

49'11

o
o
I

N

1

i
200
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shown by the French flying personnd is
deserving of the highest praise.

According to unconfirmed reports, on
this Whit-Sunday about 250 Germans
flew sailplanes into France. All of them
we!e well received by the French popu
latIOn.

After it was established that our three
pilots had broken the German record,
they were on all sides plied with good
French red wine and champagne.

'Yhile the aviato!s we~e oelebrating in
their own small Circle III France, their
retrieving crews, whose trust in their
pilots' ski1l led them to set off immedi
ately after the launch, were carrying on
westwards kilometre by kilometre. They,
too, became impressed by the breadth of
France. The performance of these
silent helpers deserves special mention.
~or almost 50 hours, with few interrup
tions, they sat at the steering wheel and
covered more than 2,500 kilometres by
road.

Precise measurement of the straight
line distance gave 875 km. (543.7 miles).
This exceeded by 14 km. the former
world record by the American R. H.
Johnson, and by 163 km. tbe German
record set up by Hans-Werner Grosse at
the 1962 German National Champion
ships.

Worthy of note is the unique circum
stance that the three Swabian pilots came
to an. agreeI!1ent in !he air in. a spirit of
sportmg fairness (In sportllche fairer
Weise). A North German newspaper
described this flight as a "World record
iJl, comradeship."

EDITORIAL NOTE.-A former World
Distance Record, 313 miles from the
Wasserkuppe to Brno in CzechosJov:lkia,
was set up on July 29th, 1935, by four
German pilots flying independently on
the same day. However, one of them,
Rudolf Oeltschner, had a fatal accident
while being aero-towed back; so the
others, Brautigam, Heinemann and Stein-
hoff, agreed to credit the record to
Oeltschner a~one. S~bsequent records
:-vere: 405 rrul~s by Vlktor Rastorguyev
m 1937, 465 miles by Olga Klepikova in
1939 (both in U.S.S.R.), and Dick John
son's of 1951.
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Betzler about 60 km. west of Orleans.
Over the radio it was decided to con
tinue the flight together. Schauble and
Lindner congratulated Karl Betzler on
passine the 500-kilometre mark for his
third Diamond. -

RAINY WELCOME
The three pilots were well received

and l?Oked after by the French. In
streammg rai~ the airfield fire-wagon
brought the sailplanes under cover. The
comradely welcome and readin.ess to help

COLLABORAnON
As visibility was constantly deteriorat

ing, t~e thre~ pilots flew close together,
sometimes Side by side, sometimes in
line astern, in order to grope their way
along the line of the front. The course
varied between 210· and 300· and it was
P?ssible to .fly at 150 km./h. (93 m.p.h.)
without losmg any substantial height. In
spite of the high ground-s~ed, France
never seemed to come to an end. Mean
while ~udi Lindner'~ radio battery gave
out oWlllg to excesSIVe cooling, so that
he could only answer simple questions
by nodding or shaking his head-for
instance: "Rudi, how much further is it
to the Atlantic?" Answer: two nods =
200 km.

As the Atlantic was approached visi
bility became noticeably worse and 'cloud
base sank to 1,200 m. (4,000 ft.). Low
stratocumuli partialIy hid the earth from
sight. Owing to nearness of the low
pressure centre at ground level a west
wind was blowing at the coast.' Heavy
rain-sh~wers came up, and suddenly the
three pilots were over water. Further
more, a big thunderstorm raged above
St. !"aza!re, blocking the way to any
contmuatlon of the flight to the north
west. The risk to pilots and machines
was too great, and so the three pilots
decide~. after flying for 10 or 9t hours
respectively, to land on the jet fighter
airfield at St. Nazaire. As previously
agreed, Karl Betzler landed by the
eastern border and the other two by the
western border of the airfield. so as to
cancel out the difference in distance from
their starting points at Hahnweide and
Dettingen.



R.A.F. Championships at Venlo
by STEVE WARWICK-FLEMING

Newholm, who landed at Giessen, north
of Frankfurt, 198 km. (123 miles).

The last day's task was a race to
Dinslaken in the Ruhr, 45 km. (28 miles).
Conditions were difficult. but most of
the gliders got beyond the halfway mark,
and one flown by F.rO. Prince reached
Dinslaken.

THIS year's Championships of the
R.A.F., Germany, G.S.A. took:

place on the airfield at Venlo in HoIland.
Eleven competitors, representing the
Royal Air Force and Army clubs in
Germany, took part, including a member
from the Dutch club at Venlo, Ed
Verpract, who flew hors concours.

TUESDAY, 2ND JULY, was the first com
petition day, and U Mac" Mackenzie,
the met. man, set a Free Distance task in
the direction of Denmark. The ther
mals were not very strong; however,
everyone got away, and some good dis
tanoes were covered. Flt.-Lt. S1. Pierre
won the day with 262 km. (163 miles);
Sergt. Newholm came second with
242 km. to Bassum. south of Bremen;
and Staff-Sergt. Somerville was third
with 232 km.

The next day, WEDNESDAY, 3RD, a short
Out-artd-Return race to Wesel was set,
90 km. in aB (56 miles). Again .everyone
managed to leave the airfield, but on
approaching Wesel they found the Ruhr
smoke had spread downwind, shutting
of the thermals. Insufficient competi
tors managed to get beyond point U X,"
and so it was declared a no-contest day.

THURSDAY, 4TH, was again suitable for
a Free Distance task. Conditions were
not good, but the best possible use was
made of the ragged thermals, and Flt.-Lt.
St. Pierre won the day once more with
184 km. (114 miles). F.rO. Tanner was
second with 159 km~ and Sergt. New
holm third with 134 km. to Samree.
south of Liege.

FRIDAY was a day of light winds, and
so Mac again set an Out-and-Return race
to Wesel. This time over half the com
petitors went round the turning-point;
however, nobody made it back to Venlo
and the "est distance was by Plt.-Lt.
Lane in the Weihe, who got 6 km. of the
way back. F.rO. Tanner was second
and Staff-Sergt. Somerville third.

On SUNDAY, 7TH, an unstable north
westerly airstream produced some strons
convection and the task set was Distance
along a line through Wtirzburg. The
best distance for the day was by Sergt.
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FINAL POSITIONS
Pilots Sailplane Points

I Ncwholm Ka·6 4238.6
2 Tanner Ka-6 3115.4
3 SI. Pierre Weihe 2736.2
4 Somerville Skylark 3 2520.4
5 Lane Weihe 2036.8
6 Barrell Ka-2 1737.2
7 Prince Ka·2 1582.3
8 Verpraet* Skylark 2 1496.4
9 Whittingham- Swallow 1177.0

lones
10 Mitchell Olympia 28 1121.3
11 Scarfe Rneinland 484.8

• Hors I;oncours



. spectacular soaring

some ambience. Our expectations were
amply fulfilled: 140 hours, sundry Silver
C legs. veins well flushed-out with adren
alin by day (and, for some, alcohol by
night), and ankles well-bitten by horse
flies. And the underwriters are awfully
pleased with us.

Since a more coherent account of the
flying is appearing elsewhere, this is
really a collection of odd observations.
Since S. & G. gets to Aosta, 1. hope
Signor Vitelli will not take it amiss if I
try to, convey some features of the trip
which we found somewhat quaint.

Aosta Valley runs roughly east-west.
with another valley branching off toward
the north and the SL Bernard Pass (the
Grande. as opposed to the Piccolo). The
town lies at the junctiQn of these valleys.
For the first fortnight of our stay, the
weather had a standard routine: calm
and hot in the morning, with an easterly
valley wind starting between 11.30 and
12.30. This rapidly freshened and was
blowing at about 25 knots by mid
afterlloon. Meanwhile, there was an in
version at 2,000 or 2,500 ft. above the
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"'\YTHEN planning a club expedition to
VV Foreign Parts (or The Abroad. as

a certain eminent member of the Tiger
Club would say), one looks for reliable
interesting. soaring conditions, warm sun,
reasonable trailering distance, and am
bience. Aosta seemed likely to provide
all these, so I.C.G.c. set forth in mid
July, with an Eagle, a Skylark 4 and a
slightly floating population of about a
dazen members, in the hope of getting
a month of spectacular soaring-plus

.
door and switched off the lift.

But once the wind starts, it becomes
possible to slope-soar above the inver
sion, and eventually thermal lift re
asserts itself on the sunlit slopes due, as
Vitelli put it, to "the hair sleediDg up
the mountain". The best lift is fairly
close to the scenery, although it did Dot
seem really necessary to indulge in
alarming amounts of proximity. Even
tually, the "hair" breaks away in genuine
but very rough thermals and it becQroes
possible to circle-still keeping a wary
eye on the local hunks of rock-until
you find yourself above the tops. This
is the genuine mountain soaring, perhaps
the most eXhilarating form of aviation,

Jf!'\iP
~~~ I~.

. .. most exhilarating
and very goed for the biceps if you hap
pen to be flying an Eagle. The local
mountains go up to about 9,500 ft. a.s.l.,
higher in the hinterland, and c10udbase
may be between 9,000 and 14,000 ft.
a.s.1.

Put like this, it all sounds very simple,
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... a splendid clang
on Aosta tower frequency helps.

Living was fairly cheap, with excellent
meals at the airfield restaurant and
specially arranged accommodation for us
at the lo~al College of Agriculture. Very
c.ornfortahle, ,except for a minor earth
qll,akc and an exuberant midnight fire
work display by tbe local village. Aero
towing and soaring ch'lrges are compar
able with those in the U.K., but tows to
about 4,000 ft. were fairly' common.

On the la~t Sunday in July, a Mani
lestazione was held, organized in a dis
tinctly Latin manner. Parachutists thud
ded to earth whilst I.C. clutched the Sky
lark, ready to whisk it from under their
big boots. An Italian gentleman in a
Morane Rallye demonstrated its STOL
capability across the bows O'f the parked
gliders. Having been given the choice of
performing "aerobatics" at 14.00 or
18.00, I found myself airborne at lS.30
with a tummy-full of high-density poly
merised pasta. At 17.00, Ken Bignell and
I did a repeat performanee in the Eagle,.
including a good long spin. Vitelli. count
ing ttJrns over the P.A system roused

. .. . near hysteria
tile crowd to near hysteria when he .got
to cinque, albeit slightly prematurely.

It is only fair to say that Aosta is not
entirely free from frustration. but what
gIidin-g site is? The airfield does not
operate at all on ,Mondays (fair enough,
it works all week-end and the chaps need
a "relax") and the pace is fairly gentle

exercise in skill
times sheer strength. The tow-rope has
a breaking load of about two tons and
thc use of a we:ak link is deemed im
prudent: it might break. The require
ment for visitors to fly solo in Italian
gliders is 80 ROurs, and tllis seems very
fair. Intending visitors must apply in
very good time, since heaps of paper
have to be sent to the Ministry in Rome.

The local gJ.iders consist of a Cangurp
two-seater, in which the instructor is ap
parently intended to indulge in private
meditation in a little cell uoder the wing,
a Grunau Baby of great antiquity, and
two M-lOO Standard Class single
sealers stuffed full of oxygen and radio,
and showing a refreshing lack of alarmist
placards. There also exists a Blanik, but
this was out of action due to an unfor
tunate encouoter with: the airfield jeep,
which must have caused at splendid clang.
For much of our stay, the M-lOO's were
largely at our disposal, as well as our
own machines. InC'identally, if you do
take yOUT own machine, oxygen is use
ful and radio pretty essential. A channel

but the actual situation is often very
complex. The valley wind tends to oc
cupy a fairly shallow layer and the upper
wind may be blowing in some entirely
different direction. Superimpose on this
the effects of varying angles of sunlight
on the slopes, and the search for lift,
or the avoidance of down, becomes an
exercise of some subtlety. Local lore is
important, and needs more than a few
weeks to absorb. The potentialities of
tbe sine are clearly quite staggering, par
ticularly in wave conditions, and much
exploration remains to be done..

The thermals really are rough and it
is no place for 0010 flying by the semi
competent. We were getting readings of
3g on the Eagle's accelerometer when
thermal ~oaring, and aCTO-towing near
the mountains is a fa,irly major exercise
in skill. faith in the tug·pilot. and some-

\.~ '\~,,-\ !1\J'
~-.J
(f/\~ .
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at other times, due to a dearth of tug
pilots other than Vitelli, and a tendency
for all ranks to vanish for a lengthy
lunch at the best part of the day. The
moral is to have a launch before lunch
and stay up until siesta-time is over. In
the calm of the morning, the airfield sup
ports a large population of vigorous
horse-flies, Quite capable of boring holes
through clothing. 11 can get qf,lite hot:
flies landing on mctorcars exposed to
the sun die like flies. When we arrived,
the whole outfit was operating on a

shoestring, in the form {)f one serviceable

Stinson L·S tug, which started showing
signs of distress after a week of Eagle
towing. Two Quotes: "Why are they
worried about the cylinder-head temper
ature? After all, steel only melts at
800·": and "It is Dot the engine which is
wrong--only the carburettor". But these
are really minor snags when the weather
shows a strong tendency to be good,
living conditions are better than at most
U.K. clubs. and the soaring comes in
large superb chunks at great heights. The
overall result was a thoroughly success
ful visit and we are most grateful to
Signor VitePi, Luigi, and the numerous
others who helped to make it so much
fun.

Finally, beware of "San Bernado".
This innocent-looking fluid must have
been the compound carried in those
apocryphal kegs attached to the SL Ber
nard dogs from the hospice. It is cer
tainly capable of reviving a frozen corpse
in a snowdrift, and probably dissolves
p<llyester paint. Treat it with great
respect.

Lighting Requirements for Trailers

PAGES 16 and 17 of Air Law give the
requirements for trailers, and in

addition a regulation came into force
on 24th July, 1963, from which date the
following has applied:-

Any trailer other than one being
towed by a passenger vehicle or a dual·
purpose vehicle (Land Rovers, Estate
cars, etc.) must. if it is on a road at
night, carry "front corner marker
lamps".
These lamps .must be (a) white, and (b)

one each side, (c) carried either on the
front face or on the sides, not more

than five feet behind the front (excluding
the towbar), and (d) visible through an
arc of 90 degrees starting at right angles
to the longitudinal axis.

If the lamps are on the front face. no
part of the trailer must proj.:ct sideways
more than 12 ins. beyond the outer edge
of the illuminated part of the lamp.

All this means that no glider trailer
may stand on a road at night uncoupled
without lights at the front corners. Any
trailer being towed at night by a com
mercial vehicle or a tractor must carry
front lights of the right type.



Huit Jours d'Angers
by GEORGE BURTON

MOST glider pilots will have h~ard

of the competition held annually at
Angers in North-western France called
the .. Huit Jours d'Angers." The
"Eight pays of Danger;' as it is
affectionately called in England, is
organised by the "Aero Club de l'Ouest
de la France". Each year sees a more
ambitious competition than the last, and
the president, Monsieur BeIlanger, and
Chief Instructor Monsieur Evsan are
succeeding in making the contest into a
true "Coupe d'Europe," as they now
call it. It is most famous for its "six
heures" task in which pilots have to
complete as many legs as possible of a
50-km. triangle. Perhaps this task was
inspired by the 24 hours' race at Le
Mans, which is only 50 miles from
Angers. This year's was the exception,
however, for in spite of having seven
tasks in nine days, a "six heures" was
not among them.

My entry was only made possible by
Mrs. Enid Paget, who telephoned the
organisers to persuade them to accept a
very late entry, and who assisted
financially toward the cost of getting my
Skylark to Angers.

Kathie Ramsdale and I arrived late
on Wednesday evening to find the t('am
from Germany already encamped, to
gether with pilots from Belgium and
Italy. The Germans had brought with
them their latest dream glider, the BS-1.
It is a step further in the line ending
with the SB-7 which tbey flew in
Argentina, and has a claimed glide ratio
of 45: \.

Thursday was a practice day. Laeheny,
of Edelweiss fame. went 'off at 10.30 to
attempt a 500-km. triangle. He was
flying the Foka owned by Mrs. PageL
I took things more leisurely and, "book
ing in," I took a launch to do some local
soaring. Most of the tugs used were
Storchs powered by a 350 h.p. radial
engine. At 50 knots they climbed at
600 fL/min. and in half a circuit one
cast off, while they carried on to land in
the other half.

The French countryside looked very
similar to the English from the air, but
with a higher percentage of fields under
cultivation. Most of these were corn,
vineyards or root crops, and, I decided,
not landable. The possibles were hay
fields, cut but not yet stooked, and cattle
pastures. .

Friday dawned a similar day to Thurs
day. I did not understand much of the
met., and with only one isobar shown,
vaguely wandering over Europe, I

T

Photo by G. E. Bur/Oft

The 8S-I. ISm. span; 45: I glide ratio; ,-e/rac/able whe~l; a/I-flying tailplane; Eppler
wing section; water ballast can be carried to change mm. sl.nk speed. etc. Developed

from 58-7 which was flown in A rgentma.
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PIS.
5763
5192
4420
3820
3809
3793
3759
3521
3413
3310
3307
3248
3242

these days of crowded roads. The land
iog Was one of the bumpiest I have ever
made; heaven knows how the Skylark
survived.

The next day was superb, with a
6,OOO-f1. cloud-base and 8-knot thermals.
The fastest time round the 2oo-km.
triangle was made by Labar of the
French international team in 2 hrs.
56 mins. I did 3 hrs. 15 min., and one
must remember that these were from
time of release at 1,600 f1.

Other tasks set were a 160-km. out
and-returIl to Le Mans, a l50-km. out
and-return to Poitiers, 260-km. double
dog-leg, and a 190-km. double dog-leg.
Navigation was easy with large rivers
and straight roads. I won one of
the remaining days, came second on
another, and was in the top six on two
others, thus succeeding in raising my
position to a final fourth. In front of me
were Lacheny in the Equipe Paget Foka,
who won, Labar in a Breguet 901, and
Wolfgang Gross, of Koln, in a Ka-6.

The -competitions were rounded off in
the most pleasant way of any that I have
had the privilege to fly in. First there
was a prizegiving with prizes which made
the Nationals look like a ju.mble sale,
and then there was a magnificent
banquet which went on for about three
hours. In the course of it I perceived a
cry of .. L'Ang/ais-L'Ang/ais," and
eventually it dawned on me that I was
required to sing. This, I'm sure, was
more torture for the audience than for
me. The comps. as a whole were most
enjoyable, and if I can paraphrase the
song I had to sing, .. For it's a jolly good
competition; long may it go on."

Leading Final Results

Pi/Of and Country Sailp/ane
I Lacheny (Fra.) Foka
2 Labar (Fra-) Breg. 901
3 Gross (Ger.) ~-6
4 Burton (U.K.) Skylark 4
5 Bucher (G~r.) Phoe ix
6 Delapparent (Fr;!.) Mesange
7 Biagi (Ital.) Breg. 901
8 Quemere Breg. 901
9 Peter (Ger.) Ka.-6

10 Wuil1ai Foka
11 Gavillet Breg. 901
12 Bottcher (Ger.) B8-1
13 Frowein (Ger.) Zugvog.3

wondered what made the 8 to 10-knot
wind blow. The glideJ"s had been lined
up on the pisle (~rass runway) a.t 9 a.m.
in a pre-<letermmed order which was
then rotated each day. I was in the
front row which, as it turned out, was a
disadvantage for me on that day. There
was nO starting line, time being taken
from release, so it behove one to press
straight off from launch. Briefing was
at 10.15 and the task announced was a
300-km. triangle, Angers-Le Mans
Chenonceaux-Angers.

First launch was to be at I 1.15. The
Michelin road maps are the most popular
air map in use, and five minutes before
take-off I was busy using my wing as
a support to pencil in the triangle on
my map. I drew Angers-Chenonceaux
(a castle on the Loire)--Le Mans
Angers and that was the way I flew.
The absence of other gliders on the first
leg didn't worry me; I imagined them
having re-lights because of the low
cloud base. Half-way down the second
leg I met my fi.tst ,companion, a Ka-6, in
a thermal. At cloud·base he dived off-
in the direction from which I had just
come! -and then I realised the dreadful
truth: I was going round the wrong
way. I finatly landed halfway down
the last leg, from wIiere Kathie did a
very efficient retrieve. The organisers
were both sympathetic and generous;
they Sl:ored me as if I had in fact gone
round corrcctly.

Another rule of the competition was
brought home to me the next day. It
was that, as in Argentina, re-lights are
only allowed after landing back at the
aerodrome. The task was a ISO-km.
triangle, the first leg being into the wind.
The wind had increased to 25 knots at
2,000 ft., and with what appeared to be
the same languid isobar wandering over
the map, I again was at a loss to explain
what made it blow. The day was some
what similar to the Chivenor day in the
Nationals, with strong thermals, strong
sink and often no obvious connection
between a thermal and the clouds.
Ninety per cent. of the effort in the task
was, in fact, in the first leg, and I sank
to earth only 10 km. out along it. My
position on the scoreboard sank in
sympathy-33rd out of 44. No point in
a mad rush back to Angers, and this, I
think, is much to be said for the rule in
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Flying
at

Aosta
* * *

by K. BIGNELL

I N spite of the impressive flying record, after a tow. Five hectic minutes later
analysis shows that the period 19th after a ten-seCond briefing from ground

July-9th August was not particularly engineer Luigi, who has an unbelievable
good for soaring at Aosta. A very knack of making himself clearly under
unif<>rm pressure field lurked around stood using nothing but hand signals and
Aosta almost throughout, and the subtlety of expression, we were off.
upper winds, essential for waves, were Initial trepidation soon passed, for she
negligible until the end of July, so that handled beautifully: which was just as
the standard pattern was repeated day well because we now indUlged in some
after day - morning sunshme set off guUy flying, characterized by the craggy
the local valley wind which lived in the scene in all directions but up. A few
bottom 3 or 4,000 ft., and powerful frantic circles here and Vitelli sadly
mountain thermals above the varIey signalled "The lift is not good here 
wind. Occasionally days departed from we will go somewhere else", straightening
this routine owing to over-building of up towards a precipice. As if by magic,
cumulus which cut off the sunshine, the towering rocks fell away as we flew
leading to premature failure of the into lift just in front of the cliff; Vitelli
valley wind. waved me off at 5,000 ft. and plunged

On first seeing the scenery, we had earthward. telling me to wait for a
visions of interminable briefings and thermal. Feeling dazed, I didn't bother
long familiarisation flights in the local to enquire exactly what sort of lift I
two-seater - but no - competence is was in at the moment, but just waited.
assumed until proved otherwise. Those Sure enough, a thermal duly appeared,
who would rather have a check first, and weak at first but improving, and rough
that means nearly everxbody, may do so as hell all the time. The lift was better
in the Canguro. WhIlst a few aero- close to the mountain, and it sometimes
tows can be smooth throughout, several Wlid to fly straight, as if using hill lift.
nightmare episodes are usually to be This procedure' seemed to be the answer
expected, sometimes linked to form one when an attempt at circling yielded
continuous episode from beginning to nothing but sickening manoeuvres of
end. doubtful category, very probably 1'1'0-

The main decision to make before hibited in British gliders, but who cares,
flying was whether to have a low tow there are no placards in Italian gliders.
to the slope and hope to get through the Eventually the mountain tops passed
wind shear in a lucky thermal, or to be by at W.OOO ft. and the thermals became
towed directly to the mountain thermals. more organized and very strong 
The latter course proved to be by far probably due to convergence of all the
the best bet, though expensive and small ones towards the tops. Another
exciting. four minutes and we're up to cloud-base

It was from a high tow that I had at 14000 ft, where I had decided to
!J1Y. first taste of mountain soaring, and, stop, for although the glider had a ,:ast
InCidentally, also of the M-lOOs. C.F.I. cargo of oxygen, I had taken off wlth
Renato Vitelli, who must surely have out a mask. Never mind, the view was
b.een born clutching a microphone in his splendid. including the fasci~ating sight
rIght hand. ordered me to be ready in of the Skylark on tow, a mmute spe<:k
the M-lOO as he spiralled the tug down 10,000 ft below, but soon to carry BIll
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Kronfeld on his flight to the Matter
horn.

Becoming aware of freezing toes .and
frying nose, an exhilarating 6,000 ft.
burn-up restored the heat balance and
still left as much again for some stalls,
a spin and some irresistible "contour
flying" ingtilleys and over ridges.

A change of weather ty~ occurred on
1st August when moister upper south·
westerlies brought in occasional sheets
of medium cloud, interfering with or
preventing the development of the valJey
win:!, but not weakening the thermals

too much. A few fleeting w.aves were
seen. but n'ot contactlld, late on 3ro
August, though some v.ery interesting
hill soaring to 9.500 ft. was to be had
until darkness fell.

The 8th August produoed truly mag·
nificent soaring as N.W. winds poured
over the Alps, and the next day, our
last, developed into a glider pilot's
dream. As we were saying farewell to
Aosta. we watched the Italian two-seater
climb from a low tow to the mountain
tops in ODe straight beat along the
mountains to the south.

Photo courtesy A. Forno
Various members of Imperial College at Aosta.

* * *
Out and Return-THE MATTERHORN

by BIL:L KRONFELD

PERHAPS some of you will have read the mountain peaks from sight. A hazt::
_ the report which occurrl,:d in "The from tbe town of Aosta (1,750 ft. a.:'>.I.)
Times" and elsewhere. in which it was in northern Italy, filled the valley, but
alleged that I flew over the Matterhorn. this was soon cleared as the wind sprung
Regrettably this was very inaccurate, and 1,Jp from the east. By 12.30 the valley
it is necessary to deny this story very wind was blowing strongly at about
nearly in its entirety. The account which 25 knots. and cloud-base had risen well
now follows should be taken as a true clear of the local JX:aks.
record of the Bight. At 13.00 I was launched in the Sky-

The morning of 24th July, 1963, was lark 4, behind an antiquated device
fine with small cumulus cloud obscuring called a Stinson L-5, piloted by Signor
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Vitelli. Initially the low was smooth,
bu.t above 4,000 ft. a.sJ. a gocd deal ,of
turbulence was encountered, The tug
w.aved me off at jlist under 6,000 ft. in
a good thermal of 6 knots, which
steadily increased to 10 knots a"S· the
mountain tops were approached at
9.,000 ft. The lift continued through
cloud-base at 11,500 to 13,300 ft. in
shallow cumulus.

The panoramic view on emerging from
the cloud was, perhaps, the most beauti
ful that I shall ever have the gocd for
tune to see. The mountains stood cut
vividly against a deep blue sky speckled
with pure white cumulus. To the north
west stood Mont Blanc, and to the
north-e<\st the Matterhorn, both with
their summits in cloud. Southwards
could be. seen the Gran Paradiso range,
even now covered in snow.

Somewhere at this point I began to
err, and the fascination of the Matter
horn lured me away from the airfield at
Aosta. By using a combination of
mountain lift and thermals, the town of
Chatillion was reached at 8.50D ft. This
little "castle town" lies 24 kms. east of
Aosta, and stands at the junction of the
Vallee d'Aesta and the Valtournanche,
which runs north to the foot ef the
Matterh<?rn. The summit was still ob
scured by cloud, but by soaring the
western slope of the valley a position
was reached to the south-west which
enabled the snow-eapped peak to be

seen. The m<lUntain was approached at
13,000 ft., some 1,500 ft. beneath the
,top. t\b@ut 30 minutes were spent in the
vicinity of Monte Cervinio (to give the
mountain its local name), taking photo
graphs and watching the skiers on the
slopes ,of Monte Rosa, which lies to the
east of the Matterhorn and is some
500 ft. higher.

By fiying back directly over the
mountains a considerable distance was
saved on the return flight. However this
frequently meant flying with one wing
tip 100 ft. over a jagged peak and the
other 6,000 ft. out above the valley.
This sort of soaring can be a little un
nerving, and one wonders what would
happen in the event of an unpremedi
tated landing, For the peace of mind of
pilots who attempt similar tasks, it is
strongly recommended that the glider
carries a first aid kit, food and seme
warm clothing. Our radio, needless to
say, was quite useless away from the
airfield, the mountains putting an effec
tive stop to that brand of Hertzian wave.

Cloud base, by now, was qp to
12,000 ft., giving 3,000 ft above all but
the highest peaks. With 4(8 ths of very
workable Cll, the return fljght was for
tunately without i,ncident. The landing
at 16.50 concluded a round triD of
90 kms., and a wonderful experience,
but left the nagging thought, would it
really have been possible to flyover the
top?

DUNKESWELL REGIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS
Final Pilot } 2 3 4 5 6 Total Co,..".
P/ar:e or Pilots Sa'lplalle No.
I. Meddinlls & 04 1000 474

Mac. A. Bacon lOCO 0 181 3193 Olr· 403 90
2. Simpson & 676 0 432

Martin 553 foo 207 1463 OIr. I 108
3. Stark 0 718 9 1 468 0 100 2337 Oly.46O 348
4. Vaullban & 518 1000

Hood 222 528 126.1 SkI. 3 52
5. Trolt 0 676 364 528 0 136 2'04 ~!d. 3 200
6. SCth'Smitb 0 535 ?RO 201 0 332 1848 Oly.460 III
7. Donald & 568 709

Comcll 533 0 1818 SkI. 3 263
8. Rcilly & 755

Allenon 579 1334 Oly.4:0 249
9. Lowe& 445 0 362.

Robcrts 0 459 0 1266 Olr.2 170
10. Cbubb 0 640 426· 0 0 0 1066 Oly.2 245
11. Lapham 0 526 109 0 0 0 63' Swl. 15·1
12. O'Riley 0 329 109 0 0 0 438 Ski. 3 68

Tasks _ Dav I: 80·km. Trianllle. Day 2: Free Distance. Day 3: 105·km. Rare. Day 4: 200·km.
Out and Return. Day 5: 120·km. RaGe. nay 6: lOO-km. Ow and Return.
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Weekend Competitions at l;lortmoak
by W. A. SHANKS

A PRELIMINARY poll of would-be
competitors in the Scottish area,

early in 1963, proved that there was an
interest in week-eod competitions; the
proposal that the competitions be
handled in this fashion resulted from
earlier attempts to organize weeks in
1961 and 1962. It was suggested that
crews should leave aircraft and equip
ment at Portmoak over a period of two
weeks, thus helping travelling arrange
ments.

The organization of the events was
greatly helped by the generous offers of
Tigers of both Aberdeen and Yorkshire
Clubs and we were able to have the ful
lest use of the Aberdeen Tiger with
Pilots Angus Macaulay and Bill Dunn,
the second Tiger being our own, with
the Yorkshire tug as stand-by but not
used.

At. first briefing on SATURDAY, 8rn
JUNE, it was noted that 12 teams repre
senting Yorkshire, Dumfries. Arbroath,
Lossiemouth and the Scottish Gliding
Union had entered, two being hors con
CQurs. It is best not to dwell upon the
met. conditions of the 8th and 9th, as
the east wind and stable sunny conditions
proved to be unsuitable for contest fly
ing, and as a result both days were No
Colltest Days. The tasks were respec
tively Out-and-Return and Free Distance.

JUNE. 15rn.-This proved to be the
best day of the series, as nearly all the
competitors scored. At briefing, the task

was declared to be Free Distance, and as
forecast by the meteorologist, Peter
White, the early mists cleared at Il.3V
hrs. and thermals started soon after.
Wind strength was light and westerly. An
early departure from the area was the
A.T.e. Weihe (Henshaw), this aircraft
proving to be quite a consistent perfor
mer, several Skylark 2's following min
utes later with Riddell's Sky1<uk 3 in the
lead. This lead was maintained by Rid
dell, who landed at Dyce Airport (83
miles); four other aircraft landed within
a few miles of one another, Docherty
(Olympia) and Thorburn (Skylark) at
Fordoun Airfield (61 miles), Rac (Sky·
lark 3s) south of Stonehaven. and Alty
(Skylark 2) north of Stcnehaven, 64 and
69 miles respectively.

JUNE 16TH.-Task: Pilot-Selected
Goal; wind westerly, 20 kts.; convection
not as good as on the 15th. Launching
for this task was by winch, as the neces
sary starting height could be achieved
from slope-soaring on the Bishop Hill;
after sampling this lift, some pilots re
turned for later starts and to dish out
fresh instructions to crews.

Three pilots achieved their declared
goals: J. C. Riddell (Skylark 3F), Fraser
burgh, 114 miles; J. O'Donnel (Weihe),
Kinnell Airfield, 42 miles; J. A. Dandie
(Swallow), R.N.A.S. Arbroath. 38 miles;
and a fourth, A. C. Boyce (Skylark 2),
overflew his goal at Kionell Airfield aod
logged an extra 25 miles.

FINAL RE.SULT5: PORTMOAK

Dales ill June
PIlot Club Sallpla"e 8 9 15 16 22 23 Toral

1. 1. e. Riddell Yorks. Skylark 3F 1000 800 1800
2. D. G. AllY Fulmar Skylark 2 0 0 854 0 0 0 854
3. T. P. Docherty S.G.U. Olympia 2 0 0 781 13 0 0 794
4. A. e. Boyce Dumfries Skylark :2 0 0 384 341 0 0 725
5. A. 1. Thorbom S.C;.U. SkylarJo: 2 0 717 0

e. B. Sutherland 0 0 0 717
6. 1. lUe S.G.U. Skylark 3. 0 0 700 0 0 0 700
7. T. A. Moffat, A.T.e. Wethe 0 0

R. G. Henshaw. No. 661 332
1. O'Doooel, G.S. 197

8.
G. Berry 0 O· 529
1. A. Dandie. S.G.U. Swallow 0 184 0 0
1. E. Duthie 0 0 184

9. R. Sto.hard & Yorks. Eallle 0 I) 1.8 0 18
E. Reed

10. G. A. Glennie Condor Skylllrk 2 0 0 0

·Only pilot 10 complete the task.
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WARM CLOTHING
WHILST YOU WAIT

BLACK'S provide • wide rang,of' garlMnls fo kelP
the cold out both whHs. 'IOU .".;t your '.,r" ."d in

·night. For IJltlmpll:
BLACK'S ANORAK R.n_nod for i1. ,uggod.
• Mring and exceptional wind proof qualities. Com
pie', with hood to giv••I·....'h.' Pl'olection. in

32" '0 ....." chest size, £"-2-6.
Fo, lull dellilJ 01 BLACK'S outdoor <lothing Ind III
oIhw BLACK produm w,ill for you, free <:op.y of
the cen'...... ry edition of ,ft. ··Good Companions"

C.faloouI.

THOMAS BLACK CL SONS
(G,eenock) LTD.

Industrill Estlte, Port Gllsgow, Renl,ewshl,o

JUNE 22ND.-Task: lOO-kilometre Tri
an~le; win9 westerly, IlT-l5 kts. In tbis
.task again the Bishop Hill proved a use·
ful marshalling point, after a winch
launch, but unfortuna,tely convection on
the first leg did not prove to be of ac·
ceptable strength and emly one pilot,

Boyee (Skylark 2), reached the first turn
ing·point at, Methveil (20 miles), and
another No-Contest Day resulted.

JUNE 23RD.-Task: Speed (to Kinnell
Airfield), 42 miles; winCl south-westerly•
20-25 kts. Five aircraft managed to set
out, but only one reached the goal, this
being the Weihe (Berry); the nearest to
him was Alty (Skylark 2) at Craigton
(33 miles). No Contest.

At the conclusion of the series, com
petitors and organizers agreed that the
event be repeated next year in a simiLar
form, as the .contest had proved of con
siderable benefit to all.

BONUS.-It was noted that the instruc
tors among the competitors had benefited
to the eJetent of five Silver Cs, and that
among the crews fi,ve had gained 5-hour
duration legs.

A Gliding Club in Eastern U.S.A.
by JOHN FIRTH

AFTER finding myself posted to
-W,ashington, D.e., last September, to

care for a small piece of satellite, one
of the first things I did was to look for
some gliding. An encounter with a com
mercial enterprise cost me $8.00 for
fifteen minutes wallowing around in a
SChweizer 2-22. (This two-seater makes
ooe feel that the T-21 really has quite a
high performance.)

I eventually found a dub 60 miles
away at Westminster, Maryland. This
has many members from around Wash
ington, and also operates a 2·22, but
there seemed to be scope fOr better
things, so I went along, to meetings and
~ot to know some of the pilo.ts. When
It came to actually joining, I was some
what taken aback by the $75 initiation
fee, but compromised by becoming an
associate member for $10.

!he club consists almost entirely of
ptlvate owners with widely varying ex
perience and achievements. This is not
one of those parts of the U.s.A. where
one releases into 1,000 f.p.m. and, after
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half a dozen thennals, comes down for
a beer to celebmte a Diamond Goal!
Conditions are rather British, with more
thunderstorms. Cloud flying in the
region is officially prohibited, due to the
heavy powered traffic. However, V.F.R.
prohibited areas are surprisingly few,
even around Washington with its busy
airports.

The dub airfield is a small grass strip
shared, apparently amicably, with a
number of poweredaircmft. The mem
bers own a variety of ships (American
for aircraft). Here are some of them:-

A W'olf, Grunau-like, but without
spoilers, is now hors de combat aft.::r an
inadvertent cross-country flight.

Two Laister-Kauffmann two-seaters,
built as war·time trainers, easily spun
arnd nightmares to rig, are quite good
performers for all this.

There are several Schweizer I-26's, all
metal, mid-wing ships, comparable with
an Oly, but again complicated to rig.

A B.G. 12. twice rebuilt by its enthu
siastic owner after unfortunate incidents,



is heavy, fast and flapped. It's locally
thought a hot ship and appears to be
rather difficult to land.

An Air lOO [M-l00S?-ED.], a more
~ophisticated Italian approach to the
IS-metre class, is beautifully constructed
and finished, but again, surprisingly, the
removal of the wing is unnecessarily
complex. Of course, while assisting at
such operations I go around muttering:
··You should have bought a Skylark,
they are much easier", ete.

Lastly, a Pratt-Read, a side-by-side
war-time trainer, is much like an Eagle
in size and weight, pleasant to fly, but a
little fast for comfortable thermalliDg,
stalling around 50 m.p.h. I haven't even
dared to think about derigging it.

After a few weekends of turning up to
help, and occasionally coox,ing the 2-22
up a few hundred feet, I was enlisted as
,a helper in the annual re,gional compe
tition. Later I found myself on the Task
Committee and then, 15 minutes before
pilots' briefing, was made Chairman. I
thus had to give an unprepared briefing,
and later found how long it takes to do
the marking! I was somewhat embar
rassed by my ignorance of many of the
local regulations, when the questions
~tarted to pour in.

I had persuaded an English friend
attached to the Met. Office to do the
forecasting, which, with the co-operation
of the local Weather Bureau. he did
admirably. Val Brain, ex-Lasham, was
also on the Committee, and I heard
remarks like "This meet is being run by
Englishmen."

After initial misgivings about handling
30 gliders and five tugs on a small air
strip, things went well. A cold front
cleared the region just before the first
day. We had three days of good soar
ing weather, followed by rain on the last
day, when the task was to derig in the

Southern Sailplanes
Sailplane Repairs,

Cs of A & Modifications

BURY HlU HOUSE
Anna van.y. Anclover. Hants.

rain and go home, after the trophy
presentations..

The tasks were an 89-mile Out and
Return followed by Free Distance; Free
Distance (required by S.S.A. rules); and
a 77-mile Triangle.

Winning performances were respec
tively 175 miles; three tied with 202
miles; and 2 hrs. 8 mins.

There was no handicapping, which was
a pity, as there was a wide spectrum of
performance present.

The over-all winner was Stan Smith,
twice National Champion, in a 1-21;
well to the fore were two Ka.{j's and a
Standard Austria.

Trailers were mainly of the open
type; they varied from crude wooden
beam construction, to an aircraft-type
frame, covered with a streamlined shell,
which could be raised in one piece by
turning a handle. Appropriately it
housed the elegant Austria.

Altogether I had an interesting week
end, albeit rather hard work. The pilots
grumbled little, and paid the organisers
many compliments, so all were well
pleased.

U.S.S.R. CHAMPIONSIDPS

I OZAS YARUSHAVICHUS, of Lithu
ania, won the 25th U.S.S.R. Gliding

Championships, which were held "by
tradition" at Sumy in the Ukraine. He
also captained the Lithuanian team
which .won the Team Championship.
Yarushavichus is head of the Vilna Aero
Club, and has trained many glider pilots
to a high standard.

Runner-up at the Championship was
the world record holder Mikhail Vere
tennikov, of Dniepropetrovsk; he was
followed by Romas Visackas, an engin
eer from Vilna.

Thunderstorms and violent winds fre
Quently interfered with the competitions.
During a Goal Race the pilots ran into
a violent storm after covering 18 miles:
on this day the victory went to Albert
Durnov, of Dniepropetrovsk. First place
in a 29-mile Triangular Race, also flown
in strODl1; wind and rain, went to Alex
ander Kurile of Zaporozhe. who took
1 hr. 48 mins.-SovIET INFORMATION
SERVICE.
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GLIDING CERTIFICATES

No. Name
3/35 H. R. Dimock
3/36 W. N. Tonkyn
3/37 L S. Hood

DlAMONDS FOR ALTITUDE
Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Imperial College Gliding Club
Army Gliding Club

DIAMONDS FOR GOAL FLIGHT

Date
7.6.63
9.6.63
9.6.63

21148 B. J. Oavey
2/149 J. R. W. Kronfeld
2/150 K. R. Aldridge
2/151 A. Somerville
2/152 R. Griffiths
2/153 J. H. Wilson
2/154 C. C. Donald
2/155 P. E. Berriman

Imperial College Gliding Club
Imperial College Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club
Phoenix R.A.F. Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Perkins Sports Association Gliding Club
Devon and Somerset Gliding Club

2.6.63
2.6.63
2.6.63
2.6.63

12.4.63
4.6.63
2.6.63

21.6.63

GOLD C CERTIFlCAYES

No. Name Club Completed
106 G. R. Barrell Phcenix R.A.F. Gliding Club 9.6.63
107 D. It. Hooper Army Gliding Club 7.6.63
108, J. R. W. Kronfeld Imperial College Gliding Club 7.6.63
109' J. Redman Cambridge University Gliding Club 13.7.63

GOLD C DISTANCE LEGS

Name Club Date
B. J. Davey Imperial College Gliding Club 2.6.63
J. R. W. Kronfeld Imperial College Gliding Club 2.6.63
K. R. Aldridge Bristol Gliding Club 2.6.63
R. G. Griffiths London Gliding Club 12.4.63
J. H. Wilson Surrey Gliding Club 4.6.63
C. C. Donald Perkins Sports Association Gliding Club 2.6.63
P. E. Berriman Devon and Somerset Gliding Club 21.6.63

GOLD C HEIGHT LEGS

Name Club Date
J. R. W. Kronfeld Imperial College Gliding Club 7.6.63
C. M. Greaves East Midlands Gliding Club 12.6.63
A. R, Ismail Cambridge University Gliding Club 6.6.63
B. E. Warner Cambridge University Gliding Club 11.6.63
C. M. Labouchere Clevelands RA.F. Gliding Club 5.7.63
J. Pickett-Heaps Cambridge University Gliding Club 4.7.63

SILVER C CERTIFICATES

No. Name Club Completed
1279 P. R. Green B.E.A. Silver Wing Gliding Club 17.5.63
1280 H. S. Tee Phoenix R.A.F. Gliding Club 12.5.63
1281 T. P. Quinn London Gliding Club 25.5.63
1282 B. J. W. Wise Yorkshire Gliding Club 19.5.6~
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1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310

Elizabeth Hargravc
C. J. RidIey
A. J. Newton
I. G. Pratt
D. W. G. Carter
A. W. Barker
S. H. C. Marriott
Florence Wood
A.. C. Hoyce
R. Bradley
D. G. Ally
K. L. Edwards
C. Wray
B. J. Willson
C. R. Simpson
G. Hey
G. BuImer
J. W. A. Webster
A. E. Burgess
L. E. Beer
J. A. Bennett
J. A. Dandie
J.Bridgewater
Mrs. M. P. W. Watson
W. M. Alexander
P. 1. Pratelli
D. P. W. Johnson
R. B. Hill

London Gliding Club
Phoenix R.A.F. Gliding blub
Handley Page Gliding Club
Oxford Gliding Club'
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Army Gliding Association
Surrey Gliding Club
Dumfries and District Gliding Club
Wessex R.A.F. Gliding Club
Fulmar Royal Naval Gliding Club
Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Club
Windrushers R,A.F.Gliding Clpb
Bannerdown R.A.F. Gliding Club
East Midlands Gliding Club
Fulmar Royal Naval Gliding Club
cambridge University Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club
Windrushers R.A.F. Gliding Gub
Chilterns R.A.F. Gliding Club
Nimbus R.A.F. Gliding Club (Germany)
Soottish Gliding Union
Imperial College Gliding Club
Army Gliding ClUb
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Oxford Gliding Club
Midlands Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club

C CERTIFICATES

25.5.63
18.5.63
26.5.63
26.5.-63
26.5.63

8.6.63
11.6.63
11.6.63
15.6.63
8,M3

16.3.63
2.5.63

23.6.63
8.6.63

23.6.63
22.6.63
19.6.63
19.5:63
23.6.63
23.6.63
29.6.63
16.6.63
9.6.63

23.6.63
27.6.63
13.:5.63
22.6;6,3
19.6.63

Name Glidlttg Club NQIPU Glidittg Club Home Gliding Clllb
or School or School or School

S. G. Davies Silver Wing B. W. Landes Windrushett S.W.lng Handley Page
C. S. Trotman Swindon C. Stotharej Yorkshjre L. P. Bowles Portsmouth
D. J. Marpole Fulmar H. McE. Andcrson Northumbria Naval
'0. E. R. Deacon Chilterns S. G. Matthews 624 G.S. R. G. Earp P,erkim
G. K. Cooper Blackpool & T. S. Rayner Kirton·in- J. S. Abrams Devon &.

Fylde Lind..,y Samer..,t
K. R. "turner R.A.E. E. Walker Aden Services A. M. Camer"n Scottish
D. Oavenoort Avro T.Hammer London E. C. CasteJI Swindon
G. F. O'DonneIl 644G.S. R. Nicholson Midlands J. H. Sturrock BlackPQQI &
D. C. Longden Ctanl'lCll F. A. Gonzal"'" Bristol Fylde
P. J. Stanley Scottish D. O. Shepherd Fulmar Mi.. S. E. Me-sent Doncaster
S. L. Perry Swindon ). R. Hayes Midland J. E. Reeve Portsmoutll
G. A. Morris fi62G.S. G. R. DOMon ~~r~;;.olJ. Naval
P. A. Trcscder Phoenix P. G. Champion J'. M. Fish Blackpool &.
R. T. Babballe 621 G.S. M. Bailey Imp. eoll. Fylde
L. B. Pym 624 G.S. J. E. Malloy Newcastle C. Brooks Perkins
J. E. Eatwcl1 H,elOn C. Dews London A. Warner 621 G.S.
R. F. Foreman Laarbruch W. H. Grice S;!vcr Wing J. Collins Chilterns
D. H. Wood. Kent A. S. Barmby White Ros" A. Cawthom Northumbria
A. J. Williams PortsmouJb D. T. S. Ware Cambridge V. G. Holland Windrushers

Naval iR. H. Brown Midland I. Paget-Brown 644 G.S.
S. R. Fouracre 624 G.S. J. A. Sella.. Derbyshire &; E. Reed Yorkshire
M. A. Greave5 Ouse Lancashire W. Marshall E. Midlands
N. F. App1clon 611 G.S. ,,-. J\. March Pcrkins D. N. Masten Devon &.
K. Massey Ouse G. C. Mansfield Midland Somerset
~. Lon~sta1f Coventry B. Taylot Avro B. T. Taylcr Phoenix
A. McMillan Chilterns K. F. Evans Surrey J. L. Griffitbll Bannerdown
C. P. Morgan Silver Wing B. E. Pen ))ancaster 8< D. J. Sheen E. Midlands
A. Brier Doncaster District A. W. Dicker Phoenix
A. J. Oo.sett Handlev Page R.. K. Jo. Wbaley Cranwell P. M. Tri....tt Kent
R. D. Thomas 624G.S. M. -C. Roberts Cran""ell R. G. M. Tho",,", West Walcl
P. G. S. Whitmore 621 G.S. B. J. Tracey Midlands R. W. I'ritchard Fulmar
F. WiJliamson Kent J. Thoroe Cleveland. n. A. H~thcote E. Midlanqs
M. Pickthall 621 G.S. T. M. Holloway Wind rushers O. F. Eddy Surrey
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G. W. Coostaotioe Surrey

C. A. Wbeatley
R. Rumsby
R. P. Bentbam

Phoenix
Moomakers

E~J>i1o~

will be open each weekday evening from
6-10 p.m. and on Saturdays from 3-6 p.m.

We have a very interesting and varied
programme of lectures ahead and the
following I think are worth a special
mention: Wing-Cdr. WaIlis' talk on his
home-built autogyro on the 2nd October.
Some of you may remember seeing this
machine at the National Championships.
On 30th October we hope J. C. Wim
penny will be able to come and tell us
about "Puffin" the man-powered flight
aircraft. On 6th November we shall hear
and see all about the thrilling sport of
"skydiving" from Sgt. Don Hughes of
the Special Air Service Free Fall Club.
On 20th November Philip Wills' subject
will be "Why are we bottom Nation in
Private Sporting Powered Flying?"

Another date to note is 27th Novem
ber when Peter Scott will be telling us
about winning the Nationals.

Visitors and new members are always
welcome on Wednesday evenings at the
dub. Subscriptions are £1 annually.

Y. C. B.

Diary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Wing-Cdr. G. H. (Buster)
Briggs. D.F.C. uThe front end
of a tow-rope, 1940-45."

2. "Home-built Autogyro~ by
Wing-Cdr. K. Wallis.

9. "The Technics and Methods
of Air Survey" by John
Wright, with slides.

16. The Air Force Story 1918-
1923, film. .
8.30 p.m, The Club AG.M.

_, 23. Gliding in the French Alps,
by Peter Hearne.

.. 30. "Puffin" the man-PQwered
aircraft: by J. C. Wimpenny
(Provisional).
"Skydivin~" by Sgt. Don
Hughes of the Free Fall Club,

with film.
13. Opening and Prize-giving

Aeronautical Art Exhibition
by Terence Cuneo, R.G.J.

_, 20. Philip Wills.
Art Exhibition continues.

" 27. Peter Scott on winning the
Nationals.

~KR:~~~L~It::-.....0_--
THE negotiations for the 88-year lease

of No. 74 Basement and plans fo.r
redecorating the premises are continuing
apace.

On the financial side an appeal under
cover of a letter signed by Lord Braba
zon and Philip Wills has been sent to
alI gliding and flying clubs, the services
and industry. The initial support to this
has enabled us to obtain a short-term
loan from our Bankers to purchase the
actual lease and this loan the Shaw
Slingsby Trust have prorni~ed to help
with in two years time. We are therefore
left with finding £2,000 for the essential
repairs, redecoration and refurbishing. So
far we have received £1;000 in loans and
£500 in donations from supporters.

If you have not already sent us a loan
or donation we would ask you to seri
ously consider us, we still need £500
and any amount, however small, will be
most gratefully acknowledged. Sept. 25.

Among th:: speakers at the Club's
Dinner and Dance on Friday,. 4th Octo-
ber, will be Group Captain Norman Oct.
Reider, C.B.E., D.F.C.. John Furlong,
M.B.E., D.F.C., and Mike Bird.

Double tickets at £3 10s. are still avail
able from tbe Club. Dancing to BilI
Savill's orchestra will continue until one
a.m. The Club will be open from six
p,m. onwards for pre-dinner drinks.

Terence Cuneo, R.G.I., President of
the Industrial Artists Group which in
corporates the Society of Aviation
Artists. has kindly consented to open
our 6th Annual Art Exhibition at 8 p.m.
on Wednesday, 13th November. As Nov. 6.
lIsual, Roy Nockolds and David Shep-
herd both also of the Society will judge
the competition. The Kronfeld Challenge
Trophy for the best overall entry, which
w~s won in 1962 by Margaret Kahn,
Will again be awarded. There will also
be quite a number of other prizes to be
won. Artists, don't forget entries must
be in by 31st Oct-:ber. The Exhibition

$8$



BOOK REVIEW
Report OD a Tomado at Malta, 14th October, 1960, by T. H.
dnU D. T. J. DEAN. Geophysical Memoir No. 107 (Second Number, Vol.
XIV). Published by H.M. Stationery Office, London. Price 7s. net.

THIS geophysical memoir describes in detail the passage of a tornado across the
centre of Malta on 14th October. 1960.
A study is made of the main synoptic features, and also the wind, temperature

and pressure fields which eJl,isted before and during its oassage. A close parallel
was found with conditions which normally prevail when tornadoes form in America.

Most glider pilots will find this account too technical, but conditions which
favour the development of tornadoes are given in simpler terms. Although this
violent product of Nature is very rare in England, this paper does give some indica
tion of conditions which would favour exceptionally strong convection. However,
conditions in England which favour the development of small tornadoes do not
entirely agree with those listed in this paper. The Dunstable tornado in October.
1958 (see SAILPLANE AND GLIDING, April, 1959) was associated with a sharp cold
trough, light winds below 20,000 feet and an unstable moist air mass to 30,000 feet.

M.P.G.
The Wright Brothers, by C. H. GIBBS·SMITH. PubJjshed by H.M. Stationery
Office, London, 1963. Price 2s. 6d.

T-HIS booklet. published on behalf of the Science Museum, is a most excellent
concentrated history of the pioneering work of Wilbur and Orville Wright, and

has the supreme merit of be-ing absolutely accurate. as would be expected from its

THROW OUT
TWO HANDS
by Anthony Smi,th

Complete silence, involvement in the atmosphere, and dependence
on air currents and fate, are the common factors that link gliding
with ballooning.
Here, Anthony Smith explains in great detail how he and his
companions set out to flyover Africa in a balloon. He tells of the
many problems, hazards and adventures that befell them; and
describes with the aid of many vivid photographs the abundance
of .... ild life they encountered. 32 Colour Plates 30s.

Alien &. Unwin 40 MUSEUM ST., w.e.1.
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author. There are a great many illustrations, starting with the biplane kite of 1899,
and all the gliders from 1900 to 1902 inclusive and that of 19'1l are shown in flight.
There are :a great many photo'graphs and drawings of the first aeroplane and sub
sequent versions up ,to 19',11, a page showing European imitations of the Wright
<'Iider. and finally a page of photo~ of the earliest European aeroplanes.
o It was not until the Wrights fitt'ed a movable rudder to their 1902 glider and
then coupled it to the wing-warping control that they mastered the diffieulties caused
by the drag of the down-warped wing-tip, corresponding to what we now call
"aileron drag". And it was not until they brought this machine into use again
during 1903 that they succeeded in making several soaring flights of over a minute.
When M r. Gibbs-Smith states that the brothers chose to fly at Kitty Hawk "not
for its secrecy but for its steady constant winds," he might have added (for the
non-gliding reader) that these winds were wanted for soaring, because Wilbur had
stated that the object was to put in as much flying time as possible on gliders
before trying to fly with an engine, and soaring was the obvious way of doing s{).

A standard reply to peopJe who ask "Why don't you put a little engine in ?"
is: "The Wright Brothers did that in 1903-hence the aeroplane." Bll! this is not
strictly correCt. It is true that the 1903 aeroplane differed little in shape from the
1902 glider, except that both the elevator and rudder were doubled; out it had
its engil'le installed, according to McFarland's "Papers of Wilbur and OrviLle Wright",
before it ever came out of the shed where it wa's built.

A. E. S.

Throw Out Two Hands, by ANTHONY SMITH. Published by George Allen
and Unwin, London, 1963. Price 30s. (Also obtainable from B.G.A.)

"TWO HANDS" in the title means two handfuls of sand thrown out of a balloon
to check its sink, for this book is about flying a balloon over Africa to observe

and photograph the wild life without disturbing it.
The book is entertainingly written by one of the participants in the expedition

and includes a fine colIection of colour photos. It shows up many similarities between
('le two kinds of motorless flight Jus.! as every glider landing is a forced landing,
every balloon landing, the author says, is a "controlled accident", even at the
best of times.

Modern balloonists know quite a lot about thermals and areas of sink; they
have to, when trying 10 maintain an even height not far above the ground, for
the up. and. downs must be anticipated. So the balloonist must know that a lake,
a wood, marshland Or sea will ",tend to lower his height in the daytime"; and "if
you start going up, for instance. you have to decide whether this move is being
caused by the two handfuls you threw out four minutes before, or the sun becom
ing slightly brighter, or the farmyard you have just passed over, or if it were none
of these three and instead a thermal has taken hold of you."

Since cu-nims are always to be seen in that part of Africa, they had to disregard
the advice of the instruction manual: "On sighting cumulo-nimbus formations,
deflate atance" - with what results you can read in this book. A. E. S.

WORLD GOAL RECORD TWICE
BEATEN IN U.S-A.

BENJAMlN "GREENE, of Elizabeth-
town, North Carolina, flew 456

miles from Marfa, Texas, to his goal at
BOise City, Oklahoma. on 7th August.
Be flew a Standard Austria.

On 27th August this was exceeded by
Alvin H. Parker, owner of a soaring
school at Odessa, Texas, who flew

490 miles in a Sisu lA from Odessa to
his goal at Great Bend, Kansas. Both
records await homologation.

The previolls Goal-flight record of
443.7 mles was set up by Mikhail Vere
tennikov in the U.S.S.R. 0.0 18th June,
1960.

S. S. A.
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CORRESPON DENCE

mE DESIGN OF BRITISH WORLD-BEATING GLIDERS
Dear Sir,

The current pattern of airworthiness certification makes no distinction between
a glider to be flown by the chosen pilots of the British Team and one to be used
by club members who have not yet reached Silver C standard. The resulting com
promise, although it may have done so in the P<1$t, is in my view less likely to
produce a world-beater of the future. I would therefore propose that a pilot
competence factor be introduced into the C. of A. structure so that the B.G.A.
Technical Committee when judging the airworthiness of a competition sailplane can
forget about Fred Fumble's early attempts at cloud-flying, and ease up a little
on such things as stability requirements, and terminal velocity air-brakes.

Once they are freed from these inhibitions designers should, I believe, consider
rather heavier wing loadings than have been fashionable hitherto, and preferably
provide some flexibility by means of Fowler flaps or similar devices.

I believe it to be of vital importance that Britain should produce exciting new
·glider designs for competition purposes as well as good solid British work-horses.
Slimbridge. Glos. PETER SCOTT.

THE O.S.T.I.V. PRIZE
Dear Sir,

The letter published in SAILPLANE AND' GUDlNG, page 256, translated from
Aviasport. May, 1963, commenting on the OSTlV prize, underlines the need for a
test case for the interpretation of the various clauses and 'qualifications. For instance,
some of the excellence of the Ka-6 is, DO d€lubt. due to, the minimum of frontal
area and ratio of wing to fuselage. A Ka-6 which catered f€lr a larger pilot in
accordance with a different interpretation of the OSTlV requirements would not
have the same all-round harmony. This criticism probably applies to the Vasama.

Two glider pilots from Africa, having ordered EoN Type 460 (463) gliders, went
to Junin and saw the range of entries. Following the OSTlV prize award, Pilot "A"
cancelled the EoN Type 460 and ordered a Vasama. Pilot "B" was too large for
the other Standard Class machines, and is now taking delivery of his EoN.

The pendulum may swing away from the abbreviated cockpit by 1965 (at South
Cerney?).
Speenhamland. Newbury, Berks. J. E. CRAMP.

UNFAIR TO TEAMS
Dear Sir,

It has been recognised from the start that the present Rating System discourages
team flying in competitions. The requirement that six scores shall be included means
that a pilot who flies on alternate days in League 2 cannot collect his entire rating
in League 2 in one year, and must therefore inclu$le at least one, and generally
more, devalued scores from a Regional Competition, or from a previous year. It is
therefore more difficult for him to get into League 1 than for a pilot who flies on
his own; and if he does get in, it is almost impossible ~or him to stay in if he
continues to fly with a partner. Similarly, pilots who fly as a pair in Regionals must
e'.1ter twice as many competitions if they are to have the same chance as the lone
pIlot of getting into League 2. Consequently, there is strong pressure on pilots at all

levels to enter by themselves, since they know that until they can afford to do so
they cannot hope to make much progress up the rating ladder, however good they
may be.
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R. G. PROCTllR
G. R. WHITFlELO
A. R. IS~)\IL

I. G. B. DANIEL.L

The disadvantages of entering solo are felt most acutely by the younger pilots.
In the first place the basic costs of a ten-day competition-entry fee and retrieving
'--Qften exceed £40, plus hire costs if a club glider is entered, and there are marty
good pilots who cannot afford to pay on this s.cale, although they can cope with
half. Secondly, a pilot who is neither in the Services nor equipped with a wife and
rigging-sjiZed children is obliged to find at least one skilled bod who is prepared to
give up to ten days solely in order to crew, plus another who can learn what. to do
during the competition, and he will be lucky if he can have the same confidence
in his crew as the team pilot who is being retrieved by his partner. For many of us,
the practical result is that we must enter as a team, or not at all, and wnsequently
we strongly resent a system which: discrimina.tes against us for reasons in no way
connected with our flying ability.

It seems that the discouragement of teams was introdtlced ·as a deliberate act
of RG.A. policy, ami we have heard it justified on the greunds that the object of
League 1 is "to select the National Champion". Now, if the "National Champion"
is just the winner of League 1, then we can see no reason why anyone should
resent the top competition being won jointly by a tea:m: if, on the other hand, he
is the man who represents us at the Internationals, then we think he should be the
top man on the rating list rather than necessarily the current winner of Leag\Je I,
and instead of discouraging team flying we think that the rating system should be
modified to make it possible for a team pilot to get to the top of the list.

We should like to propose the following very minor modification to the method
of computing ratings for the purpose of selecting National entries. We propose that,
instead of using the rating of the top pilot only in a team .entry, a team rating should
be computed by adding together the best six scores which the two pilots can collect
between them, with the proviso that each pilot must contribute at least two scores_
This system would neither help nor hinder a pilot who always flew in a team as
compared with one· who always flew solo, but care would be needed in rating onc
who-wished to change from one to the other: there are two possible difficulties:

{I) A pilot who had always flown solo, and who under the present system have
dropped out of the bottom, could, by combining with another in the same situation,
stay in for another year. However, if neither pilot were really any good, they could
clearly only gain a temporary respite by this subterfuge, and we do not think this
would be a serious difficulty.

(2) A pilot who wished to change from team to solo flying, or who wanted an
individual rating for other purposes, would have the $ame difficulty in collecting
a rating as upder the present system. This ~ould be avoided by allowing him to
collect his six days over two years without devaluation- provided he had not
flown in any competition other than in a team during that period. This would clearly
call [(j)f a strict definition of what constitutes flying in a team, and we wQuld suggest
that pilots who wish to be considered as a team for rating purposes must fly on
alternate contest days, except by special permission of the organisers.

We hasten to point out that the work of computing team ratings would fall on
the pilots, not on the organisers. Team applicants would be required to list their
six individual scores on the form, and the organisers would then merely have to
check that they had in fact got the scores claimed.
.. Although the rating system for next year's Nationals has already been pub

lished, We urge most strongly that this mOdification, which does not cal1 for any
administrative upheaval, should be introduced without delay. We think that it would
allow more pilots to fly in the Nationals without making the competition any more
unwieldy, that it would rank pilots in order of merit m0re accurately than at. present,
a~d that it would remove a purely artificial obstacle to the progress of many good
pilots who are otherwise doomed to be suppressed. Although we hardly dare to
say it, we also think team flying is more fun.
C. J. PENNYCmCK A. W. F. EOWARDS
G. S. NEUMANN R. A. NB1\VES
J. B. BRE~R R. S. WALLER
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EnquIries to:

IndePendent
SUSPENSION

FOR GLIDER TRAILERS
With this Rubery Owen Axle Unit, you can have independent
suspension on your glider trailer. No chassis modifications are
necessary for fitting. Everything about this axle is designed for
complete running efficiency. laminated square torsion bars allowing
4" of wheel movement provide a supple but well damped action.
Ground steel sleeves running in fabric bearings ensure long life.
Continental standard high efficiency brakes, lower chassis heights,
and lower centre of gravity give exceptional handling. Hydraulic
Dampers are available as an optional extra.

Why not specify these axles for your trailer.

BUBERY OWE.
TRAILER

EQUIPMENT
OEPARTMENT

P.O. BOX 10. OARLASTON, WEONESBURY, STAFFS. Tel •.IAMES BRIDGE 3131
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MORE STOCHASTICISM
Dear Sir,

I find it difficult to understand why Mr. Edwards should get so heated himself;
perhaps he would have been well advised to leave his own pipe unlighted. Whatever
the weakness of my theoretical arguments, they have the merit of fitting the experi
mental findings; after all, the Poisson distribution is purely a normal distribution
where the variance is large in comparison with the mean or more exactly where f' = Sl.

In the classic oft-quoted example of Bortkewitch, where ten Prussian Corps
were exposed to mule kieks for 20 years, the frequency of deaths per Corps was as
follows:

Deaths per Corps per year 0 :2 3 4
Frequency 109 65 22 3 1

This is the sort of result one would expect from a gliding contest on a very
bad day, replacing deaths by miles flown X 10 and frequency by number of gliders-

This is the negative exponential quoted '"
by Mr. Edwards and is the limiting case; ~ FIG. 1.
however, 1. cannot see how, "if everybody 3
is equally likely to fall out of the sky Cl

all the time," "the probability of coming .....
unstuck increases steadilv as the launch- ~
ing point recedes". Surely the probability ~
remains the same, but the number of sail- :::E
planes upon which that probability will ~ ~:-:--=-,.,....,,--~==-_:::::'_--=~_-,.
act falls exponentially. PERFORMANCE (E.G.S?EED OR DISTANCE nOWN

However, this is all a digression; the important point is, what do ghdmg
contests measure, considered as a test of human abilities? Experimental work sug
gests that there are only three main intellectuaJ attributes to be measured: .v (verbal),
G (general intelligence), and K (kinaesthetic or pure physical skill). It is hardly
likely that V is significant, so that it should be possible to measure G and K with
simple laboratory tests, and on the basis of these results predict with fa,ir accuracy
a pilot's potential. Quite early in one's gliding career, however, one exhausts one's
possibilities in this direction since one encounters fairly massive obstacles in the
nature of one's own temperament which tend to make performances wander from
the maximum in the Yerkes-Dodson Law curve,· and improvements can only be
attained by monitoring and adjusting emotion to stay on the maximum.

In practice there seem to be two' factors in pilot performance: k. and k2; k. is
related to K and involves simple skill in therrnal finding and circling, and in a
pilot's experience reaches a steady figure after about 100 hour~ and does not vary
much from pilot to pilot. This explains why people all seem to climb at about the
same rate in thermals. k2 is related to G and involves decision-making, etc., in
which knowledge and intelligem:e come to play a larger part; this explains why
League 1 and League 2 climb and fly at the same rate, but why League I usually
go farther and faster. As most human Qualities, e.g. height. weight, intelligence,
have a Gaussian distribution, in a task set in a gliding contest their performance
(and therefore scores) should have a Gaussian distribution (curve A in Fig. 1);
however, when factors of chance in the weather overwhelm the factors of individual
variations in skill, a Poi$on-like distribution (curves B or C) will result. Under these
circumstances it would be fair to discard the results of a task, and fortunately, due
to the operation of the :2X rule, this is at the moment the case.
Marlow, Bucks. BREN~lG JAMES.

[·The Yerkes-Dodson Law, as described by Prof. H. J. Eysenck, is: "F.or cO~l'lex
tasks optimum performance is achieved when t.he driv!? (or m~t1vatlo~) IS r~la~~vely
low; only for simple tasks is the optimum achIeved wltb relatively. hIgh dnve. He
adds: "The validity of this law is widely recognized In everyday hfe; for example,
by the coach who tells an athelete that he is trying too hard."-Eo.]

Mr. ANTHONY EDWARDS replies: Dr. Bn;nnig lames's smokescreen of erroneous
statistics ill-conceals the truth.
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Adv~,tJum.nt'. with nmittanu. should ~ unt to Ch~i,oll PlCU Ltd.• 3 Co,k Sr. London, W.!.
(H.egem SlOI). H."r~ 1/- " wo,d. Millimum 1S1- Box numb.,. 41-" ~xt'a. R~p/lu io Box numb~,.

should be s.ent 10 rhe. JQme Qdd,.~ss.

FOR SALE FOR SALE (Cent.)

'OLYMPIA 2 and Trailer both in good
condition with basic instruments. £800 or
offer. Parachute and Barograph available.
Box 151.
PARACHUTES (Glid.er cabk). Made
from 12 oz. orange cotton duck, strong
webbing sewn diagonally and around
edges, fitted ropes, rings, etc. 3 ft. square
31/6.4 ft. 6 in. square 39/6. Carr. paid
(Gt. Britain) half doz. lots or over.
CHARLES HOPWOOD, 132 Clive St.,
Grangetown, Cardiff.
SKYLARK-3F:-New.c-,A"'-p-n'"'"·I,-I"""96~I.-o.Hours
flown 226. Beautiful full blind panel
oxygen. Professionally built trailer, all
in excellent condition. C. of A. Decem
ber, 1963. £1,300. Jack Tarr, 13 Station
Road, Doncaster.
SKYLARK-4-:-1;-;;9:-:;6-=-3,-w~i"'th"---'in-s-'-tr-u-m-e-n-ts-,
£1,350. Box No. 152.
SKYLARK,-4:-First flew March, 1%3~
Complete with specially built fitted
trailer. Less instruments. £1,650. Apply
411 Syndicate, Lasham Aerodrome.
SKYLARC4~Full contest trim-:-Hzn.
Electric Vario. Lightweight trailer if
desired. Available immediately. G. Bur
ton,77 Thurley Road. Wembley.
TRANSISTOR inverters for Bendix
Hzn. lr X 2t" x 2". Fit directly on
Hzn. £10. G. Burton, 77 Thurley Road,
Wembley.
ADV AN:~C-'-E-D-t-ra~i-n-er-,-'-T~--'-2-lc-',-b-u-i-'-lt-19-6-0.
·Enclosed cockpit, trimmer, superior per
formance. Ideal ab initio and cross
country instruction. Price, including
trailer, £850. Apply London G.C.
T.31B with 10 Plus C. of A. from date of
purchase, completely recovered and re
sprayed to choice, condition as new. Price
£400. Speedwell Sailplanes.
WElHE manuf""ac...ct-u~re!:..d-cI-'-9~5""'0.----=Fu=-""Il"-p-a-n-el
including a new Cook Variometer. Mun
ro A.S.I. turn/slip. C. of A. May, 1964.
Privately owned. Super trailer manufac
tured May, 1963. This aircraft was
specially assembled for Paul MacCready.
Second place World Championship, 1950.
£725. p., R. Green, Forward Planning.
B.E.A. En~ineering. London Heathrow
Airport. SKYport 3131. Ext. 4755.
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KITE 2 pranged. Ready fer re-build. In
very good trailer, £175 0 n.o. the lot.
Would sell Kite alone, but not trailer
alone. Box No. 153.
MARK I Olympia with altimeter, A.S.1.
Vario. Horizon and 2nd turn and slip.
Open trailer. Flying now at Camphill.
£500. New trailer suit any machine. £200.
Chute and baro~raph extra if required.
Haynes, 247 WaltoD Back Lane, Chester
field.

ADVANCED two-seater with Olympia
performance. Schleicher K2 in first class
condition. Built 1954. Current C. of A.
Available October, 1963. £750 less
instruments. Box No. 149.

GLIDER TIlb. Excellent condition. New
in 1959. C. of A. to April 1964. Modified
for optional solo flying. Recent respray
white and B.R. green. £875. V. C. Carr
(Telephone Oadby 5273).

AMERICAN Skycrafter V.H.F. Supn
phone Radio as used by Philip Wills.
Enquiries to C.S.E. Aviation, Oxford
Airport, Kidlington, Oxford. Kidlingtoo
3444.

EAGLE with instruments, C. of A. to
March, 1964, and trailer if required. Seen
Long Myod. £1,100 0.0.0. to Ma:JseIl, 32
Waverley Crescent, Romsley, Nr. Bales
owen, Worcestershire (Romsley 497).

OLYMPIA 2e Comp. No. 242 2nd in
Northerns. £750. Olympia 2B, being
modified to 2e available next January.
Also Tutor and T.31 Spoilered. All with
C. of A. New trailer £250. Southern
Sailplanes.. Bury HilI House, Anna
ValIey. Andover. Hant~.

CUFF LINKS and Tie Stick pin set.
Gliding motif. Rhodium or gold finish.
Ideal Xmas gifL 10/6 inc. p.p. Repli
Cast Ltd., 7c Albert Gardens, Com
mercial Road, London, E.1.

PARACHUTES. Seat or back type. com
plete with pack. harness and quick
release mechanism. £10 plus 5/· carr.
Ex·R.A.F. surplus. sent on approval
against remittance. ruOS. FOULKES
(SG). Lansdowne Road. London, E.I!.
TeI. LEYtonstone 5084. -



FOR SALE (Cont.)

T-31 B, 1959. In first-class condition.
Dual Elementary Instrument Panels,
Spoilers, etc. Offers Box. No. 155.

SITUATIONS VACANT

C.F.I.jManager required by London
G.C. Only applicants with highest
qualifications and experience, please.
Write to The Chairman, L.G.C. Box
No. 154.

WANTED

OLYMPIA, SKYLARK II or similar
wanted, with or without trailer. Box No.
147.
SECONDHAND Ka6 wanted. Will col
lect from Continent if necessary. Haynes,
247 Walton Back Lane, Chesterfield,
England.
OLYMPIA 2B, full particulars incl uding
price and date available to BarrweJls, 41
Holly Avenue, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon
Tyne.

WANTED (COf'lt.)
WANTED. High performance Sailplanes.
Must be Aerolite glued, preferably with
out trailer. Fun _details please to Box 150.
WANTED. Covered Trailer f0Cl5m.
Sailplane. Must be good condition pre
ferably with RUbery Owen Axle, K.
Fitzroy, R.A.F. Marham, Norfolk.
WANTED:-Olympia, T-21, Swallow or
similar type glider; full detals, history,
prIce, etc., to P. D. Johnston, "Ardfern",
New Abbey Road, Dumfries.
WANTED, Olympia llb or Skylark n.
Full details and past history please to
Goldsbrough, Peel Park, Brandsby,
York.
WANTED. Damaged Sailplane iP
repairable condition. Olympia, Skylark,
or similar. Box No. 156.

PERSONAL
INTRODUCTIONS to interesting new
friends - U.K. and 'overseas. Victory
Club, 34 HoneyweU Road, London.
S.W.!!.

It will, of co"'U, b~ "nd~,.tood that th~ B,itlsh Gliding Association cannot acc~pt nsponsibillty
fo, th~ claims ",ad~ bv adv"tlu,. in .. Sal/p;a,,~ & Glidil1g".

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.
KIIBYMOORSIDE. YORK

AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
We supply all types of air
craft materials in eny quan
tity to all parts of the world.

In a.ddition to a wide range
of basic materials our Stores
stocks over 6.000 different
l;1.ircraft parts.

Our customers vary from an
enthusia.st building a glider
in the North of Scotland, to
Companies Manu./aeturing
Light Aircla/till thl! Far East.

However large or small your
enquiry it will receive >our
prompt attention,

The following are always in stock-

Aircraft Spruce in aJI grades. Airerafl Hardwoods.
Aitctafl Birch Ply. Aircraft Gaboon Ply.

Aircrafl Steel and Dural Bars, Sheets, Plales, Tubes.

Aircraft Fabrics, Dopes, Finishes.

Cables, Pulleys, Shackles, Turnbuckles, Clevis Pins,
Bolts, Nuts, Washers. Split Pins, Solid Rivets, Tubular
Rivels, Unions, Calches, AGS Parts, SBAC Parts.
AS Patls, elc., elc.

Peespex Sheets. Petspex Mouldings, Fibteglllss
Resins and Cloths, Fibreglass Mouldings. All types
of Adhesives.
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CLUB NEWS

I N this issue after a long lapse we have the R.A.F.G.S.A. Chilterns Gliding Club
who operate at Benson and boast the cheapest gliding rates in the country! Also

back are the Heron Naval Club at Yeovilton, and Handl.ey Page.
We say goodbye to the R.A.F.G.S.A. Wessex at Andover, and Windrushers

Clubs. The former has closed down and the laller has been absorbed into the
R.A.F.G.S.A. Centre at Bicester.

In spite of our very spasmodic summer the clubs appear to have made the
best of it and clocked up the usual good batch of certificates and badges.

Closing date for copy for the Christmas issue ,is Wednesday, 16th October;
typed double spaced on foolscap, please. We still are not getting enough good photos
for the section.

Apologies to all Aberdonians for having encroached on your preserves last issue.
YVONNE BONHAM,

Club News Editor.

ABERDEEN

FLYING at Litterty continues at a
. . modest rate. The hangar floor has
also been completed and once again we
can roll the aircraft easily to and fro.

The Tiger Moth has been installed
also, and aero tows are in progress off
the north end of the main runway.

At the time of writing, six courses have
been completed and on one particularly
good day, even the T-31 was thermalling
to 2,500 feet. The most notable flight of
late was one of I hoilr 10 minutes made
by lan Robertson in the Olympia. No
cross countries have been attempted
from Litterty. everyone being content to
explore the air locally, but away land
ings will come in due course.

We were pleased to see Ray Stafford
Alien on an cfficial visit on 10th and
11th AugusL

Great interest is being shown by the
people of the surrounding districts, many
of whom have been given their first taste
of gliding. F. C.

AVRO

O VER the past three months the
launch rate at Woodford has con

tinued to increase, with the two-seater
doing most of the work. and thanks to
a great effort by Bill Scull the recently
acquired Cadet Mk.1 has been made air
worthy to replace the pranged Tutor.

Congratulations to Lawrence Side
botham. who obtaiIled his A and B on
the 15th June. On the 14th August D.
Stock ton. P. Lock and D. Joy all went
solo at an evening flying session, and 30
pint pots were emptied in the hour of
festivities that followed. This evening's
activities must rank as a club record.
Congratulations to Dave, Pete and Dave.

During the course, held in conjunc
tion with Newcastle Gliding Club, our
members experienced the complexities of
flying at a difficult hill site. and also
paid a visit to Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.

The most notable achievement of the
week was when Tony Knight, who was
launched at 5.25 a.m. one morning. flew
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five miles down wind of the site and
completed his five hours in the "Bowl".

After a field landing and a noggin in
a pub to celebrate, the r,etrieve crew and
Skylark. were back on Cariton Moor by
12.30 p.m.

Our sympathies are extended to the
bewildered tug pilot who mistook Carhon
for Sutton Bank. On dimbing (JUt of the
Auster he was confronted by a bearded
gentleman dressed in sandals and shorts,
running and waving a carving knife at
him. This was our own duty cook..

J. E.

that it was deliberately unsprung to
limit the speed at which it can be driven
along the tracks!

In the Matched and Hatched section
we congratulate on their engagements
Dave Wales and Mary Kj:rridge and
Derek Stowe and Glenys WiUiams. Bes
wishes to Peter and Caroline Philpot on
their marriage an 17th August. Recent
proud paren,ts are Tony and Pat Morgan,
who produced a daughter, and Ted and
Luey Chubb, who produced a son.

A. L. S.

CAMBRIDGE
BRISTOL FOR a fortnight in J\1ne we once more

APART from our summer, which enjoyed the hospitality of the Mid-
occurred during the latter part -of land Gliding Club at the Long Mynd.

July, conditions have been very variable, The camp was one of the most success
including more than our share of low ful we have had ther~.

cloud and drizzle. However, the courses Cambridge aircraft flew 270 hours. Ted
have been proceeding well, especially the Warner gained his Gold C height in the
Club courses, which have resulted in a Olympia 460, an'd John Bushnell and
goodly bag of solos and Cs. Giles Bulmer managed 5-bour flights.

Our T-49 has a.rrived at last and is Giles thereby completed his Silver
proving very popular among the solo badge. David Braham did a splendid
pilots as an advanced traine.r. flight of 150 miles into Suffolk, flying

Several parties of members made their Penguin, one of the syndicate-owned
Wlly to the comps. at Sutton Bank and Swallows.
Dunstable and a good time was had by Back at Cambridge, Bill Alexander
all. Congratulations to Ron Sandford on finished his Silver C with a 60-mile dash
his second place at the Northerns, to to the East Coast in the Olympia.
Peter Scott on his first place at Dun- Much cloud-flying was done in July.
stable, and to Roger Bartiett and John Jeremy Pickett-Heaps and Simc;m Red-
Daniell on their third place. man logged Gold C climbs. This com-

A new cup. the Shaun de Salis pleted Simon's Gold badge, the fourth
Memorial Trophy, has recently been so far obtained on Club-operated sail
donated by members, and will be planes.
awarded annually for the best closed- One of the finest soaring days we have
circuit flight in a Club aircraft. known was the 27th July. After Licnel

Jim Stuart-Menteth set off for Yar- Alexander had swished round a 32-rnile
mouth in the club Skylark on 23rd J~ne triangle in the Olympia 460 in 57
but was unlucky to flop a mere 6 mIles minutes, Siegfrid Neumann. took the
shorL Pete Simmons made nO mistake same aircraft round the lOO-km. Slazen
a'bout his Silver distance, landing near ger Triangle at 34 m.p.h.
the Mynd in the Eagle. No other dis- Meanwhile Geoffrey Dowling corn-
tances have oeen recorded, but Brian pleted his Silver badge by reaching his
Walker and Des Rich both got Silver goal, Podington, in the Swallow. On
height. to be confirmed, in the Ka-6. the same day the Skylark 2, the Sky and

C flights have been made by Ann the Penguin were flying lOO-km. tri
Wales" Joan Walker, Messrs. Barrett, angles at DUJlstable where they were
Batchelor, Garland, B. McLeod, Malpas taking part in the Regional Contest.
and Martin. The Skylark 2 was entered by John

Brian Mumford's new cable retrieve Brenner and Ralph Ismail, the Sky by
car, which .looks like an overgrown go- Simon Redman, and the Penguin by
kart with 'a 350 cc. engine, was leagerly Colin Pennycuick and Stewart Waller.
seized by members to try lheir hand. Stewart won a contest day by urging the
Enthusiasm waned when they discovered Penguin JO Anglesey.
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Most of our sailplanes have a red
finish, so that they can be spotted easily
in the air. Ray Haddon recently found
that this colour has disadvantages on
the ground.

After landing in a small field in
Hertfordshire, he had to defend the red
Swallow against a herd of cattle for two
hours before help arrived. Surp,isingly,
the bull was quite friendly G. S. N.

COVENTRY

W E held our Annual Camp a,t the
site of the West Wales Club, where

we we,e made most welcome. At the end
of the camp a very unfortunate accident
occured, when the club Olympia, mak
ing an away landing, hit and killed a
bullock. Despite e~tensive damage to the
glider. the pilot suffered only minor
injuries.

In the Regional 'competitions Alwyn
Findon and Ivor Tarv,er, with their
Olympia 463. went to Sl,Itton a,ank,
where they were placed third.

Reg Neep and 'Chris Duthy-James,
flying an Olympia 2 came in 23rd and

Ken Owen and Mike Bagnal, in a Sky
lark 2, were' 29th. Meanwhile, south at
DUllstable Gus Cunningham and Bill
May gained 22nd place in the' club Sky
lark 3 on their first competition vep
tur,e.

Phil Winkley 'and Chris Duthy-James
went to Twinwood and Rearsby res
pectively and were acro-towed borne.
Ken Owen almost mad,e gold height at
Podington in his Skylark. Mike Smith
startled everyone by catching a wave over
Coventry one Sunday evening.

Two recent sorties to, hill sites yielded
Silver Durations for Ron Gardner at the
Long Mynd in the club Prefect and
Richard Hill in a private Olympia at
Camphil1.

We congratulate Eric Miller and lrene
MacCleland on their marriage and
Richard Hill and Susan Collins, who
have be~ome ,engaged.

C. D. D.-J.

CROWN AGENTS

THE main event since our last notes
has been the success of Ken Edgar

THE STAND,ARD AUSTRIA ~S'
accepted internationally as one of the leading high,performance sailplanes with

outstanding penetration at high speeds.
World record in goal·Hight pver 452 miles in U.S.A. on Aug. 7, 1963 by

Ben Greene
Price ex works DM 16600.-Short delivery time

SCMEMPP.HIRTH, 'KG., '1312 KIRCHHEIM-TECK. W. GalMANY
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in 'completing his Silver re distance leg
by a flight. from Lasham w Keevil on
Satu.roay, 27th July. Ken is, of course,
Chairman of the R.A.E.G.C., but is
also one of oUr members, and on this
occasion he was flying our "Swallow",
This combined success of pilot and air
craft augurs well for the amalgamation
of tne two dubs mentioned in the last
issue. The proposals ha,ve now received
the approval of the Senior Crown Agent,
Sir 'Stephen Luke, and Dr. M. J_ Light
hill. Director 'of the R.A.E.

Three of our members attended the
RA.E.G.C. summer camp which was
held by courtesy of the Swilildon G.C. at
South Marston aerodrome. Despite wet
and windy weather there was a good deal
of flying, and we are all grateful to the
Swindon club and Messrs. Vickers-'
Armstmng for the use of the airfield and
launching equipment.

J. E. G. H.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE

ON 27th July Mick Kaye and John
Taylor, in the Eagle, made an

attempt on the two-seater out and return
record with a flight to Dunstable. On
the return, one thermal and 15 miles
short of home, they had to land at Ash
bourne, after ,a flight of over 200 miles.

Oongratulations to David PiJlans on
completing his Silver C on 26th J.uly
with a flight to Kirton-in-Lindsay.

It is with great regret that we have to
rep()[t that we are to lose the services of
Arnold and Ena Allcroft this Autumn.

J. M. N"

DEVON AND SOMERSET
(Dunkeswell)

O N Friday, 21st June Peter Berriman
achieved his 300 km. Diamond

Goal Flight in a flight to Tuddenham.
Peter really deserves his Dioamond, which
was carried out in very difficult weather,
spending sOme time on the ridge at
Dunstable.

Tpe next day, after an all night
retneve, John Hancock set off for the
satne goal, but this time the lure of
Dunstable proved too strong and he
landed in good company.

John Fielden and Alistair ShoveJ.ton
didalilother an night retrieve and John

3'J5

took off on Sunday mornillg to visit
Dunstable's "At Home", duly arriving
about 2 p.m. '

The London Club kindly presented
him with a picture card featuring their
latest high performance "Britannia" type
glider. Skylark 200 did 500 miles in three
days!

Splendid work by dub members has
transformed the control tower into a
club house of which we can be proud,
telephone, electric light, et<:" and most
important of all. a bar! We now all
approach winter flying with pleasure,
knowing we can thaw 9ut in cemfort.

Plans being completed and preliminary
work carried out, we will shortly have a
hangar to house some of our fleet. to
gether with a home for the Tiger Moth
tug on the site.

A Skylark has been bought, bringing
our total to 11 aircraft:- T-21, T-31,
Kite, two Tutors, two Swallows, two
Sk}'larks, Olympia and Eagle.

N. P. H.

DUMFRIES & DISTRICT

W ELL, we have had the Capstan,
and Joh~ E-veritt and tbe T-49 a,re

off' ba<:k to the South. The verdict? A
gentleman and a gentleman's aeroplane.

We had realised that to make the most
of the week-end allotted to us aerotows
were essential and made very satisfa<:tory
arrangements with the Border Flyillg
Club at Crosbie for the use pf an Auster
tug, After an afternoon excursion to
Crosbie with the Skylark and Prefect
for some initial towing practice we had
a couple of hours towing at Dumfries
first to make sure that our fen<:ed run
ways, loose stones and general facilities
were satisfactory. Everything went very

v. G. Aircraft Limited
All types of lig.ht aircraft

serviced and repaired,
also Spares supplied

Workshops:-

Tring Road, Dunsta.ble
Phone:· /)unll.bl. 63419



Coventry flown by I. Tarver and A.
Findon. A' good time was had by all,
mainly thanks to Ivy Moseley, Renee
Sly and the other lady members who
worked like Trojans to organise the
refreshments.

Despite the weather we have had a
fairly successfuJ summer. Chris Simps.on
completed bis Silver C by staying up 5t
hours and eventually landing at Skegness.
He was joined by Mike Smith, who
landed there for his Silver distance.
Congratulations also to Roger Shepherd,
who got both his Duration and Dista.nce
on his flight to Barnsley, and also
"Willie" Bailey, who flew to Morelon
on-the-Marsh for his Silver Distance.

Phil Smith shook everyone (including
himself) by taking the Grunau Baby 81
miles to Oswestry to get both Silver
Distance and Height.

Congratulations to Heather Atkinson,
Ray Tomlinson and Eric Whittle on their
A and B's and to lan Byrne and Denis
Heathcote on thei r C certificates,.

We are all eagerly waiting the arrival
of the new winch, which has a 9.6 litre
diesel engine under its bonnet.

J. R. F.

ESSEX

FOLLOWING a miserable June a.nd
first half of July the weather im

proved and summer arrived and with it,
the first really good soarable days we
have had.

Pete Treadaway immediately took ad
vantage of the improved conditions and
gained his Silver C height and endurance
leg, soaring over North Weald for five
hours and 19 minutes.

On the following day, 27th July, Ron
EAST MIDLANDS (Rearsby) Collins also gained his Silver C height

SINCE our last report quite a lot has plus his cross-country leg, incidentally
. happened at the E.M.G.C. First we making the Club's first cross-country

should like to offer our congratulations fljght, by flying from North Weald
to Vic Carr, our CFL who finished third Aerodrome to the London Gliding Club
in League 2 at the Nationals.. at Dunstable in 2 hours and 15 minutes.

In the spring we held a competition A few days later Pete Treadaway tried
over two week-ends at Rearsby by kind to comp1<:te his Silver C by a simi.lar
permission of Beagle Auster Ltd., for fljght but had to come down near
which we had 24 entries. Hatfield.

The first week-end was spoilt by the During the same memorable week
weather. but Mike Hunt, of Coventry, John Unswonh got his C, thus showing
managed a flight of 70 miles. Un- that all good things occur in threes.
fortunately na one else scored. The The two cross-country flights proved
second week-end was excellent and both conclusively that Reg Goldsmith's efforts
days were won by an Olympia 460 from in designing and building the trailer had
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well and although we have to pay for
the tug's flying time to and from Crosbie
it worked out quite well in cosL Then
we were all set and just hoping for decent
weather.

Meantime our usual flying cO!Jtinued
with a heated winch v. tow-car argument
which the winch is winning at present,
re3ulling in fewer but better launches.
Wc have also run our first course, which
was very successful, in spite of indifferent
weather and difficulties with cable and
instructors.

The Capstan arrived on the Saturday
morning as the course ended and just to
make matters really difficult a big dog
show was being held on the airfield in
"our" hangar! We managed, however,
with various barricade3, to keep gliders
and dogs .and cars apart and turned out
in force to welcome John Everitt.

In spite of a poor weather forecast the
week-end was brighter than we had
feared and we got in as much flying as
possible, the Capstan having absolute
priority. Inevitably only a favoured few
flew the T-49 and its first flight of over
an hour in a bit of wave pleased every
one who wasn't waiting for the next
flight. We were, of course, delighted with
it and with the kind words of wisdom
and experience from John. By special
request he finished up with an acrobatic
display to show those who could un
fortunately only watch how a glider can
be flown by an expert.

We have thoroughly enjoyed the visit
and learned a surprising amount in the
time. but we want John and the Capstan
back soon for at least a week.

G. J. K.
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been time well sf)ent.
Standing by and rarin' to go in pur

suit of one or more of their Silver C legs
are Brian Hockley and Mike Bishop and
if only the weather will remain kind I
am sure that when I type my next report
these two names will be highlighted.

J. W. R. U.

GLASGOW &
WEST OF SCOTLAND

WITH only one Sunday "rained off"
<luring June and July, our members

have bad a fair quota of airborne time.
Each Sunday, with its different wealper
conditions, brings further proof that our
move to Balgair area was a wise one.

It says a great deal for the local lift
when our Instructors have to limit each
flight in the T-2IB to half an hour or so.,

(\ welcome visitor recently was Bengt
Mlcrander, of the Gothenburg Aero
Club, who, with his wife, dropped in to
see us. Within minutes, he had his sleeves
rolled up and was pulling and pushing
With the rest.

Our Autumn drive for Club funds
per a Weekly Football Treble-has

started; as the sightseers who line a
nearby roadway every Sunday know to
their cost!

During July we were pleased to wel
come Charlie Ross with his Skylark.
After a good launch, he soared round
our area reaching above 6,000 feet and,
after two hours, finally landed in bis
own "back yard". D. C. S.

HANDLEY PAGE

A.LTHOUGH no. news of our activities
has appeared ID these columns for

several months we have not, in fact,
been idle.

On 4th May "Sandy" lng gained his
C cert.ificate with a 26 minute flight in
the Tutor. On 26th May Tony Newton
flew to Cambridge in the Skylark 3,
spending three hours over Cambridge
before landing in order to qualify for
the duration and distance legs to com
plete his Silver C Mick Goodwin did his
first solo on 2Jrd June and gained his
A and B certificates. On the same day
Alan Dowsett soared the Tutor for
23 mim;ltes to gain his C. Also on the
same day Alan Wordsworth flew 50
miles in the Skylark 3 climbing to
7,000 ft. on the way to gain the distance
and height legs of his Silver C.

Both Laurje Frakes and Alan Vincent
passed their instructors' test to become
categorised instructors.

Our Skylark 3, flown by Geoff Wass,
was to have taken part in an air display
at Elstree on 6th July but unfortunately
rain caused the whole display to be
cancelled.

A more recent solo was by John Read
on 5th August and On 28th July Barry
Masters gained his C certificate.

A, J. N.

KENT

THE work goes on busily at the K.G.c.
these days. We have one eye on the

weather as we work, thinking of the
approaching winter. Meanwhile the
courses are going well. all our customers
seem very satisfied. Over a dozen new
members have joined from the first
four courses alone. At this rate we shall
soon have to close the list. The ridge
works well we find, it triggers off ther
mals very nicely and numerous extended
flights have been made. Unfortunately
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the stones are still coming up through
the grass and shortening the life of the
aircraft skids.

The new diesel winch is standing up
nobly to its work, starting witb unfailing
regularity - a delightful innovation!
It's like driving a Rolls - almost.

P. J. T.

LAKES
THIS summer will be remembered as

being something like the "parson's
egg". Parts of it were excellent. and most
of our regular members have sampled
good thermal and ridge conditions.

The weather seriously interfered with
two courses run in June The first got off
to a good start with eight launches per
member on the first day. The second,
flown in the following week, was a
disaster, with only seven launches in
all.

We congratulate Ernie Dodd on his
promotion to, instructor. With four more
of our flying members under training we
look forward to a time in the near future
when we shall have enough instructors
to organise Saturday flying as a regular
thing.

It is pleasing to report that on 23rd
June JaCK Paley flew his five hours in
the Olympia, and two weeks later John
Head gave a really pofi$hed performance
on his first three solos in the Tutor.

Peter Craven and Eric Dixon, who
had previously soloed at Walney, fie....
the Tutor from Tebay for the fiJst time
on the same day.

The final item of club news concerns
the retrieving winch which was men
tioned in our notes last month. It has
been tested thorooghly and is now
regarded as an indispensable item of the
club's equipment.

Three of our members have just
returned from Lasham. where they
enjoyed some first"Class fiying.

F. G. R.

LASHAM

By September the builders should be
hard at work erecting our new club

house. After one false start earlier in
the' year, it really looks as if we' have
sol.ve~ our problems and designed a
bUlldmg to cost less than the National
average pl'ice of a1ilprox. £4 per square

foot.
The all' important Lasham Appeal

Fund now stands at £22,000 and we have
high hopes of more to come. We have
spent £7,200 on the hangar, £500 on the
mains water supply. After the clubhouse
scheme, we will start on the bunkhouse
and then the M.T. workshops. Does
anyone know a rich friendly patron?

Due to tbe resignation of John Coch
rane, our General Manager, the Com
mittee decided to split that office into
two parts. Derrick Goddard, otlr
Deputy C.P.I., becomes the Operations
Manager in charge of all aspects of
gliding operations and we are currently
looking for a Secretary I Administrator
to take charge of all financial and
domestic issues.

Derrick's great aim at the moment,
apart from making Lasham really
efficient, is to complete 500 launches per
week-end. So far we have done 250 on
one day but have always been beaten
by the weather.

Lasham is now the home of fifty
assorted gliders and although fifteen of
them were away at Regionals else
where, Saturday, 27th July proved to be
a record day. 2,050 miles cross-country
were flown.

Records broken - U.K. Out-and
return by Alan Purnell 244 miles Las·
ham-Long-Mynd·Lasham; British 300
km. Triangular Speed for two-seaters,
Wally Kahn and Bernie Davey Lasham
Frome-Banbury-Lasham thirty miles per
hour.

Gold C distances - triangle by Roy
Smith, Out-and-return by David Lowe.
Two pilots missed their Gold C (tri
angle) by less than 20 miles. Silver C
legs too numerous to mention.

The next day altnost the same story,
though only 1,500 miles flown. Three
pilots just missed breaking Alan's new
record - Rocky Stone, Peter Ibbe~on

and David Inee.
A new idea was tried, though unsuc

cessfully, on Saturday. Pilots on Silver
Distance flights were told to land at a
certain aerodr,ome. A tug was sent to
that aerodrome with two more pilots
who need their distance with instructions
to fly the gliders back to Lasham.

As it turned out, one pilot landed
at the wrong aerodrome (Weston-on-the~

Green instead of Kidlington) and t:he
other one arrived over his goal anti
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stayed up until he ha<:l completecl his
five hours_ However the idea IS interest·
ing and we are waiting for tbe next
good day to try it again.

On Friday, 9th August Derek Pigg.ott
made minor history by sending fouur
pupils solo in our T -49. The first to do
so in this new two-seater. The pupils,
who had been on a week's course,
induded a girl and Iustin Wills, Philip
Wills' YOl,fngest son. This "double first"
is rather exciting as our venerable T-2 I
"Daisy", which has now flown over
60,000 launches was the first T-2l to be
used for first solos.

Derek Piggott, our C.F.l., is g{)ing out
to the Instructors' Meeting at Yarese in
Italy in September and we are eagerly
awaiting his report on his return.

W. A. H. K.
Pholo by A. E. Slater

The Mayor and' Mayoress of Duns/able
opening the Carnival.

be over, and cross-country flights wi1I
have given way to hill-soaring. We
invite you, partiCUlarly j,f you have your
own glider, to come and fly with us
sometime. G. C.

MIDLAND

THE decision to offer rer;luced sub
scriptions to young members com·

bined with a pro-rata subscription for
members joining during the year has
resulted in an encour<)ging number of
new members. The increased member
ship has, in turn, mealill greater utj\.isa
tion of the club.

Syndicates have been active again.
The old 41 syndicate now has a Skylark
4, most of the members of old 67 have
transferred to 18 whilst other would-be
syndicates just wait for 15 metre
machinl:s.

We were pleased to see competitors
from DUDstable en route for Holyhead.
A few landed on the Mynd but many
more went over at respectable altitudes
on a day when soaring on tbe Mynd
wa~ almost non-existent.

The "Glorious Twelfth" was all the
more so this year fer it was on that day
that work began on tbe foundations
for the new bunkhouses. With better
accommodation and the possibility of
mains. electricity the coming winter will
not seem so bleak.

Early jn November we shall be hold-

LONDON
UNSTABLE now operates 15 dub
glider's and 25 privately oWl'led ones,

including so many rare types that we are
not surprisingly treated as a museum by
our many visitors.

The character of our membership is
rapidly changing, and in particular the
affluence of today's youth has brought
more young people, both boys and girls.
Our prangery this year could perhaps be
attributed to this change of atmosphere.

Dunstable has always previously
shown low accident returns, and we m'l.y
now have to revise Our well-tried
methods of flying d·iscipline to counter
the changing psychology of our mem
bership. We wonder whether other clubs
have this problem?

On 23rd June we held a Gliding
Carnival. when we were open to the
public, to make money out of them.

Aerobatics were ski'Ifully performed,
parachutists made drops (no connection
with the aerobatics), and the pundits
tackled an out-and-return task which
had an exciting neck-and-neck finish.
There were several sideshows and wen
Over a hundred joyrides were given.

Another successful venture this 'sea
son was the Dunstable Regional Con
tests. an account of which appears else
h'here in this issue. 25 sailplanes entered,

h
alf of which were resident gliders, and
alf visitors.
~y the time you read this the Aero

batlc Contest on 22nd September will
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ing our usua:l Trogs Party, at which
King Trog Will be .pleased to welcome
members of other clubs.

K. R. M.

NEWCASTLE

SITE deve.lopment at Carlton is pro
ceeding at a steady pace. An offend

ing hill has now been removed fr~~ the
middle of one. runway and quantities of
grass. seed are being sown.

The visit of the gromp of Avro memo
bers who we welcomed at the end of
July saw the beginning ef three weeks
of continuous flying which has helped
compensate for the poor start to the
year, and made our total number of
launches look more respectable.

Unfortunately August Bank Holi~ay
was a complete washout. the only bnght
spot being the visit of Philip. and Kitty
Wi1ls, AIf Warminger and Co. from the
Northern Comps. at Sutton Bank.

Our small band of lady members are
now coming more to the fore. Rita
Shepherd and daughter Carol~ both
flew their C on Carole's 17th buthday,
Carole having soloed only one week
earlier.

If Tom Shepherd had been successful
in his five-hour attempt the same week
end it would have been quite a family
affair.

Among the mere males, John Pearson
and Jim Grainger have joined the ranks
of Tutor pilots, and Ken Saddington,

The clubhouse in progress.

Tony Knight and Keith Walker have
all completed five hours.

So far this has been an excellent year
for wave conditions, and some good
flights. have been .reported. Latest of
these was Bill Dyer's climb to 8,800 ft.
in the syndicate Swallow.. Unfortunately
he was just unable to contact the next
band of lift and reach the "gold" len-
ticular above him. B. W. B.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

S'OARING conditions have. not been
very good during' the perIod under

considerati<5n, but a fe~ have. managed
cross-country flights. Mike MIlIer t~ok

the Skyfark to Oxford, thus completmg
two parts of his Silver C and Bill Petch
reached Kings Lynn. '.

E. G. ColIins, D. Old and R. A. Blsp-
ham have al1 gone solo. . .

John Everitt .and the. Capstan vIsIted
Podington in early July but poor
we.ather restricted flying. Those fortunate
enough to fly the Capstan were favour
ably impressed.

For the first time for some years a
flying week was held in August.under
the direction of Briart Brown. ThIS was
favoured by good weather and was very
successful. A small article in the local
paper at the same time created quite a
local interest in gliding.

The position regarding the use of the
airfield is again insecure as we have
recently heard that it is to be put up
for sale. We are keeping our fingers
crossed. .

A very successful barbecue organized
by Des DunmQre was att~nded by aver
100 member'S and friends ID July..

R. N. W. K.

OXFORD

THE long-range forecasters'. promise.. of
a super-August raised great hopes

for the only two weeks in the year when
we can fly every ~ay, but a.l~s, we ~n
joyed only margmal conditIons w.lth
almost unbroken top-cover whIch
dropped the occasional "Windrusher'"
cuckoo-like into our nest.

However,. the day .th.e G.S.A. com
petitors went home was one .of the best
of the year a.nd tw~ of our .aucraft each
made two flights m total lDe.xcess of
'n hours, one being a Silver Duration by
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SCOTTISH

THE week-end competitions in June
proved to be most enjoyable, with

J. C. Riddell, of Yorkshire G.c. (Sky
lark 3F) notching a fine win overall,
second D. G. Alty, of Fulmar G.C.
(Skylark 2), and third place T. P.
Docherty, of the S.G.U. (Olympia 2B).

During this period a record number of
Silver C Jegs were logged - :; Silver Cs
and a dozen Silver C legs.

The rate has now returned to the
normal 3 or 4 per month, although at
times this has been boosted by visiting
pilots, principally from RNGSA Fulmar
whose T-31 has been very active on
Bishop Hill.

One of our landmarks has now been
removed, namely the yellow tramway
pole at the south west corner of the field.

Our courses have drawn to a success
ful close and the score of certificates this
year ranll;ed from A's and B's to com
pleted Silver Cs and a new system of
double courses (two instructors, two
aircraft and one' winch driver) proved
most acceptable both in profitability
and flying. W. A. S.

SWINDON

A s expected, the former spacious
clubhouse has been reclaimed fOJ:

business premises. Plans have been sub
mitted for a clubhouse on the airfield,
making use of a concrete area close to
the usual entrance on the east side. It
is hoped to s.tart construction before the
winter.

For the pre~nt, the converted milk
float is towed to the launch point and
acts as flying control tea waggon and
clubhouse, proving that the show can
carry on without alcohol.

A most successful week's cour-se was
supervised by D. Ford during which a
few more fearless diesel winch drivers
were converted. Winching on the short
runway has been producing 1,300
1.500 ft. launches.

The convex nature of this runway calls
for conscientious. signalling, as the glider
is already climbing well before it comes
into view of the winch.

Consistent light signals are now ob·
tained with a semi-automatic signal pro
ducer of cams and limit switches devised
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a margin of one minute by Brian Beale,
an ex-member visiting us from Lasham.

No. 171, our second Skylark 4, has
been with us only just long enough to
be fitted tc! its trailer for a trip to France
where Juhan Temple missed Diamond
Goal by less than 25 km.

Other near misses were scored by
Malcolm Roberts, who again missed
Diamond Goal by landing 9 miles short
on a 300 km. triangle and by 10hn
Adams, who climbed to 10,400 feet to
miss Gold Height by 100 feet. Both
flights were made in No. 168.

Equally unsuccessful Were Tony Tay
lor's two Silver Distance attempts. Tony
is getting to know the country just short
of Henlow rather well.

Our modest successes include C for
Roger Mawson, John D'Arcy and Barry
Perkins, a Silver Triangle for Joy
Taylor, a Silver Duration for Stan
Green and ,mother for Gerald Weeks
whilst on holiday in Germany.

Noteworthy is Peter Pratelli's
leisurely flight from Lasham concluded
by local soaring after 6t hours and John
Ellis's trip in the Gull III to "see the
racing at Silverstone" from which he
returned a little before 8 p.m.

Dave Roberts and Donald Lowe flew
Olympia 170 into 9th place at Dunkes-
well. A. S.

PERKINS

A significant feature of our activities
at Westwood both last year and

this year has been the number of five
hour f1ight~ completed. A total of ten
duration tlill;hts have been recorded in
the two seasons, which is a very good
reflection on the standard of flying of
our Olympia pilots.

Since our last newsletter, Ken Tinkler,
Peter Gray, Aubrey Waltham and John
Brown have flown 5-hour legs, and
Doug Phythian missed his by fifty-one
mmutes.

On our last flying week in July, Ray
Bardsley gained his C with a useful
flight to 3,500 ft. and Harry Benton
made over 4.000 ft. in the Eon Baby.

Gordon Cornell and Colin Donald
entered the Skylark 3 in the competition
organized by the Devon and Somerset
ClUb at DunkesweIl. and gained -some
valuable experience in spite of five "no
COntest" days. C. C. D.



H. J.

by S. Perry to give the proper time
intervals.

M. B. H.

WEST WALES

AT last; the Clubhouse! In somewhat
embryonic form at the time of writ

ing, but nevertheless a palpable, tangible
clubhouse. The building is the now
vacated control tower at Withybush and
it should be fUlly operational by the
end of August.

It was, in fact, used in its present
spartan state by members of the Coven
try Club, who held a fortnight summer
camp here in July.

We were delighted to meet them, to
compare notes and in particular to fly
their Ka-2, which has set us all thinking
very hard about the pleasures and uses
of high performance, closed cockpit
two-seaters.

The weather has not been kind to us.
Our open days were clamped out and
cross-country flights have been very few
and far between. Steve Chinnock and
John Thomas managed Silver C distance
legs, Steve to Bryn Amman and John
to Morriston.

Lloyd Edwards also went to Morriston,
landing in the same field - the only
one, backing on to the crematorium.
Howard Jones got to Aberporth, about
five miles short of his distance.

It was thus both delightful and frus
trating to see Colin Donald arrive from
Peterborough, having previously declared
Wit~~bush as a goal, appa.rently without
reahsmg there was a ghdmg club here.
Our sincere congratulations, anyway.

Ab-initio training is still going strong
and new members keep arriving. Tom
Williams, Dickie Baldwin, John Lockett,

David Owen and Jim Saunders have all
soloed and (jwyn Thomas and Tom WH
liams have made their C flight.

We are saddened by the departure of
Steve Chinock on posting from R.N.A.S.,
Brawdy.

YORKSHIRE

THIS spring has shown a surprising
shortage of westerly, but our soaring

effort has been helped by Henry Dok
tor's skilful tugging, and the east-west
runway. We were pleased to welcome a
party from Norfolk with their own
Swallow, together with two Olyrnpias
from Dunstable.

While our minds have been pre
occupied with preparations for the
Northems, held on the site in July and
described elsewhere, two airc.raft from
the site went up to Portmoak to take
part in their week-end competition. The
visit was very enjoyable and Chris Rid
dell was deJighted with the whisky 
the first time he had ever won anything
in gliding.

Our summer courses are again popular
this year and we are pleased to have
Toon Ghose with us as second instruc
tor for the season. Visitors are always
welcome. and it is refreshing to find that
Sulton Bank is getting known as a
good holiday spot. After the Northems
we were pleased to have Pat and Ben
Watson stay with us with their Sk)'.
Their b~t day gave them over seven
hours' soaring. However, the best local
performance was by Mike Wilson, our
secretary, who ascended upwards to get
his. Gold C height ,in his Olympia. Let
us hope the distance comes up soon as.
well J. C. R.

SERVICE NEWS

BANNERDOWN dept., so the lad has to do it again.
(RA.F. Colerne) Chris Gildea missed a gold distance

by 18 miles, landing near Norwich after

T UG WiUson and Ray Gaunt each five hard hours. Hugh Bellingham arrived
got their Silver duration and distance, near Oxford and Mac Macintyre went

Vince Griffiths went off on a maiden to Devon, both for Silver Distance.
cross-country to Calne and Eric Hales Two-seater types to graduate to Mis
declar~d Lasham, 53 miles, arrived safely tress Tutor include Malcolm Hinder, Vie
but WIth an awful 'ush in the barograph Carnoh, J. D. Smith, S. Lodge, while P.
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463, having the distinction of being
practically the last to land each day.

Laurie Beer and Jack Harrison have
each completed all three legs of their
Silver Cs this season. and Bill Hem
mings his Height and Duration. Ted
Deacon and Tess Shet achieved their
heights, and Bob MacFarlane his
distance.

Tess and "Mac" are now awaiting a
5·hour day to complete their Silvers.
Jack Collins also reached Silver Height,
but as this was his first soaring trip, he
had to count it as his C.

Regrettably, there are no vacancies at
present for civilians, but Service person
nel (of all three Services) and those still
on the active Reserve who live in the
area are welcome to come along to Ben
son one Saturday or Sunday.

K.A. H.

Finch and Doug Coliins notched their
Cs.

On 14th July a small group frustrated
by weather conditions on the horne site
and believing in the old adage - Never
wait to aviate - seized and dismembered
the 28 and the Baby, fled for Huish,
rigged and flew eight hours on the ridge.
We are delighted to record this because
expeditions are a sure sign of hard-core
enthusiasm, which is infectious.

A review of our l1eet shows that all
aircraft are now spoilered or braked and
in full serviceability. The MT fleet has
been rationalised and is ready to cope
with autotow or Daniels autopulley
launching whenever the wind direction
allows, while the Callnan winch is a
tremendous asset for the aforementioned
expeditions.

The mobile flight office is now fully
operational with all mod. con. including
automatic light signalling, effective wind
sock, stair to the 1st floor and anemo
meter. It certainly makes a businesslike
contribution to our operations making
no 'secret of its function in displaying a
stern admonition PAY AS YOU FLY in
large red letters, but only 2/6 per launch
takes the sting our of that. Membership
increase during the period was 19 and
the club total stands at a healthy 194.

P. H.

EAST MIDLANDS (Swinderby)

ON the week-end of 27th-28th July
the club's senior member, "Pop"

Rigall (62 years old), set the ball rolling
by going solo. Five C certificates were
then gained. Our youngest member,
Barry Pickers, also qualified for his C at
16 years and 5 months.

Bill Harrop and Thorn Tbomascom
pleted their Silver C's with a five-hour
hop each. They' proved once again that

CHILTERNS (RAF. Benson) pairs soaring pays off. That was on the
27th July, and on the 28th Bert Ottley

No news of this Club has appeared in became the first club hero to do a dura
these columns for several seasons. tion in the Eon aaby.

The Chilterns is an R.A.F.G.S.A. club Silver C Heights were achieved by
situated about midway between Oxford J>ete Rickwood, Barry Cohen, Bert
and Reading. Unfortunately we are too Ottley and Bob Kirkland, and Silver
far from the Chiltern hills to be able to Distances by Bob Kirkland and Jim
ridge soar, and sufficiently close to the Wild.
Thames to e1Cperience its lack of ther- lan Hamilton landed near Corby, 40
mals. miles short on the last leg of a 300 km.

The C.F.I. is Wilf Pickles, who is also triangle.
responsible for the maintenance of The most notable success in June went
winches, tractors, etc. to Con Grieves, who took the club Sky-

We have three self-propelled winches lark up to 12;600 feel - off a 1,000 foot
that start "on tbe button" and our air- winch launch - to get a well deserved
craft fleet is two T-21's, oDe Tutor, one Gold C height.
Grunau, one Olympia and a Skylark 4. Other successful pilots during the
We have six regular instructors. Our period under review are John Shorter ~
average launcb rate is 100 a day. with a Silver C DistanCe - and Glen

We have been sending first solos Saunders, Bob McGinn, Howard Cox,
re~ularly, and there have been a few C's "Tubby" Jordan. Ted Barker and Bob
thiS year. The "pundi,ts" have been Rushbv, all with C's.
especially busy. Wilf Pickles performed So far this year E.M.G.C. members
well in the Nationals l1ying an Olympia have gained 18 A's and B's, 18 C's, 17
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"Siggy" Romrig, Deputy C.F.l., empha
sizes a point to one of the new members.

Silver C legs, 4 completed Silver Cs and
Qne Gold C leg. We have accepted the
Clevelands Club challenge for the title
of "Top Dog" of the R.A.F.G.S.A. and
we hope these statistics will give them
something to think about.

B. I. L. H.

FOUR COUNTIES

EARLY in the year, Flt.-Lt. Barry
_ Gould took over as C.F.I. on the
departure of Dave Brooke, and follow
ing the solution of a few administrative
problems, the club was flying again as
soon as the weather permitted.

C certificates have been gained by
Mike Mercer, Paddy Galbraith, Simon
Morrison and Tony Lamb. Congratula
tions also to Alan Fox and Chris lister
on their recent solos.

We now have a spoilered Tutor and
our T-31 has also been spoilered, and
we have already appreciated the advan
tage of shorter retrieves. Fred Slater
h.as done sterling work 'on the servicing
Side, and the Prefect is now resplendent
in red and white.

Our categorised instructor strength is
now up to four, Fred Slater and John
Teesdale having successfulIJ' co,:"pleted
the course at Bicester earlier thlS ye!!r.

Paul Lea represented the club ~Itb
the Olympia at tbe R.A.F. Competltl.oD
over tbe August holiday, With Dick
Barrett and tbe MilIard twi~S as crew.

Finally, our congratulations to John
Teesdale on his engagement

S. N. H.

R.A.F.C.S.A. CENTRE
(R.A.F. Bicester)

SINC.E the last report certain adminis·
tratrve changes have been made by

which the Windrushers Gliding Club has
been totally absorbed into the Centre
and has now ceased to exist

Since the last report we have flown
over 800 hours from nearly 5,500
launches. - Silver C cross-co~ntries have
been flown by J. T. Morri! from Hal
ton, Squire Hoyle, Colin Wray, Geoff
Jones, Wg. Cdr. Campbell, A. A. P.e~ns
and Farmer, a visiting air e!ectroDlclan
from Ballykelly. Also by' tw~ staff mem
bers of the Centre, Bill ATIdrews and
"Chiefy" Williams.

Aerotow retrieving has .proved
economic up to 60 miles and .lS now
used whenever possible for Silver ~
retrieves. It is simpler, quic:ter, there IS
less risk of damage and air;:raft utlhsa-
tion is improved. .

Silver C Durations have ])ten achieved
by Frank Burgess, Squire j{oyle, Perris
and Johoson.

Silver C Heights were gaioed by Cpl.
Barrett, Sgt. Bellingham, J. T. Mathews
and Staff Sgt. Miller, who is from near·
by Strategic Air Command

Several Gold C cross coumtry attempts
have been made but with no success,
Frank Burgess took the Ka-6 to York·
shire and Doe Robinson {he Skylark 4
to Syerston.

The next day Ran Newall and Doc
Saundby declared St. Mawgap ~ut they
were forced down by sea ~Ir In north
Cornwall and after spending the evenmg
drinking in the village pub \I'ent ~o sleep
in a haystack waking to find their. crews
waiting indignantly beside the alr~r~ft.

At the other end of the s;ale tralnmg
has not been negleoted and we have
achieved 7 C certificates and 30 A and
B's. R. P. S.



his Silver C and claimed a Gold C
height with a climb from 2,300 ft. to
16,500 ft.

Our C.F.I. Dave Innes and Dave
Alty took the Skylark 2B to a rather
damp Easter Rally at Bicester. However,
Dave Alty's next v.enture with the Sky
lark a~. the ScottIsh Gliding Union's
competItIon was successful and ne gained
second place.

Our T-31 was down at Portmo'lk for
a number of week-ends ridge soaring
and Robin Bremner, George Iiey and
Det'ek Marpole have got their 5-hour
legs.

Phi! Champion made good use of a
small bonfire in March, which gave him
S<?me 26 minutes of soaring time. To his
dIsgust the Fire Brigade appeared and
put an end to the matter!
~any me!Dbers have spent a lot of

theIr spare tune and worked hard on the
club's equipment and special mention
must be made of Sammy Sansom, Derek
Marpole and Ted Barrat. Nick Taylor
our secretary, leaves in October to tak~
up profess.ional aviating and Phil Cham
pion is preparing to take over tbe reins.

Anon.

RED HAND
(R.A-F. Ballykelly)

THE l~th July being a National Holi
day In Northern Ireland, it was

decided to spend a day on the beach.
Inste:ad C?f a bucket and spade, however,
the syndIcate towed out the Skylark and
trailer.

From three launches behind Cordon
Mackies Volvo, Col.Christy, Pete Dale
and Gordon had seven and a half hours
soaring along the 300 ft. cliffs at
Magilligan.

This survey shows that with as little
as 8-10 kts. N.W. wind, five-houf legs
w.i1l be possible. Dave Ellis, in the
Olympia, picked up a thermal from the
sand dunes and flew over Downhill and
Castlerock for an hour. Blue thermals on
duty a week later to around 3,000 it.
gave Grenville Hill an hour's local soar
ing also in the Olympia, together with
Tom Beslipon his conversion to the
Skylark. .

Alien Farmer has returned happily
from Bicester with his Silver C distance.

Congratulations .are due to Mike Col·
lins and Cambell Donaghy for their
solos in tbe Tutor and to ]oe Taggart on
his conversion to the Olympia.

We have adopted the cross runway
method of auto tow launching with a
marked reduction in wear and tear to
the clutch of the tow car. At the same
time we are using 11 W.G. 70/80 ton
tensile piano wire instead of 14 ·W.G.,
140/150 ton.

The softer heavier wire shows no sign
of work hardening and the first lest
cable has given over 300 launches on
runways. G. M. H.

HERON NAVAL
(Yeovilton)

THIS is the first time that we have
appeared in print since the club was

reformed three seasons ago. In 1962 our
two founder-members and prime movers,
Topsy Turner and Stan Turton, left us
for pastures new, so that we began
1963 UDder new management.

Flying began this year in March
with the club fleet augmented by ~
syndicate Skylark 3F. The T·31 has

FULMAR NAVAL sprouted spoilers.

(R N A.S L' h) The Tiger being maintained by th.e
• o· •.. oSSlemout . cIlib's ground engineer meant that aero·BRlrAIN'S most northerly OUtpost of tows cQuld be laid on most days, and in
gilding has had a good flying season fact Match and the Tiger between them

so f<l:r, despite a lack of summer weather. produced a great deal of local soaring
Soanng conditions have been better than for the Olympia and Skylark.
usu~land a good crop of A, Band C Ray Foot got his C with a cool
certificates h'ave been produced. Also 90 minutes in the latter. Meantime, the
Dave Alty and George: Iley have corn- T-31 was kept busy pounding round the
pleted their Silver C's. circuit.
f In July John Harris flew rhe Skylark April brought more local soaring for
rom Milltown to Stonehaven using the two scailplanes, also some cross

strong tee wave for~ed by a southerly countri.es; Nic~ HUmphries took the
Wind off the GrampIans. He completed OlympIa 42 mIles to Redly:nch for his
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Silver distance, and Ray Foot on his
first cross-country declared, Lasham and
got there in a couple of hours.

He then soared locally until his five
hours were up, watched his trailer arrive
and landed beside it. Shortly afterward
Bill Foster took the Olympia to Salis
bury for his Silve'r distance.

Other flights of note have been John
Eatwell's trip to Verwood in the
Olympia (42 miles), followed rapidly
by a five-hour stint in the same aircraft
during which he reached 9,500 ft. in a
en-nim which covered half of Somerset.

Ray Foot commuting to Bovingdon in
the Skylark collected his Silver Height
en route. Bill Foster local-soared the
Olympia for four hours and John Os'
borne did an out and return to Salisbury
in the Skylark.

Cox, McConochie, Cooper, Morris,
Milner, Childs and Young have gone
solo, and there are several more hover
ing on the brink. Statistics ufltil July:
2 complete Silver C's, 2 Silver dista"TIce

legs, 6 Cs, 7 B's, 250 hours, 1,000
launches, with a membership of not
more than 40. J. E. O.

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL

THE T-2l has at last emerged, after
her Io-year inspection, resplendent

in fresh colours.
The Olympia has had an annual, and

the Skylark a new tail skid, so that
only the Tutor is now u/s, having a
damaged wing.

None of our pilots was entered for the
Naval Competitions at Lasham. but
several of our members gave help with
the competitions in various ways.

Our C.F.1. gave a flying display dur
ing Air Day at Lee recently, though
conditions were rough and the cloud
base was very low.

Humphry Dimock won two days of
the Dunstable Competitions but was,
unfortunately, out for two days due to
landing in an uneven field. L. D. V.

OVERSEAS NEWS
"milk run" to Celle to get his diamond
goal.

As the soaring season draws to a
close we look forward to the winter
wave project which we hope to hold on
one' of tbe French wave sites early in
the new year. S. W.-P.

EAST AFRICA

SINCE our last newsletter we regret to
report the loss of our two·seater. the

T-31. The C.F.I. was flying an air-test,
following C. of A., and unfortunately
caught his port wing on a thorn bush,
which caused the aircraft to ground
loop. The pilot was not hurt, but the
aircraft was damaged beyond repair.

We are now operating ollr new winch,
which has been built by the Forces ele
ment of the club, in particular John
Welch and Ron Mills.

It is built on a Pontiac straight eight
car chassis, with completely automatic
gear change, and to date has hurled the
Cadet Mk. I to 1,650 ft. without any
effort. We hope to be se.nding a complete
report, with pictures in the near future.

C. R. E.

PHOENIX
(R.A.F. Briiggen)

THIS has been one of the best soaring
seasons the club has ever had, due

partly to the excellent German thermals
and to the ground equipment.

Our new winch has proved most
reliable, and has adequate power to cope
with our varied types of aircraft. It
also has an automatic braking system on
the winding gear. giving a very smooth
launch in all conditions.

Our new clubroom has been decorated
and the bar is now open.

Every soaring day has been put to
full use, and to date our successes include
the following:- Fourteen members have
gained their A and B certificates, sixteen
their C badges. Sixteen Silver C legs
gcained include eight height legs, five
distances and three five-hour legs.

Sid Tee, Bill Ridley, Mitch Mitchell
and Jerry Wheeler have all completed
their Silver C badges. Geoff Barrell has
finished his Gold C with a flight to
Celle, getting his diamond goal at the
same time. Alan Somerville also did the
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ADEN
~. OUR man in Aden" reports:

Breathing space having now passed
since the completion of our first full
season, we have produced some facts and
figures. We arc very pleased and a little
proud of our achievement.

led into patches of •. down" by birds
flapping round in mock circles, was later
extended to definite aggressive "passes"
and ultimately to an attack on the
Swallow. The bird impaled itself, talons
foremost on to a leading edge near
the cockpit and was picked up with a
broken neck.. The impact felt so heavy
to the pilot he came straight in for an

From September, 1962-May, 1963 inspection, which revealed only talon
(165 flying days) :-4,863 launches, marks.
545 hours Bown, 43 solos, 19 Cs, 10 pro- Other forms of lift we enjoyed in-
moted passenger carrying and 4 pro- c1uded a powerful cloud street which
moted instructors. crosses the site on the few occasions

The seaSon was marked by an am- when the wind veers behind 'Sham Skim'
bitious training programme run by Tom (the 1,800 ft. main peak of the volcanic
Bobbin (C.P.I.). rim which forms the Aden peninsula).

The club's aircraft, two T-21's (one This is thought to be initiated by wind
syndicate owned), one T-21 and one shadow thermals remaining active after
T-45 were kept very busy. flying taking crossing five miles of harbour, or wind
place all Sunday and every afternoon turbulence sweeping up patches of warm
exccpt Monday (maintenance). New air. This street on occasions appears to
pilots slowly graduated to the T-21's extend 20-30 miles inland, but alas we
and eventually crowded the use of the can make little use of it for down-wind
T-45 with the "elder" members. Our Bights.
converted Humber Super Snipe (honor- Nose and tail skids need constant
ary tow car and founder member) was replacement due to the severe crushed
soon started on the first of what must gypsum surface of the runway.
have amounted to over 5.000 sprint ODe problem we had was due to a
starts dOWD the dusty mile of our rutted large turnover of new members. Many
and wind-duned runway, a mammoth came to us only to obtain solo's and
fatigue test for car and drivers. A others came shortly before returning to
Zephyr bought to relieve the load the U.K. Thus we had good training
couldn't stand the pace. figures. but it was a terrific struggle for

The early soaring weather was very the "hard core" of experienced members
promising. Thermals, generally strong, to maintain efficient operation. Many
narrow and frequent had a ceiling (or avoidable hitches and mechanical failures
cloud base) of 4,000 ft. which gradually appeared as a result causing inevitably
reduced to as low as 1,500-2,000 ft. a certain amount of frustration.
During the season pilots often found We have plans to attempt some Silver
that at low levels. below 1,500 ft., best C distance flights early next season, a
rates of climb were achieved with as triangular flight with the minimum risk
much as 45-50 degrees of bank. Many of coming unstuck in an awkward spot
~ights were ended by the 30 minute is proposed. and a trailer suitable (we
tune limit mostly employed due to the hope) for desert tracks has been con-
demand for our only solo aircraft. structed for emergency use. The new
Several flights were made up to an distance requirement will be impossible,
extended one hoor limit. Ambitious so we will be making big efforts before
flights are denied us by the generally December.
low cloud base and the limitation of We have been able to continue fiying
being surrounded by endless seas of soft on Sunday mornings only through the
desert sand with ever-changing rough summer. starting at 5.30 a.m. (on the
dust tracks not suitable for trailer field) to avoid the mid-day heat.
retrieving. There is one incident that occurred

The local buzzard-hawk-kites (?) during the flying season J haven't men-
proved very useful thermal markers and tioned, on Sunday. 3rd February, for the
weather men. but seemed to resent our first and only time in the memory of the
sharing their thermals. The o3ssive club we were unable to fly due to ....
resentment indicated by stories of being RA!N.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

British Aviation Insurance .co. Lld.

Ke'ot Gliding Club
Now Hying e'very week-end at the
new site at CHARING near ASHFQRD

DO YOUR (iLlDING ON TKE CORNISH RIVIERA

THE CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

Poslal atldtess:

Kent GUlling Club,
Squids Gate, ChaUock, nr. Ashfanl,

Kent T.I. Ch.uoek 307

(turning off A252, H Inil., E. of th. t9P of' Cha~ing HiU
look for 'ho K.G.C.•i~nl.

Apply: Mrs. L. S. PHIUlPS
14. KENWTN STREET. fRURO. CORNWALL

Phone I tNtO 389~

Off... coUr'" berween22nd APIl:lland 23rh SEPTEMBER
0"1 its rRllgnific.nl cOIII,.1 Cliff SGairinl1 Sil.

in the heert of rhis famed' flolidllY ar..
2 Instructors

21 miles of golden W1Rds, rhe besl sur', bathing beaches
in the cou.ntry - ..nd .U the USU~IIJ holiday IIf1"1enitiel.

Visitors al.a.,., ..... y .-'co.,.
Id.1 for families IInd hiends

The .Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDING CLUB

Camphm. Great Hu~klow. Nr. Tideswell.
Derbyshire

TheCI",b h,s three dual control gliders ,n<1 offers elemen
lary, inlermed'i11le IInd high performllnc. faciliJi'es and
training. Private Own.rl.,at.red £Or. Th. comfor,.bl. Club
Hous., Dormifo,iei and CantMn are un-de, the cere of a
R.sident $r·...,d .nd Sleward...I. AI; C-arnphill th.r. Itr.
.n ..hose things which milk., rhe compl.t. Glidin9 Club.

Wlrite ro fh. Secretary for delltils 0" Membership 'and
SUR'irner COyu.,.
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Th. Blac.k & Son. Ltd.

Bri~tol Gliding Cub

City ASs.Ulran~c Consultanls L.td.

Classificds

British Glidjng A5S0.ci31ion

ClBA (A.R.l...) Ltd.

Cobb Slater Instruments Lld.

Conder Engineering Co. Ltd.

Cornish Gliding Club

CrQs;sfcJl Variomctcrs

Derbyshire and Lancashire

Gallaher Limited

V. Ginn

Jrvin~ Airchute Co. Ltd.

Kent Gliding Club

Lasham Gliding Centre

London Gliding Club

Mid!and Gliding Club

Pcgaso S·.P.A.

Rubery Owen Ltd.

S.hempp Hirth K.G.

Schweizcr Aircraft Corp.

Scottish Gliding Union

Shell Mex & B.P. Ltd..
Shorroek Developments Ltd.

Sling,by Sailplanes Ltd.

Soulhern Sailplanes
Soulhdown Acro Services Lld.

Speedwell Sailplanes

Surrey Gliding Club

Thermal Equipment Ltd.

Yorkshire Gliding Club

Gco. Alien & Unwin Lld.

BC3l!ile Austcr Aircraft Ltd.

Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFIELD. GLOUCESTER

w. oiler excellent Ib.,m.l, hiD and ~v. foeting .' •
Jif. on rh'e wesJern ,dge of the ,Cotswolds, N.., Slroud
FIN' includes Skylar,k 11, Olympiil, SWllllow, Prefect and

DUIII Training MIIchin.s. A.rofowing aV•.illtbl••
ComfortabJ. Clubhoul,., firsl~cJaIS C_nl.,•• Bunk-houl.

_nd Ba,.
Summer Gliding HolidllYs for ab~iniliol Non-Members.

Write to: BRISTOL GUDING CLUB
~YMPSFIELD. Nr. STONEHOUSE. GLOS.

T.I••hon. VlEY 342

MIDLAND GUDING CLUB
The Long Mynd, Shropshire

Ab initio trllining
Advan~ed instruction

Ridge soaring thennals, wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse

G90d fOQd Bat
RH/DENT/AL SU/oU1ER CO,URSES

Wtil~ 10: "ENQUIRIES",
, Hlllc:roft, Cunnery Road,

CHURCHSTRETTON, Shropshint
Tel. Linley 206
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Scottish Gliding Union
,PORTMOAK, SCOTLANOWELl, BY KINROSS

Training from ab-initio to .d~.nced ratings
'f-JCCleoll!Jnl hill. 'h.mal and wave 'OII,ing in belutiful

surrounding"
Club IflH' intluda I

1,21'" TUTORS, SWALLOWS, OLYMPIA
Met.or~ldl't .llJd Gliding C~u.

14th-21st Seplember
Wen appointed C"lubrooms

h... c. in .&1 bedrooms
VisilQTS end visiling .irer,'. w-e!com.

Full Membership or Associate Membership a ....ililble
Write 10 the ~relary for furlher delails

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
'Sutton 88"'k, Thirsk, North Yorkshire

finest Win•• Themt,1 .lId HiJl Soerirrv above
the Ham~elon HiU,; $Iope5 bel n South
n.d NDrth WUf. Fu.lly Residential c.·.. tr.Uy

healed, modern CI\tbhouse; oU.ring congenial
.IInOSpMte. Modetfl ,t-.I of Seilplan... and

'dual-control T'Jlinen. Visitors always
WelcOMe. Membership dnil, -Irol'll Ih.

General Secret.r". 'Summer Holid.y. ~ourses

..... ilabl- fot NoviiCe••lId Salo pilotl.
Dol.i)" from 'he Course SecJehuy

lelephona. S.II0. (Think) 237

I).clare us your goal this yeiN'

LashamGliding Centre
A ,Federation of seven clubs operates at
Lasham with communal Training, Launching,
and Sodal Facil:ties provided by the Lasham
Gliding Society,

FOUR FULL-TIME
PROFESSIONAL INS1'RUC,l'ORS

FOUR TWO-SEA1'ERS FOR
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED
TRAINING
INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED
SOARING WITH THE CLUBS

BEGINNERS COURSES
THROUGHOUT THE
WINTfR

FLYING EVERY DAY

*New ab-initio members welcome
Unsurpassed facilities for private owner'

, and syndicate groups
Write to: The, SecreJary,

tASHAM GLIOING CENTRE, ALTON, H~NTS

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Excellent thermal site with efficient

westerly ltidge ensuring fullest op

portuni,ties for year r,ound soaring

FLYING INSTRUCTION EVERY DAY
Full time .talt 4 O'ual and 11 Solo pri.....,

to high pllrlorman.a "",cllin•• "2 Tug aircralt

Link Trainer. Excellent clubhouse, dormies,

full., Jice"..d b.. and lull cataring

Write 10 THE MANAGER,

LONDON GLIDING ClUB, DUNSTABLE DOWNS,

BID'S, Tot Dun".ble 63419

Surrey Gljding Club
Skylarks available every soaral:le

day throughout the year for

(ros$ Country Flying
Club Fleet consists 0/

TWO SKYLARK 3F

FOUR SKYLARK 2

ONE SWALLOW

for de~l!lils of membenhip apply to:

The Secretary
Lasham Gliding Centre
Alton, Hants.
Telephone Heniard 270

PUA.SE MtNTlOIl "SAllP,LANE & GLIOlNG" WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS



BRITAIN AT ITS BEST

Gliding: a Sling,by Skylark JF over HampshiTl

FROM 60 launching points in all parts of Britain, some 6,500 enthusiasts take to the air

tQ enjoy what is perhaps the mQst solitary of modern sports-gliding. But peaceful as it

may seem to the onlooker, gliding nevertheless has its thrills and if the glider suddenly

loses its 'lift' B quick search for an uncluttered field may be caUed for. Under the very bes't

conditions, however, a really skilful pilot can make the most remarkable heights and

distances. The British Nationa~Gliding records, for example, are 37,050 feet and 461. miles.

SENIOR SERVICE Gatisftt




